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I.
THE BASIS OF LOYALIST IN NORTH CAROLIr^A.
Various phases of the American Revolution have been subjected to
much readjustment at the hands of historical students. Among these phascsl!
Loyalism is prominent. The Loyalists and their cause have been much ne-
glected ana sinoh ffiiyunderstocd . Only recently have v<€ gained enough
perspective and lost enough prejudice to begin to comprehend their motivee ji
and their importance. We can now clearly see that the Revolution was
a civil war; and that the weakness of tne losing side in the struggle
was a weakness not so much in numbers, wealth, or ability as in that very L
conservatism and respect for lav; which mads tnem loyall The tactless
metnods oi the British government ana its representatives made the
Loyalists' position still more untenable. The Tories possessed both
patriotic devotion and courageous adherence tc principle. From tneir
point of vies the Whigs were a rebellious faction blindly intent on se-
cession ana anarchy. The Loyalists' stand was not illogical and certain- :i
ly not to be sweepingly condemned^ They aid not generally acquiesce in
all British measures; they believed in peaceable and legal means of resis-
tance? Local prejudices, personal animosities and business connections
deteriBined in many cases party affiliations; buo tnere is no evidence that
mean motives swayed Tories oftener than Whigs. Scoundrels and cowards,
no doubt, were on both sides. In i,ae long run, the Tory seems to have
been as iaitnful, as consistent, and as willing to sacrifice as was the
j
Whig. i
Loyalists, in general, fall into a more or less obvious and familiar
classification. Placemen, from the governors down, were logically loyal.
The Anglican clergy were loyal. Tnoss who bad commercial relations with
England were not likely to be revolutionists. Tne wealthy, those who had
prospered under existing conditions and who bad large material interests
|
at stake, were naturally conservative and opposed to any war. In most ox j
the colonies, the cultured class, many of whom had been educated in jiing-
land and had shifted to the English view-point, were inclined to adopt
strictly legal means of resistance.
The Southern colonies, with tneir peculiar social, economic and geo- !
graphical structure, produced a somsyvhat different party alignment.
1 Van T^'ne, Loyalists, 165; F'ljck, Loyaliem ir. New York, It.
2 See article by Tyler in Am. hist. Bev, , I, , 24f f
.
3 Flick, Loyalism in Kew York, It, 12, 50,

2In tho South, as elsewhere, the placemen were generally loyal; thoui^n the[-
were rcore exceptions in isorth Carolina tnan in colonies like iviassacnusetts
where oitter aeoaxes ana agitations haa aade the opinioes of possible
royal appointees well-known. The last royal governor of North Carolina,
-Josiah kartin, was as faulty in his jadgEcent as he was in his nandlino of
men; but the fact thai, in October, 1772, he offered to name SaiDuel -Jonn-
ston for tne Council, that as late as 177S he nominated V.'illie Jones for
|
the sa^e placed and that in Apri^ of 1774 he considered L. H. Ce Bosseti
'
a "Whig" and Ricnard Cas^vsll a Tory,' would seem to make it inevitable xnat
when tne time of testing cane many office-holders v^=ould acknowledge Whis
opinioBS, Trycn, durins his administration, haa fraternized ftitn future
Vihi^ _leaaer3 and had besiowed nis oatronage on the ^.'.'ni^^ish eastern coun-
ties.- Laier, aany of tiiese of i ice-nolders, manifesting V.hig synptoms,
had to De QisiLissed oy '/artin.
In ^;orth Carolina, meiEDers of the Episcopal Cnurch vjere in both par-
ties. Anglicanisit and non-.Auglioanisrc naa^ apparently, nothing to do
with the formation of parties in the colony.
A large majority of the merchants of the colony were loyal. On the
otcier hand, 'cany of tne -ducateo Ten were Vvhios. iv^ost of this class who
were natives or long residents were ardent revolutionisis. Education and
wealth, especially in xhe Southern provinces, largely aeter.iiined poliiical
leadership; and those who for a decade had been popular leaders were in
the Vihig vanguaraT .ercenary rrotivss, or course, played tneir suotle
part in in^ alioni^ci or. p-rties; out tnere '//ere ricn :iien on ooth sides
'.vitn tne pr-ponaerancc , ;f -.r.y. 'n 'aver of the Anigs. A majority of th.
wealthy Tories bad not been In the province long.
Eesiaes these J i ve rgsnosy in clacsif ica tion, certain historical
1 C.H. ]X,,34S.
2 C.K. IX., 644. He w a s appointed in 1774. C. S. IX., 625. For his
relations witn oohn Harvey, tne <vnig leaaer, see G.R. iX.,96S.
3 G. 3. IX. , 973.
4 G. R. IX. , loet.
5 C.e.VII., Pref. I^otes, 20.
6 t. g. , Samuel .'ohnsbon.
7 Rarnisay, Air.erican «evoltition, II., 313; Johnsor., Greene, I., 257. In
1769, trembers of tne Anslioar. Gnurc;; i r. Sowan Gour.ty petitioned for the.
appointriient of IS iren for vqs t ryrren. Only 3 of tne 13 becaire Tories.
C. R. Viii., 154-5.
8 Martin to Gerrcain, April 9, 1777. G.R. XI., 715. Also G. B. X..
4S. Their attitude mas expressed by Andrew Miller, a merchant of Halifax,
who wrote in Apn:!, 17vc: "In the Tniant State of the Golonys, while they
cannot subsist witnoat tne protection of soire Mariti.Te Power such as Bri-
tain," it vsill be well to subuit, and "v';e are not in a Gondition to Comba
with Britain..." G.S. IX. , 120<''..
9 -Jon-ijc" (Gresi-.-. T..2c''/n) £5,v-s l.st cf 27 lending Carolinians
who naa b'-;er. •idu.ja.eo an Enaiano. All but one were Whigs. ' In Wecitien-
burg County, all but one of the 14 trustees of Saeen's College were Yihige.
G.R. vTII.,4c7. "/t^liiar: I-cooer ana Sariuel ^'cn'-atcr. wec-e harvard iren;
'ffai e n 1 3 t :i i 1 Avtsr.v and Aiexa .j-r in. Princeton; Willie Jones, fcton.
Weeks, in Ac. Hist. Ass'n Rept.,1895, 206-211.
10 "The Revolutionary 3)oveir.ent there was an affair of the colonial
aristocracy." cassett, in As. Eist. Ass'n Pept. , 1S95, 271, 276.
11 E.G., 5ir Natnaniel D\-: cki nf i el d , 7Jho arrived in 1770;: -lazes "riodg.
in 1774.

8events are necessarily introductory to a study of North Carolina Loyalisi^
The two which appear most significant are the iiumigraticn of the Highland
Scotch and tne Regulation disturbances.
The Highland Scotch were consistent Loyalists.. Martin in his let-
ters to Dartrcouth and Germain repeatedly emphasized the dependability of
the Hignlanders. The reasons for their loyalty seem reasonably clear.
They were recent arrivals in the province. Tne tide of Scotch emigration
did not set in toward America till the middle of the eighteenth century.
Between 1770 and the outbreak of the Revolution, Highlanders were still
2
coming to North Carolioa in great nuiTibersT They had not had tiane to be-
come accustofced to American life and American ways of thinkings Tney
settled in distinct corainunities, preserved tneir clan organization, and
continued to speak tneir OA-n ilrss dialect,'' They refusea to be sssiirila-
ted or cofivertea to colonial views. Naturally undemocratic, they believ-d
4
in tne divine right of kings^ They were in general poor; and in tne secui|i-r
ing of homes in the nev>^ worla th'^consiaerea taemselwes under ooliyations
to tne King -ana nis Governor.' On their arrival, luariin treated tnem witn
the utmost kinaness.' The aulnoL-ity which could give thert land ana pro-j:i-
ses of protection ana xo wnicn in return tney naa sworn a solemn oath of
allegiance iiaist nave seemea to them xucn more aeserving of support than
the turoulent iUiigs v^ho were urging strange tneories and treasonable pur-
poses.
It is aifficult to estimat-e tne numbers of tne Highlanaers. In
June, 1775, iViartin wrote Cart.TOuth that tne "limigrants from the Hignlands
of Scotland" could furnisn him £000 solaiers, or one-tenth of the fighting
sen of the wnole country^ Toe counties of Giamoerland, Orange, Chathaic,
Guilford, and banaolpn, comprising the neart of the .province, were overrun
witn hignlanders. Tnere were also many in tlaaen..
Tne "war" ci tne Regulation Dears a definite relation to Loyalism,
ana it is only in tnat relation that it needs aiscussion nere. In the
first place it was a local reoellion. Its ruling motives were neither
political nor religious. ^* Jt was directed, not at England and her system,
1 Hunter, Sketches; 2S9.
2 G.R. IX., .364° 1159; X.,S24, 327.
3 -Johnson, Greene. l.,2rH.
4 Wheeler, Beiri i ni see noe 3
,
Introduction, /XVI.
c General ''flCDooald wrote to General Mo-^re before the battle of
Moore's Cree;?: "I cannot conceive tnat the Scotch emigrants ...can be under
Greater obligations to this country than to th- KinjJ (who) enabled their.'
to visit this wcatorn region, " C.KJ XI. , 273-279.
•3 G.E. X..324.
7 I b i d . ; W n e e 1 e r , o e rr, i n i s o e n o s , I n t r c d . , 2 6 .
,
8 G. 5. X. . 45> 46.
'
9 Infra.
10 Bassett, in Air. Hist. Ass'n Fept.,lS94^ 142, 162; Howard, Prelim-inaries of the Revolution, Am. Nation, vol. VIii.,222; Paper, North Caroli-
na, A Hoyal Province, 24,

4but at dishonest sheriffs, grasping clerks, excessive taxes, and extortioiv
ate fees^ The way in which the iDovement was suppressed is most signifi-
cant. By tne whole of North Carolina officialdom, the Regulators v«ere
looked upon as lawless "Insurgents". The Governor, the Council, and the
Assenibly vied with one another in measures to crush the " insurrection "7
The eastern politicians, who were later to be tne Ahig leaders in the
Revolution, zealously supported Governor Tryon and fought under him at
Alamance.' Small wonder is it that these leaders should oe distrusted oy
the icen whom they had vanquished. This hostility, though nov.'here openly
expressed in the records, was no douDt one of the most iiBportant causes oi
the later almost unanimous loyality of tne hegulaxors. K^oreover, aftgr
the battle of Alamance over 60C0 Regulators took an oath cf allegiance.
It is impossible to attrioute their loyality lo tnis oatn slone. ii/artin
thought in the Spring of 1775 tnat tneir "correction" fro;:: Tryon and tneir
"Solema^Catn of Ailegianc-r" were holding the people of the western counti-
in line. Ana after the Whig leaders conferred witn the Regulators in 177:
it was reportea tnat tney"nave sorrie scruples about the oath aaministerea
to tnem oy Governor Tryon", some of tnem, nowever, overcoiring their scruples
and signsing tiie Asscciaiicn. fcany Regulators v;ere rraae to oelieve, also,
tnat they naa been ouiiavMa ana cculci secure paraon only by acting witn tne
British. Tne lesson of Alamance instillea into otners a lasting dread of
j
British pcwer. !
Tne Regulation movement involvea a population of at least 50,000.^^
The territory affected extended from I'ake County west to the mountains.
The counties of Ranaolph, Guilford and Grange wsre_^ centers of tne movemen
later, they were regions of greatest Tory activity. a^any of tne most
energetic Regulators, ho.vever, nad proy-^bly left tne -province before tne
Revolu tion.
^
Tne Regulation can apt oe usea as a touchstone for the ascertaiairent
1 Basaett, in Air., hiet. Ags'ii Eept., 1894, t47n; C. S. VTT.,59; >:V.
,762.
2 C. F.. TX.
,
17-18.
3 G.5. VII., Pref. Nctea, SO, 333; Vi:i.,c76; 6o9; I a., 124. Alexan-
der Martin, Anig Governor of ilorth Carolina in 1781, was whiDped bv the
Redulatora jo 1770. C. R. VII I., 242.
4 Thoiras Person is tre only proirinent Reculator who becawe a V?higi
He was a rtOT ber of the Revolutionary Asseirbly. It is interesting to note
that on 1 s,;i 1 3l at i on against tne Tories he tooA a itoaerate stana. See
yea ano na,v votes, 0. R. XV 1 1 . . 421 : XiX..e71.
o fcasaett. Regulators, 2C9.
6 C.R.IX.,7ci«
7 C. E. X. , 243.
5 C. R. X. , 169, 303, 804.
9 G. R. VIII. , 653.
10 CiS. VII., Prei". ;;otos, 32..
11 C. R. IX., £23; Bassett, Repulators, 147n.
12 Infra.
la In one year after Alamance, 1500 larrilies nad left the province,
accordins to /.'organ Edwards who toured the countrv in 1772, and rcany Eore
were planning to follovj. C. R. IX.
.
14-20.

of loyalty Most of the Regulators beeam^ Tories; but not all who opposcdi
them became Whigs. Ralph ^'cNai^ and Edmund Fanning were special objects
of hate in the back country; but both became Tories. The members of the
loyal Council called the Regulators "aetestable Rebels"! Indeed, it is
probable that the battle of Alamance, instead of being a primary cause of i
Loyalisffi in the back country, only strengthened efficient causes already
at work. Loyalism would, no doubt, have pervaded this region, though
j,
probably not to so great an extent, bad there been no Regulation disturba,-
cesf' The West and the East were out of sympathy. Sectionalism produce,
the Regulation, which, reacting, made sectionalism more pronounced and
developed Loyalism.
Tne settlement of the western counties had been distinct f r cm that
3 '
of the eastern. The East was tne olaer section ana nad been populated
j
largely by direct emigration from the British Isles or from Virginiaf !
People nad been there long enough to feel that they belonged to the coun-
try and that the country belonged to them. They lived along the coasts
and on navigable rivers with easy means of communication. They were a
homogeneous compact population with towns and courts within easy reach.
They were settled on tne bottom lands, and what products they shipped
,
were sent out of the province':
|
On the other hand, the West had been settled by various groups which
j|
had drifted and pusned southward along tne eastern slope of tne Alleghenies||
an overflo\f(, not of eastern North Carolina, but of the back counties of '!
6 VPennsylvania and Virginia. This settlement had been rapid and recent^
—
'
" 8
The new settlers nad not nad time to amalgamate; They still nad their ||
local prejudices and still harked back to their early associations. Tne
j|
topography of the country tended to break tnem up still more. In their
emigration, they haa followed tne rivers; as a result, different nationals.-,,
ties occupied strips across tne province, extending in a south-westerly
direction, "like so ij^any strata of a geological formation"^ There were
no unifying centers. Courts were distant. 'vioreover, the settlers in ihp
1. C . R , 1 X . , 3 »
I2 In Gonnsot i cutt , vinlcv n aci no war of x,'no Se gul at ion , there 7?aE, 1;
nevertheless, a rcarlred localization of Loyalist sentiirent west of tbe I'
Housatonic, This has been attributed to the distance of this section fro-
\
Boston. Gilbert, Connec1:-icutt Loyslists, in Am.. ?:ist, Pev. , IV. , 27S. i
3 This paragraph is based cr. Schaper, Sectionalisn; in South Garolin-i,
in Am. Hist. Ass'h Kept ., 1300, I.;;245-453. I-n- respect to Sect ioioal isir,
,
the two Garolinas were not dissiiuilar.
4 Baper, North Carolina, A 3oyal Province, 43.
5 Sciiaper, 248-9:' G.R. VI. , 606.
6 Scbaoer, 2oO, 317.
7 Ibidi;,2o0; VJeoks, in Am. Hist, Ass'n Rept., 1895, 212; Hunter,
Sketches, 239.
8 Johnson, Greene, I. , 2d7.
9 Bernheim, History of the German Settlements, 152.
10 Schaper, 317.
11 In 1771, inhabitants of tbe "Upper Settlements of tbe Catawba
River Yadkin Hiver and three Greeks" were 140 n>iles from Salisbury, their
seat of .iustioe. G.R. IX, ,91.

back country were small fariiiersi" They tilled; not the boggy marshes of
the bottom lands, but gravelly nills which were adapted to the raising of
2
"
corn, wheat and stock. They were producing, .not for export, but for their
own living?
There was little communication between the East and the West. "It
is likely", says a close student of North Garolina colonial history, "that
the inhabitants of this region (the West) knew more about Philadelphia at
that time than about Newbern or Sdenton."'^ Thus, between the two sections,
of the province there were distinctly lacKing ties of blood, common origin, i'
economic interdependence and intercommunication.
In addition to these distinctions and partly as a result of them, a
sharp political differentiation had arisen. The East had secured the
control of the government ana had not exercised that control with due re-
gard to the needs of the 'West. Tne eastern politicians possessed the sk:i.ll
derived from long residence and experience, the prestige of wealth ana edu-jj
cation, and the advantage of being near the capital"^ The East was tne
slave^holding section. In 1767, in tne 16 eastern counties, (i.e.. those
not settled by people coming the western route), there were 41,000 whites
and 21,500 olacksl' In the 13 . western counties, there were 77,000 whites
and 16,000 olacics. In Brunswick County, tners were 900 wnites xo 1800
blacks. Kowan County in the West had, on the other hand, in 1754 only
100 blacks to 4500 whites. It is true that in 1767 four eastern counties
were put in the class of "mostly poor"; but these counties were of the
Q
sparsely settled swampy lands of tne coast? The eastern counties, as a
whole, had much more than their share of the wealth of the province. The
more populous eastern ccunties had five votes in the Assembly^ and, since
1
s.affle of their towns also had representation, there were somtimes six
i
Assemblymen from one eastern county, while no county in the other
j
section could muster more than three. Currituck, Perquimans,
|
Pasquotank,: Chowan, Tyrrell, Bertie, Martin, and the town of Edenton, witn ij
29 votes in the Assembly "constantly draw togetner", complained Martin in I
1 Sohapee, 317, y
2 G. R. VI. , 607. I
3 Scbaper, 317-318,
4 BaSxsebo. in Am, Eist. Ass'n Rept.,_lB94, 146. !
o The following list of eastern residents shows how that section I
monopolized political leadership: John Harvey, Josaph Hewes, Thomas tfonos. |
Hobort Smith, of Edenton: Abner Mashj^ Richard Caswell, John Penn, of New-'
|
barn; John Ashs, Satr;uel Ashe, Cornelius Harriett, Robert Howe, Maurice 1
Moore. Alexander Liliin£5ton,_ James Moore. 'Timoths? Eloodworth, WilliaiD Hoooer'i
Arohioald r.iaclaine, of Wilaiini^ton. Weeks, in Am. Hist, Ass'n Kept,,
1895, 209-211,
6 These, and the figures followintf, are from Basaett, Slavery and
Servitude in worth Garolina, J. H. U. Studies, 1896, 22, 2o.
7 Ibid.
e C.R. VII. , 540. 541.
9 C.R. ViI.,Pref. Notes, 20^ Raper, Mortb Garolina, A Hoyal Provinc-i,

7
1
1774, and "are always lea oy a san or two". The eastern counties re-
9
csived lEost of the patronage. In 1769, every iDember of the Council, the
public treasurers, the judges, the attorney-generals, and a ffiajority of
the ffiinor officials were froa the East.
j,
The back country men did not conceal their jealousy. After the
election of delegates to the first Continental Congress, Andrew Miller
wrote: "1 an told that they (the Provincial Resolves) were drawn by Ur^
Hooper, for whom there was such Injustice used by the meeting, to get hiiT;
appointed a Delegate,, that I hope the Western Counties will pay no share
of their expences, as tney haa no share in the b^orDination, having only one
or two ffieoibers for a County, ana tne Southern and lower Countys haa some
of tnem 6 votes. It is not in Cnaracter, to aispute the power of Parlia-
Eent wnen we say we are not represented, ana yet quickly submit to so une-
qual a Representation in a body formed oy ourselves."'"^ In this vve can
read the opinion ooin of tne potential Loyalist and of the sectiocalist
.
Tne personal influence of -Josiah ^''ariin, coiiDissioned Governor in
1771, tended to accentuate the political divergences in the province.
Tryon haa jusx conciudea a naiitsr.v cair.iDai?G, leaving to his successor tni,
pleasant task of paying for it, Tryon nad been politic and had incrati-
ated hiffiself witn tne eastern leaders." V'artin was jealous of his prede-
cessor's popularity, lacked tact, and got into wrangles with the Asseicblyt
His course, though simply a following of instructions, v«on hiiD the dislike
of the provincial leaders? Tryon sight have kept soa;e of these leaders
loyal, .Vartin could hold only the placemen, and n(bt all of these.. In
the back country, however, he was H'ore successful.. In 1772, he visited
''the Regulators, listening to "soleirn protestations of their innocence",
treating tnem witn kindness, and assuring them of his good-will^ At the
end of the tour he acknowledged tnat it haa openea bis eyes. ".Vy indigna-
tion is not only disarmed but converted to pity", he wrote? Such a tour
could nave but one result, drawing the West nearer to him and putting th':
East farther away^-^
These various influences, therefore, -r- the topography of tne pro-
vince, the cnaracter of its settlement, the Regulation movement, and the
personality of iMartin,— all tended to differentiate the eastern and tne
western counties.
t Jviartin to Dartmouth, Sept. 1, 1774. C. R. IX.
,
1053-4.
2 G. H. VII. , 20.
3 Miller to ourke, Sept. 4, 1774, 0. R. I X. »• 1063.
4 naper, North Carolina, A Boyal Province,. 26, 27; Eikes, Transition,
in J. H. U. Studies, 1898, 11_, IS.
o G. h. V 1 1. , 242 1 Raper, North Carolina, A Royal province, 2c..
6 Sikes, Transition; 10-41.
7 Ibid., 10.
6 C. R. IX. , 529.
9 C. R. IX. , 330.
10 Sikes, Transition, 10,

8
I
Nevertheless, we must not conclude tnat tne war in i^ortn Carolina
was a war of sections. As v;iil appear later, there was no y.ason and
j
Dixon's line separating the "patriots" from the "disaffected". Were one
to attempt a sharp demarkation he would encounter many embarrassing excep-
,
tions and inconsistencies, Tne real unit of Loyalism was always, not
I
the cdunty or even the neighborhood, but the individual. 'The larger
j
Loyalist phenomena, however, appeared rather consistently in certain well-
I marked regions, i.e, tne regions of Highland Scotch settlement, of Regu-
i lation disturbance, of political subordination, and (with no particular '
emphasis upon it) of -Josiah Martin conciliation. This region intruded
upon the Hast and did not comprise the vjnole ^^est"!;
Moreover, North Carolina had a large number of wavering Whigs, incon-
stant Tories, and persons attempting to oe neutral. The Germans, who were
for various reasons inclined to be inert and not to take positive
j
action on either side, were settled in considerable numbers in practically
! all of tile western counties^ The Moravians and Quakers, obeying their
peculiar tenets, refused to bear arms on either side, out showed a willin?-
ness to assist the British and Tories when they saw an opportunity';'
_
The
iVjoravian settlement was in Surry County. Tne Quakers were scattered.
•-=^ Party divisions prior to the outbreak of the Revolution are obscure.
The party standing for colonial privilege and represented by the Hhig lea- I
ders of the eastern counties had been strong during all the disputes with '
' the royal governors^ and its opposition to British measures haa met wixh
7
the general acquiescence of the people. In 1774, a small element
appeared opposing the court policy of the Assembly. But its efforts were
unavailing; and it is impossible to give to this brief revolt the Tory
name or the Tory principles. The real Tory party existed in the small
group connected with the Governor ana dependent upon him for official lif-^^n
There was no clear-cut alignment. The Governor was wnolly in tne
ij
dark as to whom to praise and whom to blame^^ The Anglican Church was
1 1 - '
not fostering and making conspicuous party differencest There were no
j
far-reaching commercial interests to feel jeopardized by agitations and '
12 iS 1^
non-importation agreements. There were no large towns, few newspapers,
'
\ Infra.
2 G.R. VIII., 630, '727, 72S, 734, 737, 750, 752, 760; infra.
3 Infra.
4 Bassett, in Am. Hist. Ass'n Rapt. , 1894, 146.
5 Cf. ibid.
6 Sikea, Transition, 22. 7 Ibid., 33.
8 C. R. IX, ,826-327.
9 C.B. X. ,cO; Sikas, Transition, 24.
10' Ante,
||11 Ante, I
12 G.R. VI., 611, 612^ 93S, 969, I
13 la 1750, no town in the provinoe iiad a copulation of 1000. Weeks,
in Am. Hist. Ass'n eept.,1895, 17fe. '
"
14 Ibid. , 244-7,
"

few pauipnleteers, no xov;n-n!eexin2s. In opposition to xne i^xairip Act ana
the tea duty, the province nad oeen uniteai Tne Governor ana his Coun-
cil stood practically aloneV Those who were to be finally in syiEpathy
with them were unorganized, una«/aken^d to the crisis, sad aid not rally
until it was too latel
The Governor was not the only one who failed to see a clear align-
ment. Josiah Ouincy, fresh froii the machinations of Boston politics,
came to North Carolina in 1773, evidently prepared to find the pot ooilinr
He discovered '';illiaiu Hooper "apparently In the I'.hig interest; has taken
their siae in xne Hoase— is caressed by xne Whiffs, and is now passing his
slecticD througn the influence of that party;" out he pronounced nilliam
Dry "seemincsly waroi: against tne lEeasures of British and Continental adoiin-
istration; " ana at tne ho-se of !>. Tnoaias Coons:i!, on whose politics ne is
silent, ne met tne "Desi company of tne place, "'^ A Ions .vrangle terj^ina-
ted in 1774 with the passing of the Superior Court Bill'? Tne Council sur
renderea to the Assembly, ana Uariin ai-kea tor the disiiiissal of Ruxnericr'.:
De Fossett, Sampson, Dry, and Cornell/ Tn-y offered trofuse at'Olocies,
p • "
"
and ^/;artin relenteaT "They mixea with the V-emDers oi this Cabal," ne hac
written, "and oy their wdole aeportnienx. . . . virtually contradicted the ad-
vice they had 3.iven me as councillors,"'^ Evidently, the members of the
Council did not consider the latter at all in the light of a party test of
strength. Undoubtedly loyal, they yet seem to have had no acute compre-
hension of the situstionl^
'(Uth xne assemoling of the Provincial Congress, April 3, 1775, and
.its revolutionary broceediings, Toyalists began to realize that the time of
decision had come. To this Congress nine out of the thirty-four counties
sent no delegates^ and the other aelegates, according to f/artin, were
chosen oy not one-twentietn of ih-: peoole, "noxwitnstandine' every act of
persuasion '^ias employea oy the femagogues upon the occasion.""'"'^ %e can
hardly infer that there was a strong Tory psrty organized in those countie
for Mecklenburg was .ane of tnem- The Tory op.position was probably^^.eoa-
tive. Four Loyalisxs ansvverea the first rolL-call of tne Ccnpreesj:^ but
-*o--
1 Ibia.
2 G. f.-. . v 1 1 . , Pref. Kotes, 9, 12. This, however, is rot extraoroi ra-
ry. The saire thln^ occurred ir. New Yor)?. Flic'?, Loyalisir in New "York, 19,
a G. e. XI. , 7ic;
4 As late as April 6, 1775, Andrew V'iller was cor respondi ncJ with
ThoBas Burke, a furure 'fihifi Governor, and frankly expresfc-in^ his "loyal
views. C.H.X.,t06S, 1206.
5 C. R. X. , 610-611. Both Dry and Cobhani were Tories.
6 Sikes, Transition, 13^41.
7 Ibid. ,33; G.E.IX. ,873.
.8 C.E.IX.,97S. 980; X..50.
9 C. b. IX. , 10c6.
10 G. E. IX. , 123S.
11 G R IX 117'^.
12 >^artin*to cSrtTi'OUth, April 20, 1775. C. R. IX. , 1228.
IS C. R. IX. , 1176.
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Thomas Jv'cKnight refused to sign the Association and the Convention proa^pt-i'
ly purged itself of his presencet i\-1artin said that .^icKnight ' s expulsion
was caused by his influence in the counties of Currituck and Pasquotank
which had instructed their delegates to "express the highest disapprobatioia
of the Suffolk resolves" and to confine themselves strictly to constitu-
!|
tional opposition^ A newspaper controversy in the Virginia Gazette foli-
jj
lowed, in which .VjcKnight insinuated that there had been "fruitless attempts
to stimulate tha people in these counties to tar, feather and ourn ae to-
gether with 2;y property; " and he adds, "1 v.ithdrew froa a body where free-
dom of sentiDuent vvas disasireeable to great nuibers.... on my witndrawing
I was censurea as an enerriy to Atrtrican Liberty..."'- Six months afterwara,
he fled to Cunmore, abandoning property estimated at £SC,COof ji
.Joseph H^ewes wrote fron: Fhiladelpnia, ^ay 11,. 1775: "I treable for
N. Carolina; every County ought to have at least one Company formed and
exercised; "'"and again in June the delegates urged: "North Carolina alone
regains an inactive Spectator of this general defensive Armairient • Nev-
ertheless, the issue kvas now sharply drawn and the V:hig party had easily
established its doiLinance. "The Board have been afraid to take a beccn";-
ing part," wrote .Vartin, "I liixly believe froiT; apprenensions of personal
injury ana insult."' In ine first test, the Whigs had shown foriTiidable
tad
strength. They were experienced politicians ana Athe monientuiE gained by
icany years of successful opposition. TiiB Loyalists ??ere without leaders,
were unorganized and passive. Personal leadership was an important factor),
and at tnis point the Whigs were vastly superior.
1 C. R* IX. , 1181, 1184.
2 C. E. X. , 655.
3 0. R. X.
, 34, 37,
4 C. R. X. , 656.
c C.R. IX., 1247.
6 C.R. X.,21.
7 C.R. X.,47.

II.
THE V.HIG PROVISIONAL GOVERNIv'ENT Ai^L LOYA.LIST ACTIVITY,
1774-1776.
The two years prior to November 12, 1776 were iiriportant not only in
the inauguration of policies but also in the deciding of events- This
date marks the assembling of the Constitutional Convention ana the end of
the activity of the GoniEittees of Safety^ The fflission of the Coffinittees
was to govern tne country ana to launcn the Revolution. incidentally,
they brousni about snarper party aif ferentistions and an awakened opposi-
tion;
,
they initiated processes of coercion y.hich led _to persecutions, en-
mities, retaliation and civil war.
The first trovincial Congress, meeting August 25, 1774, voted "That
a Comffiittee of five persons be chosen in each County oy such persons as
acceed to this association to take effectual care that these Resolves be
properly observed" and to correspond with tne trovincial Cornmittees of Cor-
responaencef^ In tne Fall of 1774, Couiicittees, scm^ of one hunarea ]]'.eir.be rs',
were -iieeting in tne counties of Rovi'an, titt, -Johnston, Craven, Chowan, Hal-
ifax, and the town of <.ilffiinoton9 They ^«ere active in eniorciny the
Association and in conserving tne resources of the province^ The second
Congress, which net April S, 177c, niade no change in the V.hig aaachinery^
,
but the third, called together August 20, 1775, a lEonth after the flight cf
iV'artin, organizea a more regular and dependable provisional governaientj
It provided for a central Council to consist of thirteen elected oDenibers,
two from each of tne six districts and one at large, six aistrict Committee^
of Safety of tnirteen members each, county Committees of twenty-i-one fliembers
each, and Committees of fifteen meffibers each for the towns of Edenton,
Newbern, and Wilmington? iuis system was not strictly followed in practicfe
Unauthorized cocnmittees continued to meet ana to act on their own responsi-'
bility. Tnose of diiferent .lurisdioticns met together, and some ccuntiei:
never elected committees at all^ j.
t In sr.y discussion of tne provisional ^ overnir er,t , I have used Siites,
•Transition^ ..1. Studies, lc9S, 4.2-cO, and Vihitaker, provincial Coun-
cil and Coirinitteee of Safety in T.orth Carolina, K. C. Eist. Soc. Publ., Nc.
S, t-6, 46-49. Tfiese monooraphs are basj'd on the Colonial Fecorde,
and 1 have verified their ci tail cris.
2 C R tX. 1.04'/.
S c!s.' ix!|t079i lOPt, 1098, not; X.
,
S7, 422.
4 Sikes, 44n.
5 C. B. IX. , llVSf f
.
6 C . B , X , , 1 7 o f f
.
7 Ibid.
S 'Ahitaker, 2; Sikes, 4S, 50.
9 Ibid.
(11)

The primary purpose of the CoiEniittees was to provide the Whigs v.-ith
executive crycins capable of accelerating uniiication ana securiDS effective
1 -
party expression. The ivon-intercourse Agreeirjent, as well as rnany subse- '
ouent acts, was a party measure, ana, executed by force, was revolutionary.
A resolution of the Rowan Corcmittee of Safety, Septeinber 23, 1774, is typ-
ical: "That the People of this county will break off all Trade, Gomrr^erce
and Dealing, and will not maintain the least Trade, dealing , or Inter-
course with any person or persons..,, who shall refuse, decline or neglect
to carry into execution the Resolves (of the Provincial Congress).... and
these wnc offend herein shall be deemed i'nemies to their country, and
treated accordingly,"'^' Nunbers who were not to be in syiEpathy with the
Revolution were speedily drawn into the net oy tnis aggressive action.
John and Will Kelly acknowledged that they had "infringed the Provincial
Resolves" oy selling powder for 10s per pound, Tnereupon> it was voted
"That any person wno snail scll or ouy powaer for icore than .5s shall be
deened an EneiT;y to his Country, ana treated accordingly."'" This day also
began the tribulations of the Salisbury lawyers, -John Dunn ana Benjaicin
Booth Boote. They had been bold enough to compose, publish and sign an
".Advertisenent " and a "Protest". After a perusal cf these docurcents, the
Connnittee resolved "Tnat the saia aaver tisement contains sundry allegaiior.s
altogether false, scandalous, wicked and iiEpertinent, " and that the Pro-
test "is in the highest degree false and contemptible and even bordering
upon blaspheiisy, " and further "That a copy of the above Resolves,... be put
up against the two pests of the Gallows and tne wnipping post to deiEonstrate
the conteirpt in which the GoiEirittee hold the authors of so infamous a per-
forffiance*"'^ The Rowan Committee was taking advancea ground. In tne
Autumn of 1774, no other committee equalled it in energy or rhetoric?
As time pasaea, violations of the Association were chiefly confined
to the Loyalists. In Deggmber, 1774, John Slingsby, a Tory Colonel in
1781, was in trouble with/vV.ilmington Committee over certain importations;
but thre# a^onths later he found it desirable to sign tne Association, In
Wilmington, in i/arcn, 1775, seven merbftants, one planter, tvvo tailors, and
a doctor refused to approve non-importation; and the Committee pronounced
them "unworthy of %he rights cf freemen and as inimical to the lioerties
of their country." Six days later, all cf them except the two tailors
1 C. R. IX.
, 1037. |l
2C.R. IX. ,t072. II
S C.F. IX, t07 —
4 c',b'. IX! ' 1074-1075. Var. Tyne ( L c:v ?. 1 i s 1 1?
,
lo7-lS£} says that Dur^r'B
per secut i ori vfas probably aue tc personal spite on the pari of an official
who had iiesed bein^ electeci a delegate because cf Dunnes efforts. This
isint6restine,iftrue.
5 Cf. WhitaUer, 31.
|
6 C.F. IX. , 109b. '
7 C. H . lA. , 1152.
8 Ibid.
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and one of the merchants repented ana signed!
:
iVartin, in his adaress to ihe last AsserBoly, menticned aicong otner
subjects of alariri "the meetings to which the people nave been excited,
the appointment of CoiEniittees; the influences these little, unrestrained
_.|
and erbitrsry Tribunals have done to the rights of His ivaiesty's Subjects:'
But the Governor's denunciations and appeals were of no avail. Way 24,
he fled to ^ort •JcnnstonV The Continental ConeresSj June 26, urped genr
eral Whig association. This advice, v;ith Martin's proclamations, stisu-
lated the Goii;.T?ittees to greater activity'. The phraseology of the icoveirieritli'6
changed. The "coEtton cause" became the "liberties of Anierica"; and
"iniuical" persons oecane tne "cisai isctea " and "Tories", the latier epi-
7
thet being the latest to appear and the lowest in tne scale of contempt.
. The Ooniiiiittees grew more arbitrary and violent. In -July, Eenjaiiiin
Booth Boote refused to surrender certain letters that he was said to have
received froii; Governor .Vartin. The CoiEmittee "Resolved,, in ccnseouence
whereof that 'Aai. Temple Coles be Captain of the Youtn in Salisbury to i
guard the House of Ben. B. Boote and that they prevent the conveyance of
all sustenance to him until he deliver up the aforesaid letters". In
July, the Tories of Anson County were being intisiaated by violences to I'
o
their persons and property".' In August, the Committees were coiapelling
the attendance of Loyalists, and thgse particularly obnoxious were being
disarnied, in^prisoned , and deported. .
j|
The third Provincial Con&ress, besiaes exauiining' a large nuacber of
11
'
Tories, made iiriportant improvenients in the Whig machinery. It aboiishec
the District Comrijittees and added a cenxral ProvLi'ncial Council, this body
to "continue during the recess of the Congress" and its proceedings "to be
l2
laid before the Congress for their Inspection." To facilitate dealing
with Tories, each Town and County Committee was directed to elect a Comroit-^
tee of Secrecy, Intelligence and Coservation which should "have power to
take up and Exaiiine all suspected Persons, and if necessary, send them to
the provincial Council or the Coniiriit tees of Safety for their respective
districts".
Another clause, seeifiingly innocent on its face, provided for the dis-
1 C. R. IX.
,
11.66.
2 C. R. IX. , 1190.
3 C.S. IX., Pref. Notes, IV.
4 C. B. X. , 40.
6 Of. C.R.: IX., 1079 with C. R. X. , 139.
7 Cf. C.R. IX., lie?, with C. R. X. , 66.
8C.R.X.,7si. ^
9 C. R. X. , 93.
10 Infra.
11 C.R. X., 208-214.
12 G. R. X. , 210.
13 C.R. X. , 213-214. The Congress m this case autcorized soirethin£
that already existed. There was a "Cori-.tiiittee of Int ell i ssence " in niluiin^-
ton, July 7, 1775. C.R. X. , 72.
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f ranchiseaent of a iar-cse number of Tories. In the election of Committee-
:
men and delecates every freeholder was to have a vote, except in the Gran-
ville Grant, coinprising tne counties of Bute, Granville, Wa-ce, Gnatham, i
Orange, Guilford, Rowan, Surry, and a part of Iv^ecicienourg, where the vote
jj
was given to "householders.... who have inproved lands in possession, except
such as hold, land by lease for years or at '..ill, frorr. or under any Free-
holder. " This clause disfranchised many of the Highlanders who were in
the majority in some of those counties?
After the ad.iournrcent of the third Congress, tne action of the 'Ahig?
evidences ai. increasing self-assurance. The Rowan Comxittee, Novenber 8,
1775, gave -Jacob Beck two days to lix his political sentiti.ents. .At the
end of tne period of grace, "Ca-pt. David EiT;ith returned with tne body of
Jacob. Beck" and "froi; nis notorious contempt of this Committee and Opposi-
tion to imerican .Vieasures, Resolved, Tnat he be iiiimeaiately committed to
gaol..,."'"" The brevity ana dispatch of this business argues that in
Rowan County at least the '.''higs vvere fin- in the saddle. In tne '/.inter
of 1775-1776, tne North Carolina vVhi-gs felt so sure of thenselves that tney
sent 900 iiilitia to assist in suppressing a Tory insurrection in South
Carolina.
These was certainly provocation enough for the Tory to resii-t and
retaliate. We sonetiffies forget that the v'.higs were the aggressors, the
"disaffected", the disturbers of established institutions; while the Loy-
alists were tne upholaers of the ancient order, who, provoked oy a rebellion,
had to assuiiie the difficult role of rising, vindicating the law, and re-
storing the coDstitutipnal governn-ent. Loyalists in arn^s were not insur-
rectionists; though, on account of the transformation that had taken place,
they appear in that light.
During 177-4, while tne Wnigs were active, tne Loyalists were passive.
Frequently, like the merchants of 'Ailmington, they failed to respect the
Association^ but experiencinP the consequences, a majority of them sub-
5 6
scribed'; Some, like Dunn ana Boote, put their oiscontent in writing.
Others, like Andrew Miller and Archibald Neiison, were, in tneir letters,
7
exchanging Loyalist viev.s ana calling the 'Ahigs "hypocrites and traitors".
At this time, they were waiting for the storm to blow over. The Governor
j|
1 CP. X.,2tl.
2 Sikes, Transiticn, 50. In Cnfelow County there wae a nsi scarri a^e
,
and soiT'e persons with Tory sentiments were chosen; for in the minutes of
the Provincial Council vfe read that the elections in that county were "un-
duly Bade and that the Con^ir, i 1 1 ee so unduly tlected have ref usees to subscribe
the Test." It i?;ss therefore resolved to hold a new election. C. B. X.,c55.
3 G. B. XI. , 864, 269.
4 C. P. X. ,-886.
c Ante.
6 Ante.
7 G. R. IX. , 1116-1117.
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W3S still at Wewbern, and the royal power still seenied worthy of respect.
But, in 1775, the growing arbitrariness of the Committees and the
evident helplessness of the Govern cr alarmed and aroused the Loyalists.
Nineteen inhabitants of Dobbs County, February £C, petitioned rv^artin "to
let us know what our Kigg's Laws is.... wnether we pay cur taxes to up-
hold nis Crown or to beat it aown, for we are certain if tne blin^ lead
the blind they will both fall into the ditcn.""^ In nis letter to Dart-
mouth of iv^aroh 10, Martin enclosed three loyal addresses, and added, "I
have every reason to flatter myself that the ^od Spirit they breathe is
spreading ana diffusing itself fast in the Western Counties 'Ahich are by
far the Ecst populous pan oi tne frovince. ""^ Five days later, he ex-
presseG "no apubt" mat^ tne wesxern counties .voula "Generally ui;ite in tn,-
support of Gcvernrcent. he vvrote, r/ay 18, that loyal declarations had
been signed by 1400 or 1500 rrien'; The only addresses recorded are one
from Cobbs with nineie-n signatures, pne fron: ^nson «ith 227, one iroiB
Guilford with 117, one troni Rowan and Surry with 195,_and, late in the Sua-
lEer, one froic a body of Geriiians in Mecklenourg County". These aaaresses
J
viere all of eucc the sase uenor; Dut there are interestin? and significant
phrases in eacn. Ine Guilford people avowed that they were "before an un
happy people, lying under the reflection of the late unhappy insurrection''
and "have taken this opportunity to show forth our loyalixy xo his kajestyiJ'
The statement of the Anson, Ro^A^an, and Surry Loyalists shows the influence
of the near-by belligerant Conimittees of Charlotte and Salisbury. They
expressed their "disapprobation and abhorence of the Eany lawless combina-
tions and unwarrantable pracxices actually carrying on by a gross tribe of
infatuated anti-wionarchists, " and "we utterly protest against meetings of
people against the peace (ot th- jro/ince) or snytning whicQ aiay give
birtii to sedition and insurrection. "~ The Surry Coffiniittee seerced to re-
cognize the reactionary objective nature of these addresses when they calldfl
theiTj "certain papers by the name of irrotests."
Encouraged by tnese coaaiiunicaiions, Ivlartin began to plan in iv'arch
and April for the raising; of a military force anions the Regulators and
the Highlanders; Re asked Tartiicuth for arms to distribute among the lov-
i '
alists, and expressed a desire to be restored to his for'xer iriiitary rank. :
1 C. B. IX. , 1127.
2 C. E. IX. , 1157.
3 C H I X . 1 1 6 7 . I
4 c!r! IxI,'1256! Cf. Van Tyne, Loyalist e, 96. P
5 C.B. IX. , 1160-1161; X. , 2S1. Frox.bi nghsir (Rise of the Kepublic,
1890 ed.,502n) isakes the Btate!i.ent that llartin received 227 "lo:vaj. address-
es" in Anson, 116 ir. Guilford, 195 in Rowan and Surry, irr.plyini? that he
had received c3& petitions, each signed probably by a number cf Loyalists.
This (liisleading Soateu'ent has been follo'Aed by other writers.
e C.R. lA. ^1160-llcl.
^ G»R* XvyS^'SS*
e C. E. IX, , 1223.
9 C. R. IX. , 1167.
10 C.R. IX., 1174.
I\
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In return, the Governor was urged to loru: associations of Loyalists in the
western counties and to "hold out to Gentlemen oi Interest ana leading
amongst tQeiE assurances of His Majesty's Favor" in the granting of coaniEiss-l
1ions.
In the shelter of tiort Johnston, -June 16, IVartin issued a procla-
mation denouncing the Wnig "incendiaries''^ Two days later, ne took reiugd
on the Cruzier"^ and at once oecaire more explicit in his forecasts and re-
quests. He had asked Gage for assistance; and, with these aids, he was
convinced that ne could not only subdue North Carolina and South Carolina
but could also hola Virginia in awe. He estimated that tne "well~sf fectcd
would include at least two-thirds of the fighting aicn of tne .vhole coun-
try. He wantea io raise a oattalion ot 1000 Highlanders; and, incidental-|
ly, wished the Lieutenant-Colonelcy for himselft He had already written
to New York for a royal standard',^ and was corresponding with ieaaing Tories
in the interiorf
In July, the Whigs intercepted letters and learned of iv'artin's plans.
The Craven and the '/.iliLlncton CoiriLittees forbade cofliiijunication with the Gov
p,
ernor without perasissionl ihe attack upon Fort Johnston was proEQptea by
the belief that its cociiTiandant. was preparing it to receive reiniorceuients
with which to subdue the Vrnigs!,^ McDonald and a-^acbeod, two prospective
Loyalists leaders, arrived from i^iew York, and, eluding the vigilant
CoiEiiiittees, went into the interior."^ August S, Martin issued anotner
long proclairation, oristling with adjectives and_^denunciations, especially
intended to held in line the Tories in the \'est7 He nentioned particu-
larly the inhabitants of Dobbs, Cumberland, Anson, Orange, Guilford, Chat-
ham, Rowan, and Surry, "who have given me more especial and public testi^-
nionials of tneir loyality^ fidelity, and auty", assuring therr; of his sup-
port and urging them to resistance^-^'
In the meantime, the report of a projected negro insurrection
gained considerable currency. The attituae of the negroes was extremely
pertinent. Tne North Carolina delegates in the Continental Congress
'^otes, IV.
To .Taa.es Cotton of Aneon County he vsrote: "You and
?overr.Teit have o-lj- tc st-ard your ground firirly, and
unite against the seditious as they do atfainst you; i r. firra assurance that
you will be soon and sfr'ectual ly supported." C. h. X.,tt9.
7^C.H. X.,16, 65, 87, 124.
S=P.|. 139.V A,, LLC.
10 C. 5. X.
.
11'/.
11 C. P.. X.
,
1^1-151.
12 C. R. X.
, 146.
IS fieportea nesro insurrections were corr.iron. Even vn Connecticuttthere aas fear of a negro rising and ne^ro alliance with the British. 'Gilbert, Connecticutt Loyalists, 2S4.
R. IX. , 1241.
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,
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wrote -June 19^ 1775, "Have .you not Fellow Citizens a dangerous EnerL.y in
your own Bosom" and do you think tne Ministry "would nesitate to raise the
1
hand of the servant against the niaster?" The 'Ailmington Committee took
steps to disarm the negroes June 21; and ^'artin was freely charged with i
inciting the slaves to insurrectionf an accusation which he promptly and
indignantly denied, calling it in nis letters to Dartmouth "a iLOst infamous
report."^ The Pitt Coffimittee gave tne patrols discretionary power "to
shoot any Number of heeroes above four , wno are off tneir w!asters Planta-
tions and will not suomit," In the first two seeks of July, gossip be?-
came more tangible; ana, after listening to tns confessions of two slaves,
the Committee announced "a aeep laid Horria Trajick Flan lata for destroy-
ing the inhabitants of this province."" ctO ::;groes, so tns report ra^, |,
had been pursued for several days', but none naa been taken or even seen.
The author of tne alars: was finiilly founc: to De a neoro V7ench, yjno lorth-
with "receivea severe corr-iCtion. "' ir.e whcis rumor seeffis to nave had
glittle basis in iaci. The '/;hi|^ probably kept alive and exaggerated the
report for its political effect. The contention that the British and
Tories were attempting to use the negroes persisted througn tne r.evoluxior:.
f^.Q a matter of iact. cne necroee> .vere seemingly inclined to attach them-
12
selves, '.vhen they couln, to the British side.
Martin continued to send encouraging reports across the Atlantic;,
and caused pamphlets to oe distributed in tne loyal counties]-'^ Tne ifhigs,
however, were extraordinarily alert, and laid plans not only to capture
McDonald and iracLeoa but to lay nands on ;v':artin nioiself should he set foox
on tde rcainlana
.
^ Whig energy seemed to be bearing fruit. In August,
many of the "protestors" recanted.' The Governor found it impossible to
1 C. R. X. , 21.
2 C. F. X. , 2c.
3 C.b. X.,91, 102, H2, 114, 12S^, tS9, 14C.
4 C. R. X. , 43, 104. tSS.
5 C. B. X. , S7.
6 C. F. X. , 94.
7 Ibid.
S Ibid.
9 The Coffffii ttee reported, howevei'*, that in disarming the neeroes they
found considerable air,ir.uni tion. C.R. X.
, 9o. It seen'-s peculiar that the
n'higG, Who would not allow ne!i,ro testiroony in their courts, should so read-
ily have accepted at in this case. There were no signs of a neiro out-
break later when one would have been aore probable. "Cf. Ashe, Korth Car-
olina, I.
,
4£G-e.
10 '/ieeks, Slaverv and Servitude, 62. "As nothing can be core alarm-
ing to the Carolinas than the Idea of an attack frora Indians and I"egroeSj
the leaders of the disaffected Parties easily carried into exedutioh their
glan of arn.ing the People." John Stuart to Dartmouth, •July 21, 177"
.R. X.
,
lis. " The scril ~ ~ " - ..
crime of
11 C. R
ibe of the Whig. Coaucittee humorously called the plot
so horrid and truly blacl; a cocplexicn. " CP. X. ,lS&a.
LL w Lv. X.,512, 903; XII I.
,
659, 660.
12 Stedman, History, II.,217n; C. R. XIV. ,758; Xvl.,76, 77; Tompkins.
Mecklenburg County, I., 56.
IS C.B. X.,b60.
14 C. R. X. , 117.
15 C. R. X. , 124.
16 C. R. X. > 182, 204.
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keep up any intelligent oomiLiunicatioD with the interior. Some of nis
messengers proved unreliable; others were aetained, searched, and sxrippec
of their papers. Tne loyal Scotch merchants at Wilmington were compelled
to appear under arms at the musters, " although they are still at heart
as well at fee tea as ever.""" In the middle of September, ivlartin v\'rote:
"The spirits of the loyal and well affected to Government droop and declin^'
daily; they aespair..... of succour and support, and.... they indignantly
and reluctantly yielo.'"^^ Dartmouth was writing at about the same time,
"I tnink you are too sanguine in your expectations."'" A montn later the
Governor reported thai he could see no possibility of a turn in the tide
in favor of the governmental'
Nevertheless, there had been some events, which, if ne>f/s travelled
to the Cruzier, must have encouraged the refugees. A V.nig aelegation
...
_
^
had visitea trie Segulators, and had not been signally successful. Some
Whig missionaries to the ForRs of tne Yadkin pursued a fruitless quest,
the people "either through disaffection" or neglect failing to appear?
The people of "Hanover" County publicly protested "against the proceedings
of the late Congress." J/artin learned that in the Provincial Congress
measures for raising troops had met with opposition from the western coun-
ties; but he was forced to add that the opposition was only to the numbers
to be raised and not to the mobiliziation itselfi"^ In October, Alexander
fvjacLeod visited higi, and reported that he ana his father-in-law, Allan
.McDonald, haa each raised s corps of Highlanders!'' .V.artin was again reac|f
in November to aecisre that ne believed that the loyal "infinitely outnum-r
ber seaitious.
The Governor's optimistic aespatcnes proauced a aistinct effect.
The King wrote, October 16: "i am clear the first attempt shoulo be made onj,
North Carolina, as tue Highland settlers are saia to be well inclined;
they ought to oe offered grants of land..,, to Be looked on as provincial
corps, whilst employed to aasre the same pay as the regular troops.
"''"'"
Dartmouth announced, November 7, that troops would be sent, and that emis-
saries should arouse the western counties and assure the Loyalists tnat
they woula not oe obligea to serve out of the province.
I
t G.B. X., 488, 492. 2 C. R. X. , 231.
3 C.E. X.,286. 4 C. R. X. ,244.
5 C.R. X. , 248. 6 C. R. X. , 270.
7 CP. X.
,
169,243. 8 C.R. X.
,
282, SIO.
9 C. E. X. , 293.
10 0. R. X. , 265.
11 C. B. X. , 825.
12 Ibid.
13 Georee HI to Lord ^orth, Oct. 16, 1775. Ccrr espondence of
Geor^s III, 1.^ 276.
14 Dartmouth to ^iartin, Nov. 7, 1775. C.R. X. ,307,308. See, also
Germain to Eden, Dec. 23, 1775, Quoted in 5'rothingban;, Rise of the Repub-
lic (1890 ed) oC2n.
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-TO r A c E P a E. /y.

In nis proclairiation of January 10, 1776, y/hich was the cue for the
!
Tories to taKe the stage, [viartiQ enjoined "His Majesty's faithful subjects''
.... forthwith to repair to the Royal Standard", promising forgiveness for
all past offences "even admitting they had taken up arms." Simultaneous^
ly, he issued commissions to the following: Allan McDonala, Donald ^icBonr•
aid, Alexander MacLeod, Donald MacLeod, Alexander McLean, Allen Stewart^
William Campbell, Alexander iMcDonald, and Neil .McArthur, of the counties
of Cumberland and Anson; John Pile, of Chatham; ^fiilliam Fields> James '
Hunter, Robert Fields, Jeremiah B'ields, and Saymour York, of Guilford;
Michael Holt ana James iv^onroe, of Orange; Paul Barringer, of Mecklenburg;:
William Spurgin, William Bryan, Samuel Bryan, and ivlatthiai Sappinf ield,- of
Rowan; Gideon Wright and James Glyn, of Surry; Philemon Hawkins, Sr. and
Philemon Hawkins, Jr., of Bute. They were directed to reach Brunswick
February Ic^
During the first week in February, Brigadier-General Donald Ev'cDonalo h
erected the Royal Standard at Cross Creek, and issued a manifesto calling i
on the Loyalists to concentrate':; The Tory chieftains, gathering bodies
numbering from seven lo ei^^ni;^, rendezvoused at Cross Creek, ana promptly L
began the march to ,', iiir.inr ten. On ine ro!3.a, iney unnesitatingly rejected'
a proffered oatn of allegiance v.ith its accompanying promise of pardont
The details of the peiiy campaign '.•hicn follcved need not aetain us. |i
The Whigs assembled an overwhelming force, proving tneir unity, their
enthusiasm, and the efficiency of their organization and leaaership.
February 27, the Tories reached the bridge over l/oore's Creek on the road
j|
to Wilmington. Half^-armjed, undisciplined, their general ill and aosent,
they tumbled into a Whig ambush, and, in three minutes, were totally rout- li
ed? Two of their officers and an uncertain number of the rank and file
were killed, Tne Whigs lost only two wounded.
The paucity of numbers in this initial rising, in comparison with
the territory involved, illustrates tne lack of organization and leader-r
ship in the Loyalist party.
A Whig aetachment of 1000 men was considered sufficiently strong to
\
seige the arms, stores ana persons of those who haa taken part in the ris- ;
ingr' 101 Loyalist leaders were lodged in Halifax jail^ A committee of
inquiry appointed by the Provincial Congress estimated that 3S of the
|
t C. E. X. , 887. ^ "
I
2 G.S. X.,441. ]-.Uirtin included the naies cf three Wiii$s, Paul Ear-
j
ringer, Phileiron Hawkins, Sr., and Fhilesion Hawki ns, Jr. > the last-nair.ed be- :
in^'a meiiiber of the Provincial Congress in 1776. Cooke, Revolutionary i
Bistory, 101; Tompkins, wecklenburg County, II., 66; G.R. X. ,cOC,c23.
>«^artin's reason for doing this is prob 1 enn at i cal
.
3 Sikes, Transitici-i, o6. 4 C.R. X.,444, 4c2, 602.
5 CP. XI., 276-9. e C.R. X.,482; XI., 280, 2&S-25c,2S0.
7 C.R. X.,4S2, 490; XI.,-280, 2.85. Gen. Moor? estirr.ated the Tory
loss at 70; fviartin stated that they lost IviacLeod and "near 20 nien killed".
8 C.R. v., 48c; XI., 285. 9 C.R. X. , 595-603. ,
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prisoners had led an aggregate of 1242, besides three "divisions'^, tne num-
bers in whicn are not given, k large number oi comiDOD solaiers, according
to one report 850, haa also been captured; but tnese, ot course, had not
been imprisoned. In their saouring or the country, the Whigs doubtless
seized and paroled a number v.'ho had not taken arms. According to Martin's
account,, which is, of course, more cr less untrustworthy, the Loyalists
gathered at Gross Creek numbered 70Q or 800 Regulators and 600 Highlanders;
but at tne time of the Dattle there had oeen so many desertions that only
100 "country people" acconjpanied the 600 faithful Highlanders^ General
McDonald estimated his army at 1500 or 1600f General fv^oore placed the Tory
force at 1400 or 1500t The truth probably lies oetween tne latter esti-
mate and that of Governor i'drtin, or, approximately, 1000? Making
reasonable deductions, tnis agrees roughly with tbs report of xhe coniiiittes!
ot inquiry. !
This meager force haa been drav.-n from a consiaeracle territory. In
assianine commissions, ;V;artin included xhe counties of Cumberland, Anson, ,
8 '
Chatham, Guiliora, Oranee, A'lecklenour^
,
Rowan, Surry and Bute. In the :
list of prisoners at Halifax were represented Cumberland, Blaaen, Anson,
j
New Hanover, Guilford, Howan, Cnatham and Orange, Inasmuch as the rendez- '
vous was in Cumberland County, it is fair to conclude tnat tnat county
furnisnea a large proportion of the Tory force. Probably the remainder
was largely from Anson, Guilford, Orange, Chatham, and upper Bladen.
This territory comprised not only the chief Hignland settlements out also |
the heart of the Regulator country.
The list of Tory prisoners contained no names of persons who, by
reason of reputation and position, could expect to exercise a wide influ-
ence. In this early rising, North Carolina haa no Galloway, De Lancey,-
or Ruggles; no one v.'nose former prominence could commeno hirn as a suDstan-
,
tial leaaer or aaviser. Farquard Campbell, Tnomas Rutherford and James
10
Hepburn were in the Tory ranks; but they were insignificant in influence
compared witn men like Harnett f Hooper, Caswell, and Uoore. The ^icDonalds
and MacLeods could hardly hope to attract a following outside tneir clans..
The Pileses and Fieldses were localized by their prominence in tne Regula-
tion. Of tne 94 leaaers wno resided in Korth Carolina only S3 were free-
1
1
holdersT" Thus, at the outset, the lack of capable leaders explains
I C.S. X.,c9s-603. 2 G.R. X. , 601-603. j|
3 G.R. X.,4S5. 4 C.B. X. , 490-491, "
5 G.B. X. ,482. 6 G.R. XI. , 233.
7 G.R. X,.^85. Of. Van. Tyne, American Revolution, Am. Nation, IX, ,r:'9,
3 ?ee Sabine. American Loyalists, passim. C. H.. X. , 441.
9 Ante,_ Chapter I.
10 Sabine, American Loyalists.
II C. S. X, , 595-503,
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largely why tas actual Tory force fell short of Martin's confident lore.-^
. 1casis.
The olanie for the disaster did not rest wnolly upon .''^artin and the
Loyalists. They had reason to exDeot Sir Henrv rjint.-^n
-^nn '?~\r- Pof ^n,^.
\
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largely why tns actual Tory force fell short of Martin's confident fore.-
, l"
'
casts.
The blame for the aisaster did not rest wnolly upon 'vjartin and the
Loyalists. They had reason to expect Sir Henry Clinton ana Sir Peter
|
Parker to reach the Capejfe'ear in time to co-operate. It was a campaign
that required a perfect understanding and the nicest timing. The organi-
zation and energy of tne Whigs, the impossibility of communicating aith
the interior, the lacic of Tory leadership, the dilatory operations of the
p
British, were circumstances that foredoomed the plan to failure." i
During tne two weeks following the battle, tne Wnigs collected a coni-
sideraole amount of military stores probably sent from England, Among '
these were two medicine chests, one valued at £300, ana a "oox containing
half
.
Joaneses and Guineas" reported worth £15,000, which nad been secreted I
in a stable at Gross Creek';'
i
The Dattle A^as decisive. It showed that, without outside help,
the Loyalists could not regain the control of the province. "Its moral
4
effect was immense." 'A'ni5 congratulatea 'Aaig; and all agreed that it
would "put an effectual check to toryism in this country. "''^ One '.'.nig
wrote: "It is iaconceivaDle tc imagine vvhat joy this event has disiused
through this Province."^' 'Ailliam Hooj)er thought that tne "crimes" of
tne Tories had "produced an abject contrition, and some of theiii are namble(|l
so low as to merit rather pit^ than .resentment. B'rom witnin ourselvss,
then, little is to be feared."'' The Council of Safety votad in June thatj|
those "(v'alccn tents" who would take the Oath would "be permitted to return :
to their respective nabitations unmoiested. -James Davis wrote the Goun-|
oil in July that this resolve ana the repulse of the Britisn at Gnarleston
had produced a great effect. ^Tuey are flocking in to sign tne Test &
Association."*^ Koreover^ C-overnor Martin aeparted witn the British fleel,j
removing tne last symbol of royal authority arouna \i«hich the Tories might
rally.
Never oaeless, ine success of tne IvhiCiS did not recreate a peaceful
" 10 '
or a united province. The Loyalists were cowed but not converted.
Throughout 1776, the parties of Light Horse commissioned by the Council oi
1 viartin urs^ed, however, that even tnis sroall force could have sue—
ceeded, "if tbey had been conducted with a little more prudence." O.R. X.
73 c •
2 The attitude of t.he hi jSnlanders toward Niartin in 1780 showed that
they did not distrust hie leadership. Infra.
3 C. E. X. , 4&C.
4 Van Tj?ne, Loyalists, 97; C. R. XL, 230.
5 G.R. XI., 235. 6 C. R, XI. , 286.
7 C. R. X. , 905. S G.R. X.,619.
9 C. B. X.
,
666.
... 10 " wotwiihstandins, tnis scourixig anji.the just contempt of^our fellowGitizena, we renr.ainea in~heart as atili tones as ever. Extract froir, a_
Revolutionary Journal by Kugn V.cDonald, in G.R, XI., 529i See, also, C. H,
,
X. . 611: XI. . 293.
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Safety ana tae local Cominittees found it difficult to kesp order. During
the Summer, while still elaxed over their triumph, leading Wnigs were of
:
the opinion taat tne lories were still numerous ana to be reckoned witn.
One correspondent of the Council of Safety wrote that certain Tories were i
"privately" killing "zealous nhigs" and that he hadto keep closely con- !
oealed;"to prevent their Slipifig a Ball thro' nim,"'^ Another reported
that Loyalists were gathering on Drovaiing Creek and tnreatening Anscn
Countyf Disturbances in Guilford County led the Council to direct Col.
Folsom to keep his force of Light Horse full "as there is Cause to suspect
the Tories of evil Designs.""^ Appeals for an ara:ea force to use against
the Loyalists came also froac Chatham and Bladen. In Chatham, a gang used
"Hickory Switches" on one obnoxious Whig; and anotner V;riig was robbed of
two guns "by a party of cO or 3C armed men, some of whose Faces were
blacked, and others vvith Hanakerchief s tied over tneiu."'"'
War wita tne Cberokees broke out in July of 1776; and tae »aiigs, ex-
pecting that the lories would assist the Indians, early took steps to meet
the danger? Henry 'riuyrl Alexander Cameron, agents of the British
Govennment, enaeavored to secure white allies for the Inaiansi^ CaEeron
8
corresponded with .North Carolina Loyalists and sent emissaries among them";
Nevertiieless, cne Tories seem to have disappointea ooth the fears of the
Whigs and the^hopes of the British. General riutherford captured only sevr
en white men. No organized bodies of Tories acted with tne Indians^"
But many fled to the Indian villages during the war, and laid themselves
open to the charge of inciting Indian aggressioni
UdLuy Loyalists, living in counties that '«vere strongly Wnig, were
forced into either a miserable or a temporizing existence. Wixn tne
attempts to raise a Revolutionary army, however, they could scarcely com-
proinise. Richard Caswell early feared that some would "start objections
to the enrolling of Companies and exercising the men."-^'-^ The Tories not
only "objected" but tried various otaer obstructive tactics. Some used
their personal influence to prevent recruiting; many refused to attend the
In
musters; ' otners enrolled in the militia, "out when the day of trial came
they shrunk back." Some were forced "greatly against their inclinations
I C.R. X.,f^l\; XT., 299. 2 CP. X.. 664.
3 C.R. X. , 669-670. 4 G. R. X. ', 727; XI., 335, 342, 348.
5 G. B. X. , 934-935.
6 C.R. X. , 609-610, 651, 730, 732; XI., 344, 372; F.oossvelt, 'Winning of
the West , I. , 303.
7 C.R. X.,894. 8 C.R. X. , 609-10, 771; XII., 5i.
9 C. R. X.
,
725, 730.
10 C.R. X. ,c61; Roosevelt, Y^innind of the West, I., £02-303; Hist.
Mag. , Oct. , 1867.
II Roosevelt, Winning of the West, I., 232, 293, 296.
12 O.E. XIV., 246; XVl. , 692.
13 C. B. IX. , 1250.
14 C. R. X. , 73; XV. , 637.
i. c C» • /\ 9 f vOc»
16 C. R. X. , 467.
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to 'A'Ork at the oreast-works.
"
The Loyalist activity of the transitional period was defensive and
retaliatory, provoked by revolutionary innovations. Industriously en-
couraged by Governor Martin, Loyalism at first seemed to possess formidable
^trengthj. but most of its manifestationa were sporadic and ineffective.
The one movement of size and promise was decisively defeated in February,.
1776, by a combination of '»';hig efficiency with Loyalist and British unpre-
paredness. After this, the only policy open to the intelligent Loyalist i
was either to leave the province or to wait for tne coming of tne British,
1 G. E. X.
,
4,67.

III.
ANTI-TORY .VjEASORES DURING THE TRANSITIONAL PERIOD,
1775-1776.
To tne various measures used against tne Loyalists it is impossible
to assign a logical sequence or a aeiinite relationsnip. Ine iTQigs iiaa
no precedents to follow or settled rules to observe. Witn masterful in-
consistency tney over-roae tecanicali Lies and aostract rights. Wnen one
[ueasure failed, tney tried another, during the first two years of tne
-1
Revolution running practically tne whole gamut.
With the meeting of the Constitutional Convention, November 12, 1776,
anti-Tory measures received a somewhat different justification and inter-
pretation, with a legalized and, for a time, a more regular execution.
During the transitional period, the administrative machinery consisted of
Committees of Safety, already noticed, five Provincial Congresses, tne lastlj
being tne Constitutional Convention, three sessions of the Provincial Coun4
oil, and six sessions of the Council of Saietyf Tne Congresses and tne
Councils naa a wider .jurisaiction tnan tne Committees; otnerwise, the
three bodies were much the same.
The V.'higs early took steps to insulate the Loyalist. Governor 'larfip
appearec^ to be a aangerous scarce of disaffection; hence, early in July,
3
1775, the Craven and Wilmington Committees forbade correspondence with him.
Arrivals in the province, suspected of being British agents, were closely
watched and, if possible, secured! In August, persons communicating with
Martin were "deemed enemies to the liberties of America*"'''
Tory doctrines in speecn and press were industriously suppressed. !
Martin's proclamation of June 16 was an effoift "to olind, mislead and de-
lude the people"? and his "Tory Pamphlets" were "wicked and diaoolical
strategems. " The Whigs looked askance at flags of truce as they were
said to, be means of bringing in "seditious papers in order to distribute
them amongst tne peopOe^"^ Charged witn writing a paper of two sneets,
sigeed "A Lawyer" and aadress "To those who have a true sense of distribu-
tive justice ana untrammeled liberty". Dr. Fallon, of ^.*;ilmington, was put
in jail; and, while he was"not precluded from the use of pen,, ink and paper
anything that he might^vja^ to be censured carefully by tne commanding offi-
1 I propose to reserve the subject of Gonf'isca?:ion for separate
treatment zn a later chapter.
2 See Whitaker, Provincial Council and Coinroi ttees of Safety, passim.
3 C. R. X.
,
67, 124, 231,
4 C. R. X. , 117.
o 0. R. X. , l3Q.
6 C.R. X.,29.
7 G.R. X.,3e0. 8 C.R. XIII. , 271.
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Free speech, wiien it showed "a tendeocy to spreaa sedition", was
rigorously silenceaf ior saying that "he ••/ishea the time would happen
this Instant, but was sure the Americans would be subdued by the iBonth of
August", William Bourk was committed to "close gaol"'^
The Whigs, on the other hand, did not neglect persuasion and argumen
in advancing their own cause. inhig delegations were sent to confer with
backward neighborhoods, or to minimize the effect of specific Tory efforts;
A committee met the Highland immigrants? and another conferred witn the
7 8
Regulators. These "deputies on mission" were not eminently successful^
In their attempts to convert their opponents, tne Wnigs freely ap-
pealed to religious sympathies. In -July, 1775, the "Dutch" Lutherans ana
Calvinists of Philadelphia, who "were all scaunch in our cause", wrote to
their brethren in North Carolina^ and tne Presbyterian ministers in irnil-
adeiphia warned the Southern congregations, "If you now desert the cause
of liberty.... r,e can have no fellowship with you.""^'"^ Tne Continental
Congress went farther, sending, in the Autumn of 177'S, two ministers of tne
gospel to visix ine Re^uiaioi-s and tne Hignlanders. Tne result of tnis
missionary A-or-k is nowhere recordea; so it was probaoly not signally suc-
cessful.
i'n-: Revolutionary leaders believed also in the power of the press.
The Continenial Congress recommended the Whigs "lioerally to distribute
among the people" tne proceedings of Congress, "speeches of the great
patriots in ootn houses of parliament,... and such other pamphlets and
papers as tend to elucidate the merits of the American cause. "^'^' Tory
prisoners were given Whig sheets to reaa.- Adam Boyd, printer of the
Gape Fear iviercury r struck off 200 copies of an address to tne ir'resbyterian
ministers and congregations of North Carolina; and the expense of printing
was probably borne by the Provincial Congress." ihe Mercury itsglf was
a Whig organ and gave much space to the Revolutionary propaganda."'
When persuasion failed, the Vihi^s resorted to threats.. Tnreats of
16
confiscation and personal violence were early made.
Communities where Revolutionary sentiment was strong socially ostra-
cized its Tory members; and in iViecklenburg and Rowan Counties this form of
1 C.R. X.,410, 412. Also, case of Wi)7iiair. Clark. C. R. XT.,332^
2 C.R. IX., 1079; X. , S26. 3 C.R. X. ,471.
4 C.R. IX., 1079. 5 C.R. X. , 27.
6 C. R. X. , 173.
7 C.R. X. , 169. For other aeleiSations, see C.R. X. , 293, 693.
8 C.R. X. ,243, 310, 312, 434-435.
9 C.R. X. , 36. 10 C.R, X. , 86, 222, 227.
11 C.R. X. ,338, 390; XXII., 515.
12 Journals^of Congress ( ford ed), iV.,19.
13 C, R. X. , 125—129.
14 "The Address was doubtless intended to counteract Toryiss; on the
upper Cape Fear." Vseeka, in Am. Hist. Ass'n Hepb.,189o, 263.
Ic C. R. X. , 54; IX. , 319.
16 C.R. X. ,17, 27, 34, 38, 47, 129, 244, 656. Infra.
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coercion went to aoiusing leng.tns. In January, 1776, the young ladies of
those counties resolved tnat they would "not receive tne address of any
young gentleman,.., except the brave volunteers who.,,, succeeded in sub-
duing tne Scovalite Insurgents. Tne ladies Deinc? of opinion mat sucn
persons as stay loitering at home when tne important calls of tut; country
j
demand tneir military services abroad, must certainly oe destitute of that
|
nobleness of sentiment, that brave and manly spirit, vvhi^n would qualify
them to be the defenders and guardians of tne fair sex." The Rowan
Committee presented "their cordial thanks to tne said young, ladies for so
spirited a performance."
As a convenient ana logical measure, tne Oath, or, as it was commonly
called, the Test, early commended itself to the nhigs. Its use involved
little expense or trouble. Administered to a would-be neutral or a secret
enemy, it had the merit eithec of branding the suspected person as an
avov^'ed Tory or renaering hi;T! helpless tnrougn the supposea efficacy of con-
scientious scruples. The Oath was at once a • search-light and a white-wash
if it did not make a I'hig, it, would at least uncover a Tory. Under vary-
ing phraseology ix was usea constantly; ana ine r^ortn Carolina Whigs made
no apologies for its employment.
Tne Association itself was tne first "Test". Tne Continental Con-
gress empowered the Committees to declare violators of the Association
"objects of the resentment of tne public,"'" The Provincial Congress,
September 9, 1775, resolvea that the Ccmffiittees of Secrecy, Intelligence
and Observation shoula "have power to lake up and Examine all suspected
-Persons, and if necessary, send ihem to tne provincial Council or tne
Committees of Saiety for their respective districts.""^ The nex-t Provin-r
cial Congress of April, 177o, ?ippointea a Oouimitiee of Secrecy, Intelli-
gence ana Ooservation ana gave it power "to send for, and enforce tne at-
tendance oeiore taem of all suspeciea persons, ana to compel tne attendence
of witnesses; and to procure all such papers as aay give information 'A'itn
respect to sucn oiienaers. "" The machinery of tne Test was now in full
operation.
The v.'oraing of the Test changed at different periods^ Bor a time,
as I have indicated, me use of the Association sufficed. The establish-
ment of a Revolutionary government and the outbreak ci hoitilities demanded
a more far-reaching statement, A Test was prepared by the Provincial Con-
gress, August 23, 1775, which was used until the Declaration of Independenc^-.
This Test professed "allegiance to the King" and acknowledged "the Consti-
tutional Executive povver of Government"; but denounced internal taxes ana
1 Rockwall, in Hist. Wao,
,
Feb., 1369.
2 G.R. X. , 594. ' 3 C. R. X. , 54.
4 C.R. X,, 213-214. o C. R. X.
,
507, 519.
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reeognizea the binaing authority of tne Continental and Irrovincial Con-
gresses, Inis aid not prsoluae the use of other oatnsy however; ana
oaths of varying content were used in different- places^ i
The Council of Safety, -July 25, 1976, having received nev;s of tne
'
Declaration of Inaependence, decidea to omit tne pnrase, "professing oar
allegiance to tne King and aokinowledging tne Consxiiuxional Executive pcwe
of Government", out curiously enough leaving tne remainaer^practically
the same, incluaing ine woras, "colonies" and "provincial"'^ Ine Ccnstitu
tional Convention, however, Noveiriber 22, 1776, prascrilaied a Test, in v.'hicn
the Loyalist was xc sv;ear lo "oe faitnful ana oear true allegisnce to tne
State of Nortn Carolina" ana to "do no act wittingly^ whereoy the Indepen-
dence of tne said State may be destroyed or injurea"!
The later oatns are more explicit ana elaborate. By the Treason Act!
of 1777, tne Loyalist v.-no expected paraon a;ust swear not only to "support
and maintain, and aefend the independent Government" of North Carolina, biiti
also to "disclose and -Take known.... all Treasons, Conspiracies, and At-
tempts, commitiea or intenaed against tne State, whicn shall come to irry ji
knowledge".^ A special act was passed auring tne second session of tne
Assembly (1777) prescribing tne Oath af Allegiance and ADj uration.. Tnis u
instrument is exceedingly long and explicit?
Many Tories took tne Oath promptly and willingly. Cthers, after ex-
periencing social ostracism, imprisonment, or deportation, oegged for the
privilege of becoming "free citizens"^ Ordinarily, tnese petitions were
gran ted.
-
Sometimes, in aadition to signing the Test and Association, a partic-i
ularly oDnoxious Loyalist was required to furnish a deposition, subscribe
to a recantation, ana proviae security for future good behaviori"
in the case of tnose Loyalists who neglected or reiusea to appear
when citea, compulsion, airect or indirect, nad to be usea. In ^'^'^^^ "t^"-
Rowan Committee was sending detachments after "incorrigiDle enemies"; am
in Anson County Whigs were breaking into houses ana compelling Tories to
swear allegiance. " Various indirect mean_§ were tried. One was to deny
the Tory the protection of tne Committees. Tne Rowan Committee resolved
that no trade or in terccurso be carried on '.vith Toriesl- The Provincial
— —
-L C.S. Z. ,171, 2S6. Appendix A. 2 C. R. X. ,432-3.
3 G. R. X. , 684. Appenaix A. 4 C. B. XXlil.,9Sc. Apper.aix A.
o C. R. XXI V. , 11.
6 Gon-tainina 276 vioras. G. B.. XXIV., 103. Appendix A.
7 C.R. X.,6ct:. Proceedings of Council of Safety, C. H. X.,p2Esi!T;.
S C.B. X.,141, 697, 827.'
9 0. R. X. ,pasBin. Especially, 697.
10 C.S. X.,141, 182, 204. Appendix A.
11 C. R. X. ,311, 316, 317, 319.
12 G.E. X., 126-129.
13 C.R. IX., 1081. 'The Surry Coir-mittee voted, Sept. 21, 1775, that
Tories ''sriali nave no benefit of tne proceedings of this Comiiiittee. C.R.X.
,
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Council voted, December 24, 1775, "that no person or persons shall be en-
titled 10 any oenefit or relief against any Debtor. unless such person
or persons.,., shall at least ten days previpus to (nis) application have
subscribed the Continental Association and the Test.""'"
in many cases, the Oatn seenis to nave been lightly regardea. The
people of Nortn Carolina were not a people of aeep religious feeling, and
not
were aSui I icien tly amalgamated to oe hianly sensitive in regard to public
opinion. Six pf the 101 Loyalist prisoners in Halifax in April, 1776, had
O
taken the Cath. Nevertneless, the Oatn was iuore raspectea during tnis
perioa tuan later vnien tne Britisn were operating in tne state.
Systeiuaiic aisarming oi tne Loyalists began in August, 1775. In
•July, it is true, steps had been taken to disarm the negroes; but this
was no innovation in a slave-a elding colony. The Newbern Coiiirnittee, Au-
gust 14, directea tne iDilitia captains to take from suspected persons their
f ire-^ariiis, swords, cutlasses, gunr-powder, lead, and all other military
stores, to give receipts fo^r these articles, and to deliver tne arms to
those Shigs who neeaea them'. War had already coinme needy the Governor was
known to be in communication with the interior and to be planning for an
uprising, and disarming was an essential military precaution. At this
time, confiscation was evidently not intended, the purpose being to render
the Loyalist temporarily hor s de combat and later to restore^_,his property.
The Continental Congress, January 2, 1776, aavised aisarming; yet, six
j
weeks later, John Fenn wrote that the Tories nad been disarmed in New York,
adaing, "i aon't i-inow tnat a^step of tnat Kina coula oe taken with you, pcr=f
haps it woula be aaagerous." He was, however, writing to Thomas terscn,
and tnis may account for cne cautious statement. .
i^inen ihe Tories began to risr in ceDruary, the Wnigs, ^nerever they II
were in control, aisarmed those who refusea to talce the Test. After the
battle of Moore's Creek, paid ccmpanjes of s'nigs were engaged for a consid
erable time in disarming tne Tories. in April, tne Provincial Congress
had a Committee on Fire-r-arais wnich was airected to "receive into tneir po^i-
session all sucn arms as have been taken from the Tories, ana keep them
safely till tney shall be demanaed by persons hereafter to be appointed ...
for tnat purpose"^"''" After this, disarming was an accepted policy to be
followed in the case of every acknowledged Loyalist.
The administering of tne Test and the seizing of arms were prelimina-
ry measures. They were followed by steps to restrict the lioerty of the
t C. B. X. , 382. 2 Infra.
3 C. R. X. ,602. 4 C.B.. X. , 6S, 37.
5 C. R. X. ,158.
, ^ _ J
6 Journals oF Congress (Ford ed), iV. , 20. Congress again recoamended
disarrcin^, March 14, 17^6, -journals, IV.5'205.
7 C. R. X. , 449. S Ante.
9 C.R. X. ,467. 10 C.R. X.,4S5, S28.
11 C.R. X. , 525. 12 E.g., O.K. X.,o9S.
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Loyalist. This was done oy means of a bond, imprisonment, or deportation.
SoaietiiDes, only a bond for good behavior was required, ransins in amount
from £150 for a Tory of small renown to £1000 for men liKe -Jonn Dunn and
2
-John Piles. Imprisonment and deportation were too expensive to be applie
indiscriminaxely; and, ordinarily, only those Tories were imprisoned of de-
ported wnc, by reason of their aggressive tendencies or influential posi-
tion, were deemed particularly obnoxious, Tnese measures, at their Dest,
involved much harshness ana many complaints. They were justified by
necessity, not by intrinsic merit.
Tile lEord extreme measures, however, were resorted to early in the war
The Wilmington Committee resolved, August 21, 1775, "That if Capt. Maclean
does not come into this Committee and make a recantation of nis sentiments
in regard to America within thirty days from this date, tnat he be ordered
to depart tnis Province"^* Dunn and Boote, tne Salisbury lavsyers, had been
carried to Cnarleston. Their wives appealed to the Provincial Congress;
but tne deportation was declared to be"necessary and justifiable."'^ On
the following day, tne Congress voted, tnat "no one snail be carried out
out of this province privately, or by any Act of Violence," except by a
regularly cncsen dommictee; "out as the particular Circumstances" of tne
Dunn and Boote case "rendered a previous application altogether impractica-
ble,.,, iftc acknowledge ourselves under the greatest Obligations to the Per-
sons" who made the deportation^ Not until September,. 1776, were Dunn
and Boote, after^repeated petitions and explanations, permitted to return
6
unaer heavy bona.
During the closing montns of 1775, committing recalcitrant Tories to.
"close gaol" was becoming common? Tne Continental Congress, besiaes ad-
vising disarming, suggested that "the more aangerous among them eitner (be)
kept in safe custoay, or bound with sufficient sureties to tneir good be-
haviour"! Tne formiaaole rising of 1776 made the imprisonaient of its
leaders absolutely necessary. Before the battle of Moore's Creek, several
had_^glreaQy been lodgea in jail^ and afterward 101 were confined at Hali-
fax. These included prominent Regulators ana Highlanders^ men who naa
" 11
corresponaca witn :viarLin ana who naa commanaed companies at fvloore's Creek.
It is often difficult to distinguish prisoners charged with "Toryism"
from prisoners of war. Even during this early period, prisoners of war
from Charleston were being held in North Carolina. The nomenclature in
I C,R. A. , 690. 2 C. R. X.,9cS, 629.
3 C.S. X. ,220. 4 C.R. X. , 181.
5 C. B. X. ,184. 6 C.R. X.
, 312, 793, 828, 829.
7 C. R. X. ,paseira. E.g., C.R. X. , 311, 316,
8 Journals of Congress ( B'ord ed), iV.,20.
9 G. B. X. , 469; XI. , 282.
10 0. R. X, , 594-603.
II Ante.
12 C.R. X., SSO—clj XI. , c70.
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the Records changed with the 'aeepening of party hatreds. Those who were
coniined for "misdemeanors" early in tne struggle were later desigoatea ae
2
"criminals", and such designations add to tne aifiiouity oi distin^uishiny
the sincere Loyalist froic the actual criminal.
The underlying idea in imprisonment was not so aiuch to punisn the
Tory as to remove him from nis own neighoorhood and nis own "sphere of
influence". Tne vVnigs seem, tnerefore, to nave preferred, Vv'henever
possible, to transfer the "obnoxious"person to another county or another
state, and there to limit his movements by means of a oona. Transplanted
to an alien soil, his exotic aoctrines were expected no longer to flourish
Thus, William Heain, of Kewoern, cnargeo witn "Torryism", was^simply crasr^]d
.-I
removea to some county "not less tnan 100 miles from Newoern"! The Coun-
cil of Safety deciaea that '.Villiam iv'iller ana Andrew Wilson ougnt to be
separated. Accordingly, J\(iller was parolea to Johnston Court House ana
Wilson to HillsDoro? Usually, tne Loyalist on parole was confined to tne
limits of tne tovvn and was requirea to report daily at tne nouse of some
local Whig. Petitions for a change in location or an extension of limits
6 7
were frequent; and, in a majority oi cases, seem zo nave oeen granted.
The sending of Loyalists out of the state, however, was not a settled
Whig policy until after tne battle of Moore's Creeli. Cases of expatria-
tion in 1775 were exceptional. In April of 1776, the jail at Halifax was
full: and the Provincial Congress, after ample aeliberation, decided, as a
as
measure of convenience as well/\Safety, to send 53 of the prisoners out of
the stater' Brigadier-General Conald McDonald headed the list, which in-
cluded also Col. Allen McDonald, Maj . Alexander McDonald^ 15 captains, one
lieutenant, one au jutant-general, ana Earquard Campbell, who was labelled
"Spy ana Confidential fcmisary of Gov. f^artin"? The Whigs explained tnat
"much was to oe apprenended from their personal and family influence of
those persons disposed to exert it to the prejudice of this country", and,
although every possiole inbulgence would oe granted the prisoners, yet
"much will depend upon the future good oehavior of those wno still remain
in the Province, as to the mode of treatment which our prisoners shall ex-
perience". It was further voted that the Tories be allowed their election
as to taking their families: and Thomas Rutherford was permitted to take
10
his norse and a siave^ i^arquard CampPell nis horse.
The Congress also issued s lengthy Declaration, containing explana-
1 C.H. X. ,915, S15. 2 Infra.
3 C.R. X.,9o4, 974, 977. 4 C.E. X. , 683.
5 C.E. X. ,631, 6S2, 634, 683, 635.
6 G. B, X.,pas3iiE; especially, 62c, 753, 758, 792, S41; XI.,4cc-6.
7 C.R. X. ,633, S27> 528, S29, 969; XI., 396, 456.
8 C.R. X. ,544, 1034; ante.
9 C. R. XI. , 294.
10 0. B. X. . 544.
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tions and apologies altogether superfluous but throwing an interesting
light on the '^;nig attitude. "These have been our motives", so its con-
clusion ran, "tor exercising a severity, which regard to the common safety,
and that first principle of nature, self-preservation, promptea,.,. In the
anguish of our nearts, we lament the sad necessity which the frailties of
our fellow-beings have allotted to our share".
Twenty-seven of the deported Tories vfere sent to wmryland and Vir-
ginia. Tne rest were consignea to Philadelphia, "for the more immediate
disposition pf the Continental Congress"? They arrived in Philadelphia
May 25, 1776; ana tne Continental Congress at once assumea the care cf the
havin| alreauy promisea tnat the expense vvouia "oe aefrayed by tne conti-
nent"," In Lhe Fall, several oi ine prisoners petitioned for permission
to return;, ana 'Ailliaoi Hopper gave them his endorsement'. Tne Continental
Congress voted, "That .the prisoners from North Carolina oe permitted to res-
turn to their iamilies..,,. if the convention of tnat state shall be of o-
6
pinion they may ao so", Tne worth Carolina Council of Safety, however,
acted on tne tneory that^,_the Congress had assumed full charge of the priso-
ners and power over tnerii; ana tne V.higs of that state were, in general, un-
willing to have tne Tories return, "except upon swearing allegiance to the
State and giving security for their good benaviour" Some were willinc; to
- g - ^
give security; but^would not take the Oathll' Curing the following months,
some took the Gath; otners broke their paroles and returned without ta-
king it; while still others remained in captivity and were not properly
exchanged until 1780il
The few specific charges of cruelty ana the apoloeetic tenor of the
Whigs' Declaration suggest that the Tories, imprisoned, paroled, or de-
ported, were not intentionally or ordinarily ill-treated. That narsn e-
dicts could be executea v.'ithout friction was haraly possible. To oe re-
moved from hoie, family and friends, placed in a Wnig neighborhood, pointed
at, riaicuiea, and calumniated were in themselves hardship enough for the
Loyal expatriate. General -Jones wrote that the prisoners were very ob-
noxious to tne people of Halifax, "and for tnat reason among others very
anxious to leave tne place"!*^
^
1 See Van Tyne, Loyalists. £17, 219.
2 C.R. X., 547-9. 3 C. E. XI., 293.
4 Journals of Congress ( Ford ed), IV. , 273, 389.
5 C. E. X. , S83, eS&.
6 C.R. X.,S90; -Joupnals of Congress, VI.,8&c.
7 C.R. X. , 823. The attitude of the Continental Congress may be ex-
plained by the following: "I found they were not all secure in_close con-
rinezient, and the guarding therr. v;as exoeedinrfly exoensive". burke to Cas-
well, March 2, 177^?. C. 3.' XI., 401. See, also, CI R. XI., 404. The priso-
ners put the ConjSress to luuch trouble. Journals, IV., 411; V.,4SS; VI. ,SS5
e C.R. XI., 401, 404. 9 C.R. XI., 405.
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Paroled Loyalists found it difficult to secure lodgings, especia)I'ly
those who went to Charlotte. -JaiDes Hepburn lived in a"s!iall apartment"
a few days, and then, oriv^n out, was unable to find a house, although he
offered £40 per annum for one "haraly fix for a staDl9"T Ai, SalisDury,
lodgings were ii;ore plentiful; and Loyalists' petitions often specified
that town as a desirable location. Alexander Steward was paroled to Gran-j
ville County in way, 1776. He had no opportunity to send for his clothes
until August; and then the Coiuniissioners of Caniberland County demanded
proof of ownership. In October, his trunk had not yet coflje; and he_^com-
plainea that tie was "Cuite Destitute for wanx of Cloatnes & Linnens"'7
Anoxher Loyalist vcicea a common irritation, no doubt, vvnen ne com-
plained that he was "obliged to appear before a man dayly, who is watching
the smallest op^*^ to send me xo tiallifax Gaol as he is directea so to do,
if 1 go out of my LimiEits"f
An element of pathos recurs in the appeals sent to tne Provincial
Congress by tne wives of deported Loyalists. Nine wives petitioned from
Guilford County to have their husDands removed inxo the province, "So xhat
we may be of Some asistance to their wants"^ Requests of this kind were
usually grantear
In 1776, it vvss no ccubt the intention of the Whigs to make provision
7
for tne families of deported Loyalists. Eux there were many chances for
intention and execution to part company. That some were left without pro-
vision is suggested by tne fact that__^one Tory begged to oe placed "where
he may support his suffering familyl'^ and that the "unhappy situation" of
his family is a reason urged for the release of another'.''
The expenses incident to deportation were borne in part by the state
and in part by the expatriates themselves. Well-to-do Tories were ex-
10pected to pay tneir own way. An allowance was made, of course, for prie-
11
oners of war. The finamcial administration, however, was completely de-
ranged, if not corrupt; anc tne appropriaxion often failea to reach its
1?
aestinationt
The Whig policy toward the individual has been outlined. To deal
with Loyalists in the mass, different measures were required. After the
battle of ivioore's Creek, frequent reports of lawlessness and threatened
outbreaks showed that civilian ccmmittees were not sufficient to inspire
order and led to the regular use of the military. A small body cf light
horse, hastily raised, under the command of a colonel possessing indefinite
I C.R. X.,7oc, v92. 2 C. R. X.
,
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3 C.R. X,,843. 4 O.K. X., 759.
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powers, scoured the country, visited disaffected sections, and, when the
danger was passed, disbanded^!- When Guilford County was disturbed in the
Suaimer of 1776, the Council of Safety statea that tney saw nothing oDject-
ionable in a company qf light horse providing they did not act without
oraers irom the Conimittee. Nevertheless, they diu act acre or less in-
dependently, a conaition due to the necessities of the case and vacsue or-
ders.. Xne frovincial Congress, in ixovember, 1776, proviaed for a company
to seize tnirteen Tory ring-leacers in Cnsthan and Bladen counties,, and
gave the captain aiscretionary power to seize other persons harboring or
abetting the outlaws, "taking possession of their property.... for the
public, having first inventoried tne same'C A Whig hao. written to the
Council in July, that a force should march "into their Settleients & put
those Rascals to death on Sight, Sl that they lay v/aste the Count ry where
the Inhabitants refuse to deliver the Offenaers";
The attitude of the 'A'higs t cward tiie clergy and religious bodies is
interesting. In .'vlarcn, 1775, "Farson Agnew", of tne border Virginia coun-i
ty of Nanseaiond, was in trouble witn the CoiT;mittce because "he had preached
up Obedience to tne Aing and tne L-aws of tne Country, and aaiTiOnished his
Congregation against Riots".' In July, the litt Coitsittee asked the
Church viardens to advise Rev. Nathaniel Blount "That tne People fiesires
he icay witharaw irorii his Agreement as the only method to Unite People of
the County"; Jaiiies Reed refused to conduct services in Mewbern on fast
day. The Coniiiiittee thereupon asked the Vestry to suspend hiic and stop
7his salary. Four months afterward, "Providence presented an opportunity
of decently closing the breach"':' Rev, George Meicklejohn, an Episcopalian
was a paroled prisoner in -July, 1776, and had not been liberated in Novem-
ber'.
The Whigs nan no encouragement for the doctrine of non-resistance.
In April, 1776> a petition froiL certain persons "stilinf tneiiiselvcs riienibers
of Christ's Churcn " setting forth tnat "they were for religious scruples
bouno oy consciencg against taking up arms" was rejected Dy tne Provincial
Congress nem . conf James Chilas, a New Light Baptist of Anson County,
expounded the Qoctrine of non-resistance and refused to subscribe the Test;
He was paroled to Eaenton^'''" His parole was changed several tinies;. and, in
December, 1777, he was in Anson jai-^i'^' Tnr Quakers, of course, were ex-
1 O.K. X.,3c.5, 842, 744-, 761, 939; XI.,S29.
2 C.E. XI.,34S. 3 C. R. X.,9S5:, 936, 940.
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empted from militia service on payirient of an extra taxT
Ir/a time of revolution and civil conflict it was inevitable that soie
action affecting the Loyalists should overstep the Dounds even of sanctioned
irregularity. In a time when all dities and responsibilities were loose-
ly defined and power was proportioned to the demands of the emergency, it
was natural that some of the constituted, or self-constituted, officials
ahould use aroitrary and extreme methods. It was a time of passion,
alarm, and distorter views; and tne Loyalist, a standing provocation in
himself, inevitably suffered much at the hands of Whig mobs. The Records
are unfortunately aeficient at this point, and will permit no scarp con-
clusions. ticLuresaue discipline, sucn as tarring-and-feathering and
suspending from liiberty poles, was doubtless practiced in North Carolina;
but we can point to no specific case during the early period.
iv^artin repeatedly charged the Whigs with usin? violent measures.
In his proclamation of June 16, 1775, he accused the "incendiaries" of havr
ing "prooeeded to the extravagance of tnreatening individuals witn tar-^
ring ana ttatnering. . . . ana menacing them even witn aeath"^ It will be
noticea, nowever, that ne charges only "threatening" and "menacing". At
this tim-, ne haa flea to Boit Johnston; ana had ne known of any actual
cases of mob violence ne would certainly have mentioned them. Again, on
tJune 25, he speaks vaguely of "various kinds of intiffiidation"'i The Com-
.inittee of the District of Wilmington Qeclared tnat tv^iartin's proclamation
contained "many tnings asserted to be facts, which are entirely without
foundation; particularly the methods said to have been made use of, in or-
der to compel the people to sign an Association,... no person having signed
such Associaticn but from the fullest conviction that it was essentially
4
necessary to their freedom and safety". In October, according to ^^artin>
Thomas VcKnignt was "tnreatened ncurly witn assassination"' ana, according
to MoKnight himiself, there had been "fruitless attempts to stimulate the
people in tnese counties to tar, feather and burn me, togetner witn my
property"?
In December, 1775, Mrs. Pollock wrote a pathetic letter to Joseph
7
Hewes. Her high=-spitited Tory husband had got himself into trouble by re--
•peating somiecne'e remark that "matters might be easily settled oy hanging
a half a Dousen on eacil side the Question"; which, tnough an eminently ju--
dicial opinion, was not calculated to placate the dominant party. Pollock
was warnea not to leave town without permission. He replied that he would
t c. R. XIII. , 290.
2 C. R. X. , 17.
3 C.R. X. , 36. Also, C.R. X..47.
4 C.R. X. , 27. The last statement will bear soffie reading between
the lines.
oC.R.X.jCco. c)o.rv,X.,o4«
7 G. R. X. , 1027-1031.
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go where he pleased. A mob carried him to the Edenton Court House, and
held him prisoner two days and one night. Later, some solaiers came to
his house, cnopped in a window, and dragged Pollock out. Bis wife was
assured that sne "neea not be uneasy, for the vvorst that would be done to
Mr. Pollock would be to tar and feather him". "1 flew out of the house,"
relates J/rs, Pollock, "little clothing upon me, tne coldest nignt we nave
had this year, screaming for Ivir. Pollock all over the streets, sometimes
barefooted". The distracted wife appeals to Hewes to "Let not a respects-
ble member of society be made a victim of a Barberous few". In August,
1775, Samuel Williams, his son, -Jacob Williams, ana James Cotton fled from
Anson County to toe Cruzier . In three detailea depositions, tney tola.of
much perseoution, consisting, however, more of threats Lhan of violence.
Nf^eager as tne narrative is at this point, it nevertheless throws interes-
ting light on tne social and political condition of tne province. It was
a condition, in one quarter, of exceedingly unstable equilibrium^ in an-,
other, of 'open collision. fZany of inose proceedings, whicn we can imagine
but whicn ttie Bevolutionists dia not see fit to record, were wholly irreg-
ular, probably fuiile, and certainly difficult to justify.
A study of Loyalist activity showed us that a formidable number in
the colony failea to sympathize with the Revolutionary movement or were
openly hostile to it. We have now seen that the reaction of this numer--
ous class cailea out a series of measures directed toward the conversion,
eliE'ination, coercion, or suppression of the Loyalist. The Tory s^as
socially ostracized and forbidden the right of free speech. Tne Test was
introduced, and aGm.inistered by various forms of compulsion. The outbreak
of civil war necessitated the formal adoption of a more severe group of
measures; disarming, imprisonment, paroling, and deportation;, and the em-
ployment of the militia, for police purposes. While Loyalisxs undoubtedly
suffered hardsnip ana persecution; on the wnole, tne Wnig measures of the
transitional period show a forbearance and aeiiberation conspicuously
lacking in later years.
^
1 G.R. X., 1031. 2 C.H. X., 126-129.

IIV.
LOYALIST ACTIVITY FRCi/ NCVEf^lBlTiR, 1776,
TO THE END OF THE 'H.^,
The rumors and aisturoances during the Sunnier and Autumn of 1776
,
were the aftcr-nath of the icovement which culminated at Moore's Creek.
During 1777, the tide of Loyalisai seenied to be subsiding; but its rising
had created an atniosphere of suspicion, and the dread of Tory "plots" was
a constant disturber of tne new fthig eovernriient. In July, a "traitorous
conspiracy" was unearthed reported to involve "soiiie principal persons" in
the counties of Martin, Bsrtie, Pitt, ana Edgecoaibe. "They were at some
certain night to fall on and assassinate all the leading men." Tnere
was a brisk correspondence aiBong the Vvhig leaders; but, almost two weeks
after the sounding of the alarm, three justices of the peace acknowledged
j
to Governor Caswell: ''vVe arc not able to make any discovery of tne plot by !
any person that we nave called upon as yet,"'^ Lieut. -Col, Henry Irvin r
reported from Tarborough that "about SO of them made an attempt on this
place," but, "luckily," having 25 men to oppose them, ne "disarmed the
whole, and made them take the oatn". Few were implicated. William
Erimage, a man of some consequence, seems to have been made the scape-rgoat j,
and was lodged in Edenton jail^ Three others, including Brimage's father*^
in-law j are named vaguely as co-^conspirators. The alarm coula not have
had much basis in fact, tiie lack of affidavits and specific charges snow- i
7ing that it was caused by little more than the tension of tne public mind.
There was, nevertheless,- an element in this section numerous enough, a|
indicated by later events> to cause reasonable anxiety among the V.higs.
In the Summer of 1777, taere was considerable dissatisfaction due to
a.
the high price of salt; trnd Aconcerted movement to obtain the staple occar
sioned a seccna wids-^spread alarm. Cross Creek, at the head of navigatioa
on the Cape Fear, was tnen, as Bayetteville is now, an important distribu-
ting center for the interior counties? Salt was stored there in larae
10
quantities; and its price was a matter of vital interest to tne stock-rais-
t CP. XI.,clO. The character of the evidence may be .iudtfed froir
the be?,inning of this Isttee: "I was yesterday informed by Col. Bobt. Sal-
ter who lef t ' TarboroacJh that morning that Col, Viillia^ Williams.... had re-
ceived an express fron; .yr. Whitmil hill infonrdng i}iir),"etc.
2 C.R. XI., 528. 3 C. R. XI., 521,
4 C.R. XI., 561. 5 G.H. XI., cel..
6 G.H. XI., 523, 561. 7 C.R. XI. , 561.
5 Infra.
9 North Carolina and its Resources, 328.. i
10 C. S. XI. , 526-527.
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ers of Orange, Ohathair, and similar ccuTitiss. In -j'u.iy, salt was selling
at five dollars a bushel/ and this was considered by the consuiriers an un-
reasonable priced Meetings of the people were held; and there seems to
have been some general agreement to niaroh to_Gross Creek, seize the salt,
and pay for it what they deeded a fair price'.' It was reported that, at a
meeting in Guilford, "they frequently ^drank the King's health, and damna-
tion to all that would not join them".
A rr.a.iority of these discontented people were prcoably Loyalists of
the icore ignorant sort; but to get salt was apparently at the tirre their
ruling purpose. Nevertheless, there -A'ere magazines at Cross Creek and
Wilmingtor;; and the V^higs proirptly suspected in the rcovemerit for salt a
design of seizing the rnu nit ions','' The guards were reinforced at botn pla-
ces) and iignt norseiren v.'ere dispatched to tne disturbed locslities;"
During the last week of rJuly; a ii.ob of five or six hundred visited Cross
Creekf but it was neither armed nor organized and readily dispersed when
provided with salt, "taking the oath to the State and appearing very peni-
tent". One_^of the leaders was a newly-appcintea justice of the peace of
Duplin County
r'"
Evidences appear in 1777 that the Tories of North Carolina were
adding their influence in the depreciation of the Continental currency.
A Loyalist in Chatharri County demanded "hard" lEoney, "for he would not have
the damned Congress counterfeit";^ In February, the Whigs discovered a
sinister "coiTiiTunication" which "was carried on between the Tories of every
State and Nev«j York and a traffic of gold and silver for Continental moneyl'
In this vague conspiracy three North Carolina Loyalists were said to be
involved^'^ In -January; 1779, a Vvhig judge wrote that the bills would not
remain at tneir nresent value "against the constant endeavours of the non-
1
grel Tory Traders & others aiiong us to destroy their Credit".
The Tories continued to embarrass the \',hi5 recruiting officers.
W'hile some of the difficulty in enlistment was due to the fact "that they
could not dispose of their bills"!' 2uch of it was attributed to tncse
"evil^sinded persons" who, so it was reported, "do openly retard and ob-
1 For the soil and toporfraohv cf these counties and their adaptabili
to grazing?, see North Carolina aTid its Resources, 319, 320, 377> 378i
2 C.fe. XI.-, 560. 3 C.R. XI., 549.
4 Ibid. 5 C.R. XI. , 560.
6 C.R. XI., 526. 7 C.R. XI., 526, 548, 554, 560,630
8 C.R. XI., 526, 536, 538, 546, 560, 591.
9 CP. XI., 526, 5Se, 546, 591. 10 C.R. XI.,5SS, 554.
11 C. R. XI. ; 555, o5S.
12 C.R. XI.,c60. Robt. Rovian, tne Whi^ leader at CrosG Creek, called
their, a "v;ob",' and says that he "inrorired their, that they were worse than
T'or-ies". Evidently', he did not consider that they were acting, as Tories.
IS C.F. XI., 560. 14 C.R. X.,933.
15 0. R. XI. , 374.
16 C. R. XIV. , 248.
17 C. R. XI. , 500, 522.
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struct the recruiting service and by theij influence and evil example are
otherwise prejudicial to the public Good".
Disturbances occurred at various points in 1778. In -July, Beaufort
County was terrorized by a lawless gang which openly protected deserters
and broke into stores^ In Rowan County, Capt* Johnston called the people
together to take the Oath; but one of the company "huzzaed for King George"
and, with a hundred others, in "a riotous turbulent manner vathdre¥»'"V
Col. I'llliaiTj Bryan found it ioipcssible to araft ^en in Johnston County.
A band of deserters operated alternately in Johnston and ^iash counties, ji
released their coiDrades t'roni jail, and threatened Eryan's life;
The Eost trouble Game frons the Highland Scotch territory. After
the passing of the so-called Tory Act in 1777> prescribing deportation for
those refusing to take the Oath, Col. Emith wrote from Cross Creek (July
26, 1777), asking for an armed company to be maintained at that place, "it
being evident that upwards of two-s-thirds of this County intend leaving the
State, and are already becoming insolent,- and it is apprehended will be
troublesome". Governor Cas?,'ell considered Cumberland County peculiarly
embarrass ir.g.
!
in 1779, opposition to the ";higs grew more general and assumed a
semi.-crganized form. The severe Whig measures passed in 1777, including
a universal administration of the Oath, deportation, confiscation, and the
death penalty for the 'Ahig inter.pretation of treason, had been circulated
and executed very slowly; but it was inevitable that, ¥»hen fully compre-
hended by the Tories and put into force by the Whigs, their etfect would be
to turn many neutrals into active Tories and widen the gap between the two
hostile parties. As time passed> the drafting measures vi/ere a plain
cause of increasing friction, violence, and lawlessness. Another reason
for renewed Tory activity is found in the success of the British operations
in Florida and Georgia during 1776 ana 1779.
Already, in the Summer of 1773, David Fanning and Ambrose Mills had
collected sonie Loyalists with ihc desi&n of joining the British at St-
7
Augustine; but they were betrayed and Mills and sixteen ethers captured.
The British occupation of Savannah, DeceniDsr 2d, 1779, and the preparations
of the Southern i'^higs to retrieve their disasters induced John N'oore of
Tryon County to gather a force of Loyalists for service in Georgia.
Uoove was one North Carolina Loyalist whose efforts, though usually ill--
timed, were always aggressive. About February 6,. 1779, he was at the
1 G.R. XII.. 48; XI., 490. Cfl O.K. XI., 579.
2 G.R. XIII., 188. 3 G.R. XII., 568.
4 G.R. XIII., 295. 5 C. Fw XI. , 534. (1S6.
6 CP. XII., 741. 7 Fanrang, Narrative, in C.R.XXTI
5 Van Tyrie, LoyalietE^ 184; Dratier, King's fountain, 29Sn. Tryon
Is now Lincoln County.

head of an ar'pea force of one or two hunared and was seizin? horses oe-
1 '
Ilonging to nhigs. His followers boasted that at the enrollient they would'
V !
be 2000 strong; ana the \\hi^_ estimate of the danger may be inferred from
their preparations to meet it, the Assembly calling out 1000 of the Salis-
bury anilitia^ 700 of the Hillsboro, 200 of the Halifax, and one-fourth of
the '.'.'ilrnington, all to bs placed under a brigadier-generalV Additional
troops were requested of Virginia; and $100,000 were appropriated for the
campaign, the Governor hiirself hastening to the scene of operations'. But '
.V^oore, vvitn his little arscy^ left i\ortn Carolina in .February; and, while
attempting to cross South Carolina, was defeated by the »;higs of xhat state.
Deserters and persons resisting the draft were a serious enbarrass-^
ment in 1779. In July, Governor Caswell stated to the Council that per-
sons had asseiTibled "on the bine of the Counties of Edgecoisb, Nash, Johns-
i
ton, ani in the upper end of Dobbs, " and had "Assigned Articles of Associ-
|
ation or Eolistiiient "y. agreeing to prevent rcilitia froUi being drafted; that
they had successfully resisted the .iustices of those counties, and had
shot at and wounded officers attempting to arrest deserters. In August,
two companies in Beaufort County would not allow tne draft to be made, and
|
only five men appeared. In other counties, deserters openly defied the
.,. 10
authorities.
V;hile Loyalist in the eastern counties was finding expression in re-
sistance to military service; in the West, it tended toward general li-
cense and criminality. In Burke County, a band was said to rob Whigs
publicly and "openly declare" that they v.oulci cot injure Tories. Robbers
captured and put in jail ifere mysteriously set at liberty. A gruesonie
"conspiracy" also caiEe to light in Burke County.'^
i
I
With the invasion of the South by Cornwallis, Loyalist in North Car- '
olina enters upon a new phase; and, for the next two years, it is closely
!
connected with tne operations of the British.
In tneir preliminary plans for the subjugation of the Carolinas^
Clinton and Cornwallis placed much emphasis on the support to be given by
the Loyalists.. Since 1776, the \Vhig leaders of the South had been ex--
pecting another attempt at British and Tory co-operation. In 1777, Col.
William Bryan thought the "disaffected party rising in arms in so many
t C. R. XIV., 261. 2 Ibid.. r
3 C.R. XIII., 7S4b, 734c. 4 C.R. XIiI.,734d.
5 G. R. XIV. , 27.
6 700 according to Van Tyne (Loyalists, 134). I have found no con-
firmation; but the number is probable.
7 Van Tyne, Loyalists, 1S4.
S C.F. XTV.,31§.. 9 CP. XIV., 184.
10 C. R. XIV, , 183, 19S.
11 C. R. XIV.
,
132.
12 C.R. XIV., 132. 133. S21.
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parts of the State" fores'naaowed an attack by Howe; and in 1779 the Whi^s
were certain that British officers were recruiting aaong tne Loyalists^
fviartin wrote in 1773 to Germain expressing an opinion that the people or
North Carolina were tired of rebellion'^ and, with a nuiEber of otner refu-
gees, tne formsr governor accompaniedi the British to the South;
After his arrival in South Carolins and the apparent redemption of
that state, Oornwallis sent emissaries into North Carolina and carried on
an active correspondence with the Loyalists. Crops in the vjestern coun-
ties v;ere large in 1780'f and Cornwallis instructed^, the Tories to v;ait
until after harvest before coilzctin?" thi-ir forces. Tnese instructions
were disregarded. Col. John ivoore, having returnea from South Carolina
possessed of the double fascination of a British unifom and a purse of
gold, raised a considerable force in Tryon and Burke counties, ana encampid
at BaiDSOur's Mill, now Dincolnton/ The Tories assembled are usually es-
timated at 1100^' but a large number were unarmed^ According to Schenck,
they "were nearly all siiiiple-minded , artless Germans, industrious, frugal
and honest citizens, who had never been in ariEs before, nor suffered per-
secutions iroffi the 'Ahigs."^'-^ They were defeated, -June 2Q, so decisively
that they never beca^^e belligerent, againl-^
Soon after the battle of Rarnsour's Mill, Sa3;!uel Bryan of Rowan Coun-
ty assembled six or seven hundred Loyalists along the Yadkin and marched
to Anson Court House then occucied as a British nost, A rcalority of this
force were unarmed.^ From Anson Court House tney went to Hangino Rock
where they suffered severely in two actions, one July 31, 17B0, and the
other six days laterl'" Bryan ioined the British ancy at Canden with
14
probably less tnan 2^0 men; but a captured British soldier reported
August 11 that "Brion's & the Jv'ilitia" amounted to S45 menV"^
In August, 1780,. Cornwallis' agents were busy in Nortn Carolina; an^:,
especially among the Highlanders of the southern counties, were successful
enough seriously to alarm the Whigs. The day following the defeat of
Gates at Carnden, Cornwallis wrote that he had dispatched "proper people"
into North Carolina, directing the Tories to assennble immediately, "to
O-r-
1 C.9. XI., 542. 8 C. R. XTV.,1.3;?, 234.
3 CP. XIII., 367. 4 C.R. XIV.
, 849; XV. , 323, 324.
5 C.R. XV. ,3. 6 Tarleton, Cairpai^ns, Bo, 86, 91.
7 Hunter, Sketches, 208, 213; Clark, in ?«ad. Am. Hist., XXVIII., 417.
S DaviG to Murohsy, Aug. 9, 1826. C.R. XIX., 996. Hunter sayg 130C.
Sketches, 213.
9 Schenc]?, North Carolina, 63.
10 Ibid. 11 Ibid.
12 Tarleton, Campai^nB, 91, 119;_C.E. XIV., 365; XV. ,oo; XVI. , 267.
Estiiiiates of bryan's force range from oOO to 900.
13 £.ee, Menioirs, 177, 178; f-^acksnzi e. Strictures, 26; Tarleton, Caro-
paitfns, 94, 95; C.R. >;IV.,.541,- 868; XV. , C.
' 14 0. R. XVT. , 268.
15 C.R. XIV., o52. _In the nriddle of June, according to a Gates iren-
oranduTC, Oornwallis had loO ^'orth Carolina Loyalists in his ar-ny. G.R.,
16 Col, William's Narrative, in -johnson, Greene, I.
,
App. S, 504;
Tarleton, Campaigns, 128; Clinton, Observations, 17.
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seize the xosi violent people"^ and that he had "promised to oiaroh without
loss of ti'ce to_. their support".. He relied most upon the assistance of
the Hiyhlanders. When he left CaoDaen, therefore, ne advancea. a detachment
to Oheraw Hill on tne Peeaee to preserve co!ii(iiunication with Cross Greek'?
In the meantiiEe, Col, John Hamilton, a wealthy and influential Loyalist
merchant of Halifax;^ had raised a corps of 500 inen, mostly South Carolin-
ians, and had rjoined Gorawallislj When the British movea to Charlotte,
HaiTiil Ion's corps ivas left to garrison Caoiden";'
ine advances of the British arar.y, first to Camden and later to Char-
lotte, were reflectea in markea excitement amoni; tne Loyalists ana in
sporadic disturbances in all parts of North Carolma^extrene nortn and
north-east. \*;nig energir^s were co!!ipietely aistracted, the Tories rising
at- so iiany points and in such small bodies that no decisive results could
be secured r Kalb and l^.^arion were operating in the eastern border counties
and gaining temporary advantages;: but Col, Ferguson entered :Vorta Carolina
and began successful recruiting in the West. His operations and those of
the British and Tories as a whole met A'ith a serious check at King's J^/Ioun-
tain, October 7.
Gornwallis had agsigned Ferguson tne special task of assembling and
drilling the Loyalists-" ana aoout 450 from the upper Catawba valley of
North Carolina had joined his standard^ At the time of the battle, Fergu-
son's force numbered about 300,. of whoiD 100 were British and the rest about
equally diviaed between the two Carolinas^-^ Col, Ambrose Mills commanded
the North Carolina cont ingentl"*" About 150 North Carolinians were absent
12
on a foraging expedition; and other Tories had been collectea and 7;ere on
the march at the time of the battle. Had the battle been delayed or the
Whigs defeated, perhaps 600 more Loyalists would have been enrolledl''^
The victory of King's ''fountain, therefore, was vitally impcrtant. It dis-_
couraged the Tories frorc lurtner enlisting"^ and baaly crippled Cornwallis^P
forcing him to withdraw at once fros Charlotte to Winnsboro,
1 Tarleton, Garapaidns, 135; C.R. XIV., 332, 611, 609, 733.
2 Gornwallis to Clinton, Sept. 23, 1790. Clinton, Observations, 17.
3 Lee, '-Gmoirs, 169.
4 Mackenzie, Strictures, 43; Fanning, 'varrative, 76;- Clark, in -vJag.
Am, Hist,, XXVTII..418. Hamilton had been with the gritisin orevious to
this. C.R. XVU, 396.
5 \<ac)fenzi9. Strictures, 44. 6 C.R. XIV.
, 675, 676, 589.
7'C.R. aIV,,383, 609, 617.
S Viaokenzie, Strictures, 55; Draper, Kind's Mountain, oassira. ,
9 Draper. Kind's '.'ountain, IVQ, 197. 293.
10 Ibi d. , 293. "297. Cf. Roosevelt, Winning of the -Vest , TI.
,
247, 267, 23.
11 Draper, Kind's Mountain, 293.
12 Ibid. 13 C.B. XV. ,110, 373.
14 C. a. XV., 110; Roosevelt, Winning of the West. II., 286,
Ic Van Tyne, American Revolution, Am. Nation, IX. , 302. "This defeat
must greatly dispirit the disaffected, and operate advantageously in our
frivor-^. Surr.ner to ?enn, Oct. 12, 1750. C . R. XI V. , 735. Tlr.e depression of
the British officers is evidenced by the changed tone of Rawdon's letters.
Of. Rawdon to his mother, Sept. 19, 1750(v;ad. Arr,. Rist., VITI.,ot. 2, 497)
with Bawdon to Clinton, Oct. 29, 1780 (Clinton, Observations, 3S).
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li.arly in October, some locies led oy Col. Gideon Wright and his
brother Hezekiab assembled in Surry County in the region of Ihe Sauratoun
w'oun tains, and 'narched soathward through tne Voravian settleasents with
the purpose of joining the British aricy. First V;hig rep frts declared
theic to be 900 strong; out, since they were scattered oy 160 niilitia.
Draper's estimate of 310 is perhaps too large";' Upper Surry was a Tory
stronghold, ana this check secured for a tin;e more orderly condi tions'iT
In their plans for the renewal of tne campaign in 17S1, Clinton and
Gornwallis again 5ssi?ned a^ prominent role to the Loyalists, who, they felt,
were nuxerous, ana , reassured by a determined and successful invasion,
would assert their strengfehU Gornwallis designated "tne calling forth tne
loyalists of North Carolina" as "tnat great effort of our arduous carapaignf
At riillsboro, February 20, 1781, he issued a proclasatiDn, inviting all
"faithful and loyal sub.lects to repair, witnoui loss of time, witn their
arms and ten days' provisions, to tne royal standard", promising thera "the
most friendly reception" and concurrence in tne "riestaftlishir.ent of good
-order and constitutional ?'overnrrjent . "'^ fv'arch 4, he reociTiiueDded his
officers and soldiers to treat the Loyalists '/;ita kindness "and to be-
lieve that although their ignorance and want of skill in military affairs
may at present render tneir appearance awkward" with proper instruction
they would snow the saite "ardor and courage" as the northern Loyalists!
After the battle of Guilford, he renewed his solicitationsf and noved his
army to Bell's Mill on Deep River in an intensely loyal section. From
there he marched to Cross Creek and then to Wilmington, hoping to receive
Scotch accessions along the Cape Fear.
But in regard to tne attitude of the Loyalists, he expressed nothing
but the keenest aieappointment . Hundreds of them had visited the British
camp "to talk over the oroclarcation, inauire the news of the aay, and take
a view of the King's troops.... So:De of tne most zealous professors of
attacnment , . . . promised to raise corps and regiments for the King.'s ser-
vice;- but their followers and dependents protesting against military re-
straint and subordination, numbers were never found to complete their es-r
--0
—
t G.H, XIV, 692,
2 Draper, Kins's \4ounta.in, 4S3n; G. S. aIV.,425, o7o, 676, 69S-9j 790.
3 G. S: XIV. , 123-124, 421.
4 "The plan that I had formed for the caT.paic^n of 1731.... was calcu--
lated to Trake a fair and solid effort in favour' of our friends— in a dis-
trict where I had sonss reason bo believe they were nurrierous and hearty."
Clinton, Karrativej^ 7. "Vve will then give our friends in North Carolina
a fair trial: If they behave liire irien/ it Tnay be of the greatest advan-
tage to the affairs of Britain; if they are as— as our friends to the
southward, we nsust leave tberc to their fate, and secure what we have sjot. "
Letter of Gornwallis, Nov, 12, 17B0, in Tar 1 e'Eon, "Ganypai^nsT ^TIT
5 Gornwallis to Gerniain, ?^lar. 17, 1731. G. R. XVTT.,io01^ See- also
Caruthers, Incidents, App. , 39S.
6 Tarleton, Gainpairfns, 266.
7 Caruthers, Incidents,- Apn. >42S.
3 Tarleton. Campaigns, 3l:^^313r Maf?. Arr. Hi st . , VII. , 45.
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tablishffien ts. " Cornwallis stated that, after the battle of Guilford, he
"could not get one hundred „,nien in all the regulator's country to stay
with us, even as iiilitia."' The "North Carolina Volunteers" in tne Brit-
ish army reacned tneir oiaxiDQun.i February 1, 1781; after that date they
steadily decreased until ^^ay 1, 1761, when, numbering less than a hundred,
•5
they were appropriately re-named the "Light Company "'^
The disinclination of the Tories to rally to the British standard is
not surprising. All of their risings whicn had shown any pro-iiise of
success had been decisively crushed at their inception. The Loyalists oi
the East had not forgotten Moore's Creek; those of the West remerDbered
Ramsour's ?vill.
iV;oreover, in P'ebruary, 17S1, there had been one more substantial
response to Cornwallis' invitation; and tnis had met the usual fate. The
people wno resided between the Has and Deep rivers were former
,
Regulators
and notoriously loyal. In September, 1730, Thoicas Durk;e had predicted
thai these people ".vould not fail, when supported oy the Enemy's post on
the Yadkin, to spread devastation as far.... 9s Granville and Wake Coun-
ties". Cornwallis recognizee} this as a aistioctly favorable region.
Dr. -John Piles, -.vho had been in the iv^oore's Creek campaign and had after-
ward taken an oath of allegiance, acquainted Cornwallis with his intention
to join hiai^ The British general sent Tarleton to protect and assist tny.
Loyalists. But before the junction could be effected. Riles and his
men, nunibering about 300, collided quite by accident with Col. Lee's
dragoons; and the result was a wholesale slaughter of Tories, a slaughter
so complete that eye-witnesses thought tnat practically all of the luck-
less Loyalists had been killedt Tnis defeat was as effective as Bamsour's.
Mill haa oeen, the people between the Haw and Deep rivers never attempting
again lo gather in any oonsideraole forcei^
It vvas natural tnat repeated aefeats of this kind should thoroughly
t Tarleton, Cairpai cSns, 230, 281. 2 Cornwallis, Answer, 10.
3 Field rsturna" of "the Loyalist recJiment in the Sritish ar:r,v follcv,':
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Av.tfust Ic, 1780, 223
"NORTH CAROLINA VOLUNT'EERS
January 15, 1781, 2b6
[February, 1, 1781. 267
Varch 1, 1731, ' 232
April 1, 17S1, 224
THE LIGHT COMPANY
May 1, 1781, 33
•June 1, 1781, 33
July 1, 1781, 33
AujSust 1, 1781, 73
Septen-ber 1, 1781, 79
October 1, 1781, 79
October 18, 1781^ 98
4 CP. XIV., 620. .5 Cornwallis, Araswar, 10.
o Tarleton, Ca.-spaiP.ns, 232, 7 Ibia.,2Sl; C.R. XViI.,1000.
a See Schenck, Korth Carolina, 279. Lee_says that 90 were killed
and roost of the survivors wounded. Memoirs, 2C;7-2c9.
9 Schenck, r'orth Carolina, 234; Johnson, Greene, I. , 458. Fannini?
says : "We separated into sffiall parbies ana took to the woods for some tiro;'
narrative, 14.
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dishearten Ins Loyalists. For four years, there bad beer, no symbol of
British authority in the state around which Loyalists aiight rally. They
had lost confidence in the British^ Gornwallis' invasion, haltingly and
hesitatingly mads, was not of the kind to restore prestige and create en-
thusiasia. His victory at Camden, which attracted Loyalist accessions,
was neutralized by tne disaster at :{ino's iv^ountain. After the battle^of
Guilford, his ariisy was not an effective advertiseicent of British pov/er.
Moreover, the ex.pectations of tne British officers were exaggerated
and unreasonable'^ In 1780, to anyone outsiae of CornA'allis' canip, tne
Loyalists were makino a gooa snowing.' Tne Whigs were markedly disturbed.
Had the Loyalists who rallied to -Joan iv'oore, Samuel Bryan, Ferguson, tne
Wright brothers, and -John Piles been properly instructed and guided with
caution and foresight, they would not only have adequately reiniorcea xne
British army, but their success woula nave lent inspiration to a large
nuQfoer who were hesitating.
It leust be adtnitted that the Tories were unstable. They freauently
deserted, some cc'iplaining that they had been forced into tne British ranK^*
Cornwallis' officers hela tnem in contempt, ana accused xneiE of cowardice.
In Dai tie, it is true, they' were not dependable, for tney were raw and un-
disciplined recruits; but a sweeping charge of cowardice is hardly tenabl
Tne Tories wno did not enlist_^^'ere useful to the British in a variety
of ways, acting as guides and spies, collecting horses and cattle^" fur
nishing provisions-- in soi^e cases cheerfully^ in others under compulsion-^^
" 1 - 14
doing sentry duty,'" and caring for the wounded soldiers. The marauding
expeditions of detached Tory oands deifloralizsa tne Wnigs and were a pov;er-
ful indirect aia to the British^'"
t Tflia was Tarieton's view. Gaicpai fc!n£, 281.
2 "Such effort of lo.valty could scarcely be expected froni then after
their past sufferings, 7?hen the;/ sav? his Lordship's arcy so greatly re-
\duoed. . . . and so scantily supplied ??ith provisions. ... " CI i nton, Ob servat i . n,'B.
5 Rawdon vvrote to Clinton that, after the battle of Casiden, "r.ot a
,
sinale uan, however, att3n;ptsd to iiisprove the favourable jcoasent, or obeyed
that suir.EGODS for which they bad before been so iir.pati ent. " Clinton, Ob-
servations, 89-41. iividently, he expected the Tories to rise en zasse.
Josian r.'artin had alre-ady vjritten f r oir _Cairden that not less than llOO^Eoy-
aliets had .joined the arn:y. C. H. XV, .oc.
4 C.R. XV. , 55.
o Johnson, Greene. i,,2Z'l; Lee, UemoivB. 25c; C.R. XIv. , 7&0.
6 C.S. XtV.,SB4, '712, 720; XV.,50S; XVI.
,
377, S13.
7 Tarleton, Carr,pai gns, 85. "Feijguson ie to move into Tryon County
with some militia vvnom he says he is sure h^e can deoeno upon.... but T
vatTons, 22~. 'The italics are his.
t-n x ^ wno n n n o n
. . .
o z i
sorry to say tnat his o'Kn ezperience as weTi as tnatr"or every other oTficTTT-^o^oT—^i^-tr Uorn^alTTs~To'TrrTnTon7~Sut17~2y~T7F0, ~Tn~ClTnTon, "UFse^
Tarleton, Can;paio"ns, 94, 95; Roosevelt, Winnins? of the West, Ii.,
233; Schencij, North Carolina, 240, ouotin^ Gen, Joseph ' Gr ah an; ; Hunter,
SJ^etches, 223.
9 Allaire's MS Diary, in Dra-per, King's Mountain, App.,5tl; with
Tarleton and Cornwallis cf. Mackenzie, Strictures, 'dG, 29 and Lamb, Jour-
nal, 365.
10 Lee, }-;eir.oirs, 202; C.B. XIV., 544; XV.
,
467, 4E7.
11 Ibid.
12 Tarleton, Carspal £?ns
,
22S; Lee, Memoirs, 291.
IS C. R. XIV. , 754;
14 Tarleton, Caropaisns, aSl.
15 C.R. XV., 423, 461; ir^fra.
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While the Loyalists were not cone trained to flock to Cornwallis'
standard, nevertheless, the campaigns of tne regular arnaes left a conaitlon
01 defficraiization and license which greatly encouraged partisan warfare.
It W3S not until after the departure of Cornwallis from the state that
militant Loyalism, represented by the activities of Fanning, ?/:CNie±, and
other partisan leaders, reachea its high-water aark. Oornwallis marched
north from Wilmington in the latter part or April, i7£l. Greene nad pre-
viously entered South Carolina. Thus the field vvas left clear; and, for
a tia!a, the Tories lors than held their own.
There has be^in little disagreement aaiong historians as to the -char-
acter of this partisan war. A contemporary wrote: "Humanity would shudder
at a particular recital or; the calamities wiiich tne Whigs inflicted on the
Tories and tne Tories on toe Whigs. "'^ Gen, Greene wrote from tne Beep
River district in riarcn, 1781: "riothing but blood and slaughter has pre-
vaileu afiiong the Whigs ana Tories, and their inveteracy against each otiier
,
must, if it continues, depopulate tnis part of the country."''' '
This bitter intestine strife was a natural outgrowth of tne conditions
in the state. In a country sparsely and neterogeneously settled, much
of it living the frontier life, most of it liavin? a low standard of re-
3
ligion, morality and respect for law, ana, in addition, divided more or .
less evenly between the two parties,-- in such a country and in a period
[
Khen government was: visibly deranged and impotent, it was inevitable that
self-control should be found lacking and a condition approaching anarchy
develop.
The partisan '/jar was incited on the one side by the British; on the
other, by the Whig government* But iiiOst of it was spontaneous and local.
|i
with its own local characteristics. In tne central counties, the bands
led by B'anning, ^{cNiel and Slingsby baa regularly coiiniissioned officers,
and took and exchanged prisoners according to the rules of war4 On the
frontier, operations were rnore summary and cruel*. The bands sere smaller!
and often composed sinply of criminals wearing the Tory mask';' During
this time of confusion, the numerous criminal element ."joined one party or
the other, and pursuea deliberately a systematic course of plundering and
crime? Since the Tories were opposed to the ae facto government; most of
|
1 Ramsay, History. II., 469, cited by Ryerson, Loyalists, II., cc.
2 Tarietoji, Cajr.pai cs.ns, -321.
S "Dissioation and " idleness are too predominant for either law or ,
reason to control. The people live too remote froir each other to be ani-
mated by a principle of eiulab ion. . . , What adds to the itisfortune of this ''
Stats is, sbraiity ie at a lo'w ebb and religion almost neld in conteirpt,
which are the great pillars of Pood. <5.over ninent and sound policy, "here
these evils prevail tne lawa will be treated viizh nedleot and the rr.agis- •
trate with conteir^pt. " Diary of Gen. Greene, Sect. S, 1783, in Greene, i
Greene, HI.
,
o04.
"
4 Fanning. Narrative, 19.
5 O.B. XIV,, 132-3; Draper, Kind's .'-iouniiain, 341,
e Ibid, . 134^135.
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the crioQinals probably adhered to that sidei
The Tory bands were asually vvholly unorganized and extremely vola-
tile. One day tney were off on a raid; the next, tney were dispersed
and at their homes or in their fields." In correspondence with the ebb an
ilovv 01 Lo.v'dlisffi, the Whie's organized local corps of minute-jien ivho servea
on "tours" of ten or tv;elve days duration';' Skirmishes were frequent,
and, beyond a few deaths, usually witnout any effect on tne general sit-
uationf As ooarks of distinction, the Tory wore a strip of red clotn or
a sprig of pine in his hat; the V.'hig, sometiiiies a piecv'3 of v-'h^te paper.
Animosities were bitter, and divided not only neighbornoods but fai^ilies.
Reprisals were prcspt; a successful excursion was custoniarily followea by
summary hangings or, st least, b;^ vi^Jorous shippings^' Grime of the bases
sort was committed on both sides'iT
Tne non-combatants nad to enaure many ^araships. There are stories,
of Whigs who cultivated tneir crops at night',' and of |^^ories who secreted
themselves in caves in tne ''.'oods and lived on acorns." Extreme condition
of "cnis Kind, however, were not general.
If vi/e are to judge iroai tfieir ovfn operations ratner than froin con-
temporary vrpiig opinion, tne priniary purpose of tne Tory colonels was not
to carry on a series of plundering raids, but to assist in tne restoratio:;
of British rule. They were regularly commissioned by Maj . Craig at 7,il-
mingtonf"^ the British supplied them with arms and ammunition;^ they at-
tempted to secure recruits for Oornwallis; " they gained nothing personally
and, in some cases, lost much by their activity; and they followed the
ethics of war at least as conscientiously as their nhig opponents." Of
a rough type at the best, their employment and envirobment tended to
brutalize them still more. Nevertheless, they were not able to discern
the ultimate result of tne straggle. In their isolated situation, they
had much reason to tnink tnat they mi^nt win oack Nortn Carolina. In
any evenx, we can see ratner clearly tnax cneir policy was constantly to
augment their forcss and to observe more regular procedure. Their way
1 Ibia. , 2:39-42. Soosevoit, Winr.ind of the West , I. , 275. C. R. XXII. , 54.:-
2 G.R. XIV,
J
671. "S C.R. XXTI.,lSo.
4 Fannind, narrative, passiir.
5 Carrinfitori, Battles, ' 499; Caruthers, Incidents, 76, 252; 0. F. XIX,
960;- Hunter, Sketones, 211.
e Tbid..21S, 295; Roosevelt, Winning of tl-.e 'flest, 11.^282.
7 banning, l^arrative, cassim; Schenck, North Carolina, 69, 309;
Stedroan, History, 343n, 349n; of. Le-r, i-ieniojrB, 294n, 29Dn, 296ri.
S Fannind, Karr-p.ti ve, passirr:; C.R. XVI., 210, 212.
9 Caruthers, Incidents, 237; G.R. XZII.,o43; XV., 461.
10 Stedraan, History, II.,S4 = n, S49n; Cf. Lee, K-ieroirs, 294n fi,
11 C.R. XXII,, 546; B'anning, narrative, 17, 19-20.
12 Ibid,, 30. ' 13 Ibid. ,13, 15.
14 Ibid., 23. 64. 15 Ibid. ,32.
16 Fannind beoan his operations as a colonel in •-"i-ily. 1781, with c3
men; a lionth ia?er he had 225; in Septe.uber, 950. These t'iiSuros are
fanning 's and are probably exaeserated; but they are correct 'for purposes
of comoarison. In Auj^ust, 17cl, a Yi'hi^i wrote: "They are not so much
ohargea with Plundering as disarn-iin^ ,• aivl, as
People." C.B. XXII., cc^.
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of wad;ing war seeiss petty and contemptiDle to us; to the:;;, it was the onlj
possible mode.
In July, 1781, i.ilitia commissions were issued to the counties of
Bandolph, Ghathaffi, Orange, Gumberland and Ansoni Fanning was appointed
colonel of tne first two counties; Hector ivlcNiei, jonn Slingsby, Duncan
Ray and McLaurin Galvil commanded rriilitia raised in Bladen County'f \:
Archibald K^cDuoald led the Gumberland ToriesJ for the other counties col-
5
onels were not comniissioned.
Of these leaders, David Fanning was the ablest, the ffiost aggressive,
and the most ruthless^ fie was the only active Tory who showed marked
intelligence and energy. His sense of strategy was keen, and is shown by
the frequency with whicn he strucK: at vital parts of the Whig governmental
7
machinery. He drew up "Rules ana Regulations for tne well governing tne
loyal Viilitia of the Province of North Garolina ."^ To tnose persons he
"was dubious of" he offered a Test, they swearing to be faithful to the \
King, to keep their arms in order ana, wnen called, to assemble within
i
elQ'ht nours, and to make known Whig riots witnin six ncurs, "if nealth an-j
distance permit". iiinaliy, at tne height of his success, he warned all
persons not repairing i^iimsd ia tely tp^camp that their property v;Ould be coa-f
fiscatea ana their persons coniinea.
In August and September, 1781, the Tory bands^ reacaea their greatest
strength. They recaptured Gross Greek, August 14;: and an alarmed Whig
estimated that, combined^ the Tories might number 2000.. August 20, the
Tories had practically uninterrupted command of the extensive territory
comiDrised in tne present counties of Bladen, Gumberland, Moore, Harnett,
Randolph and Gnatnam,'" Fanning and MciUel,. with about 500 followers, en^
tered Billsboro, September 12;. and, with almost no opposition from the mil-
itia staxioned there,, captured Gov. Burke, secured at tne same time sever-.l
other important 'i^higs, ana released aoout thirty imprisoned Loyalists^*
I Fanning, Karrabive, 19-20. 2 Zcid.,17.
3 Ibid., 30, 31, 37; C.R. XXii.,c4e, 549.
4 ffannin^, Narrative, 37. 5 Ibi d. , 19-20.
6 Van Tyne classes hirr, with Olivep DeLancey, Ma.i. Robert Rogers and
Col. Siircoe. Loyalists, leSn. A Whi^ captain wrote, Peb. 23, 17S2: "It
would rralce you ali^ost shed tears to see the barbarity of ti^era wnerever they
«5o". G. Xvl.,2t0. He was cnareed with "cutting and barbarously rsurder-
ing women". O.K. XVI., 212, 229. Or, tne otner nand, ter. 'tVr.ig prisor:ers
testified, -."iuly 22, 1761, that they bad been "treated with the sSreatest
Civility and with the utir-ost respect and pcliteness by our Coirniand injs Offi-
cer, Col, tannine?, to wbon:' we are under tne .qreateat Obi i jsat ions " . C.R.
7 e-'^-.tloa capture of Gov, aurke. See also Fanning, Narrative, 23,
24, ol; C.R. aV., 557, 610; Xvl.,203, 254; XaII.,557.
8 ^'annind, Narrative, 24-2c.
9 Ibid., 27. 10 Ibid. , 32.
II C.R. XXII., 566, 570, 1047.
12 C.R. XV. ,610. This estimate was probably about three tines too
larsJe. See C.R. XXII., 586, 570.
' 13 C.R. XV.. 612; XXII., 563.
14 Fannind, Narrative. SS; C.R. XVI., 12-13. Burke had been warned
a ffionth before tnat he was "Fanning 's ob.ject", C.R. XV. , 610.

This stroke increased tne deffioralization of the Whigs and stimuiaxsd the
Tories xo coniinued exertions.
During the greater part of 1781, the paralysis of the Vihig govern-
ment in the whole south-eastern section was complete. */.'iLh a force of
about 400 British and a variable number of Tories, Mai. Graig held Wil-
mington froffi January 28 to November 18; kept in touch with tne interior
Loyalists; and ravaged the country in all directions, marcning with little
hinarance as far north as Newbern and Kingston* During Craig's occupation,
William Hooper wrote that Thomas iv'iaclaine ana John Buske were "tae only
two of all the inhabitants of Wilmington who have refused to sign a peti-
tion to be admitted to a dependence upon Great Erixain.""^ Gen. Drayton
heard tnat out of fifteen companies in Blaaen County tv;elve inclined to
Craig; Gen. Caswell repcrtea that "Some Gentlemen of Character re-
ceived the British in Nev^ Berne with much seeming satisfaction and pleas-
ure".' Ke despairingly wrote in August that almost all of tne inhabitant?
below Kingston would be glad to .ioin Craig, and that for his oivn force he
would have to depend wnolly on the three counties of Pitt, Wayne and Jonnr-
tonT The Whigs were utterly exnaustea: and, while tney knew that the
best way to silence the Tories was to rout the British from Wilmington,
they were unable to raise or move the necessary men.
In the battle of Elizabethtown, August 29, 1781, the Tories were de-
cisively aefeated. In September and October, they were driven from
Raft Swamp and other strongholds; ana, vVith the news of tne surrender of
Cornwallis, the Whigs gradually gained the upper hand. Yet, as late as
March 27, 17S2, Tories were reported to be calling m.^sters in Bladen
County and sending plundering parties into Brunswick; and fanning did not
cease his aepredations until 'v.ay. In November, 1764, a half-aozen outr-
lawed Tories were etill under arms and causing trouble in Newbern
. . ,11district.
In view of the sectional tendencies and the pre-s-Revolutionary events
in North Carolina, the Geographical distribution of boyalism is especially
interesting.. If a line were drawn from Newbern to Hillsboro, we could
say that none of tne territory north ana east was disturbed very seriously
t "I foar all things -.7111 ^et into confusion from this untoward e-
vent. " Greene to Si.mner .' _Sep t . 25, 1731. C. F. XV. ,644; Johnson, Greene.
II., 444; Greene, Greene, ' i II, , 414.
2 Estiaates of the Tories ranee from 2o to 500. C.b. XV. ,496, 569;
XXII., 539, 565. 568, 59c.
3 Hist. V,ad Kov. ,1363.
4 G. B. XV. : 511. 51S.
C.R. XXII. ,593. 6 C.B. XXII., 568, 569.
7 C.H. XV,, 605.
3 Caruthers, Iircidents, S63, 370; Hunter, Slretches, 231, 295; 0. F;.
XV, ,590; XXI I., 12^.
9 C. R. Xvl. , 250.
10 fanning?, Narrative, 56, 29, 61.
11 O.E. XVII., 106; XIX., 628.
'
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2 The attitude of '-^ecJclenburg County is so well-kr.ovjn that it needs
rso citations, For glirr.psss of Loyalisjn m the county, see CTR. XIV,, 132,
ISS. Rovsan County, also, had no aggressive Tory element, C.R. XII. , 3-?2.
S C.F. XIII., 28S; Draper, King's fountain, 170, 341.
4 Ibid., 341; Caruthers, Inciaejits, 260; G. R. XiV.,lS2, 133,
5 Garuthers, Incidents, 264; C.B. XI. ,372; XIv.,421, 626,
6 Carutners, incidents, 32-33; Johnson, Greene, I., 262; Draper, T^in^'B
Mountain, 3o0, ' I
7 C. R. IX. , 329.
8 C. R. X. , &30.
9 Draper, Kir;->''s Mountain, App.,oll.
10 Joiinson, Greene, I, , 250.
11 Caruthers, Incidents, 173.
12 C. R. XII., 12£; XI II., 659, 860,
13 Caruthers, Incidents, 292, 296, 297-
14 G. R. XVI., 12, IS.
15 C.E. XVI., 203; XXII., 568.
16 C.R. XIV., 376, 381; XV., 555; XXII., 550.
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I
or very frequentlfy by boyalist manifestations. Ii tnis reaion were fur-
ther divided by a, line drawn frotii Eden ton to Halifax^ we could say tnat
in the region nortn and east of this line boyalism was absolutely ue2li-
gable. This long-settled region in the shadow of Virginia ?<as the "Goa'c..
country" of the North Carolina Whigs^ Mecklenburg, in the West, bore a
similar, though not an absolutely spotless, reputation':
The mountain settlements were predominantly Whig; but the f rcnti3-,:s-
men had to cope with the Tory as viell as tne Indian^ In the semi-moun-
tainous counties of the West there was much lawlessness. Both Tryon
(Lincoln) and Surry counties contributed Loyalist movements of considera-
ble strength. In Surry, the majority of the people appear to have been
loyair This county contained the Moravian settlements ?sjuich were not ,
6
'
only, professedly neutral out covertly pro-British.. i-'artin visited these
settlements in 1772 and noticed their "virtuous industry" and "perfect
economy". The Whigs had difficulty witn tiiem in 1775^ Passing through
Salem in 1780 as a prisoner of the Whigs, Col, Allaire wrote in his
diary: "Tne people of this town are all mechanics; those of the other tv;o
Moravian settlements are all farmers, and all staunch friends to Govern-
9
ment.
"
As a sect, the Quakers were similar to the fv^oravians: but they were
not segregated. ^Jheir political attitude was neutrality with distinct
Loyalist leanings. A tradition says that a party of them went in 17S1
"to pay their respects to friend Cornwallis, and tell him that tney were
a peace-loving, sober, quiet people, naving no enmity to him or the Briti;~i:
government"; yet. Col. Washington, who met them on the way, found them
harborinc a "noted Tory". There was, naturally, considerable friction
12between the Ouaicers and tne 'Whigs.
The old "back counties", embracing Guilford;' Orange, " Pandolp^^'"^
Ghathamf'^ and Anson^'' with the Highland Scotch county of Cumberland., com-
t "We have never yet had reason to doubt any person in this County
(Chovjan) perouimans, Pasquotank, or Currituck having any hand in the con-
spiracy at least none are vet iSDeacned or even susoectea. Siriith to
Caswell, -July St, 1777,
2 The attitude of J^eoJflenburg County is so well-knovjn that it needs
no citations. Eot- glisnpses of DoyalisiE in the county, see GIR, XiV.,t32,
tSo. Rowan County, also, had no aggressive Tory elejrent. C.^. XII., 852.
•3 CP. XIII., 28.3; Draper, King's fountain, 170, 341.
4 Ibid., 341; Caruthers, Inciaents, 260; C. R. XIV., 132, 133.
5 Caruthers, Incidents, 264; CP.. XI. ,372; XIv.,421, 626.
6 Car^ithers, inciaents, 32-33; -Johnson, Greene, I., 262; Draper, Kini
Mountain, 350.
7 CP. IX. , 329.
S C. K. X. , 230.
9 Draper, i<ing''s Mountain, Add., oil.
10 Jonnson, Greene, i. , 260.
11 Caruthers, Incidents, 173.
12 C. R. XII., 128; XIIi., 6.59, 660.
13 Caruthers, Incidents, 292, 296, 297,
14 C.R. XVI., 12, 13.
15 C.R. XVI., 203; XXII., 568.
16 C.R. XIV., 376, 381; XV., 55c; XXII. , 550.
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prised the strong loyal section of the sxats. This territory, with the
swarcpy country along xhe lower Cape Fear, was tne chief theater of the
partisan war. The Tory stronghold was sasxern Ranaclph, the Deep River
country7 This neis'hbornood was Fanning 's neaaQuarters and unfailing
refuse in tise of trouolei^ Cross Creek w|.s difficult to hold; but was,
throughout the war, a village of Loyalists.
Bladen County was a battle ground.' , It lay along the Cape Fear be-
tween Wilmington and Cross Qreek; it was adjacent to .Varion County, the
Tory zone of South Carolina-' ana, finally, it abounded in swamps, which
7
were excseaingly useful both for rendezvous and fighting, Duplin County
was like Bladen in topograpny, but was !r;uch less troubled with Tories,
r'ilmington, on account of its traaing interests, haa normally many loyal
inhabitants; and its gccupation oy ^^aj . Craig made its Tory element rela.-
tively still stronger^
In tne reinaining eastern counties, Tory manifesfcations prior to
1781 were prompted in most cases by resistance to the araft^^ In 1781,
many of the innaoixants of the lower eastern coast counties became nominal
Tories, in order, probably, to protect themselves and their property."
The attitude of the Germans, who were settlea in considerable numbers
in the western counties, should, perhaps, oe mentioned more specifically.
They were peaceable and la¥i-abiding, aevotea to their agricultural pursuit^!,
and taking little interest in politics.. As a rule, they were not con-
spicuous on either siae; many, through illiteracy and ignorance of the
Englisn language> were unable to take an intelligent position in tne con-
test.
On the wnole, Loyalism appeared during the last years of the war to
,
be stronger thsn at the beginning. This apparent strength seems to have
been due to three things: iirst> the incitement and presence of tne
2 c\b', 620,' '738; Xv.,460, 464, ooc; XVI. , 203, 217; XXII.,
557; Carutbers, Incidente, 258.
3 Fanning, Karrative, paGsim.
4 Lamb oalled Cross Creek a "villajKe of loyal Hi j^hlar.ders". Oournal,
359. "
'
5 C.B. XIV., 333, 3S7, 651, 684; aV.,41S, 423, 437, 4SS, 487, 495,
511; XXII., 643, 544, c46, 585.
6 C. K. XVT. , 487.
7 H'or tne topography of Bladen Oour^.ty, see Forth Carolina and its Re-
sources, SOS. For the "use of swamps by the Tories, see C, R. XV.,o25; XV".,,
2o0; XXII., 548, 593. "I'he swaicps t heiEselves, arid also the country arouno
theiE, seerc conducive rather than prejudicial to health the tifrber-
rfetters,
. . .
appearing to be peculiarly exeirpt froir ralarial poisons",
f^orth Carolina and its Resources, ISO. Of. Greene, Greene. Ill,, 9.
S C. R. XV. , 490.
9 G.R. XI. ,591; Hist. KaS. , Fov. , 1868.
10 C.R. XI., 490, 551; XI V. . 134, 196, 197; XV., 490; XIII. , 188, 295.
11 C.R. XV. ,461, 467; XX II., 568, 569, 593.
12 Extracts from Welker, Early Gernian Reformed Settlements in Korth
Carolina, in C.R. VIII. , 727-793. C.B. XIX. ,360.
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British; second, the exhsiistion of the Whigs;- third; the development of
intense party hatreds and a coriaition of semi-anarcciy
,
making possible th;,
operations of certain more or less effective Tory bands. The Loyalists
were unwilling to trust themsellFes to tne leadership of Cornwallis; and,
in their own ranks, intelligent organization and direction were still,
with the possible exception o_f- David Fanning, hopelessly lacking. Parti-
san warfare, characterized by destructive raids and petty battles, reachea
its clia^sx in the Summer of 1731. Thereafter, Loyalism was no longer a
serious factor.

V.
ANTI-TORY i^EASURSS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION,
1776-1785.
The anti-Tory mea.surss adopted during the first two years of the
war were, v;ith sliont modif icaxions and adoitions, continued lo the end.
After 1776, however, the V.'higs abandoned attempts to conciliate and con-
vert the Loyalist, ceasing, accordingly, the circulation of paniphlets and
the holding of public TTieetiDcs, The Revolutionists continued' to rely
mainly on the Test, aisarming, iiDprisonment and deportation; but were
socn forced to add more vigorous measures— the death penalty for treason,
confiscation of property, and suicmary punishments by militia officers.
The nev! machinery set -in motion by tne adoption of the Constitution,
in so far 3s it affected the Tories, consisted of an Assembly, a Governor,
a Coivncii of Stste, iustices of the peace, and Qiilitia officers^ Tne
executive would appear to be tne strong anti-Tory arm of the government;
but, as a matter of fact, he could ao little witnout the concurrence of
the legislative branch. He was obliged constantly to ask the advice of
his Council'^; and the proceedings of this body were subject to review by
the Assembly? The legislature was empowered and expected to deal with
practically every phase of Loyalism.' What po^^cer the Governor exercised
in this field arose from his command of the militia'^ from the circum-r
stance that local officials reported to hini^ from his personal influence^
and from the fact taat a state of war makes some unified central authority
imperatively necessary^
The legislative acts affecting the Loyalists may be divided roughly
into two groups: first, taose which affected their persons;, second, those
which affected their property. The legislation of the first group was
more strictly coercive, and more immediate both in its necessity and in
its effect.
The trend of y.iri.i-Tory legislation was foreshadowea oy three ordi-
9
nances passed by the Constitutional Convention^ The first empowered the
Governor to issue a proclamation "requiring all Persons who have at any
time, ny taking arms against the Liberty of America, adhering to, comfort-
1 Constitution. C.R. XX 1 1 T. . 9?0, paesjrr.
2 C, B. XT., 596; X:!TI.,49, 145, feoo; XIV., S2t.
S Constituti or;.
4 Ibid.; C.R. XIII., 307; XIV. ,203; XvII.,tO.
5 Cor.stituticr.. 6 Executive letters, nassin;.
V G. E. XVI. , 949.
8 CP. XIII.. 145; XIV., 176; XV., 610.
9 These ordihances are in C.R. XXIII.
(52}
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ing or abetting the Enesiss thereof, or by words aisrespsctful, or tendinc |:
to prejudice the Indspendence of the G'Dited States of America, or of this
state in particular, to come in oeiore cerxain Days therein mentioned,"
and take the Oath. The second ordinance defined treason and i^isprision !
of treasonf The third declared that any person who shall "assert publish
i
or maintain" Loyalist doctrines "or shall knowingly and willingly depreci-
ate the Bills of Credit" shall be guilty of a misdeiiieanor";^ These ordi-
nances, therefore, prescribed a Test, and placed the ban of the law not 1
only on the bearing of arms but on Loyalist speech and publication.
AiLong the bills passed early in the first session of toe AsseiEbly :
was one entitled:, "An Act for declaring what crimes and practices against
;
the State shall be Treason and what shall be misprision of Treason and
pro.viding punishrcents adequate to crimes of both classes and for preventing
the dangers v^hich icay arise from Persons disaffected to the Stats,"'
This statute, v/ith its asnendments, represents xhe vvell-s.atured "big atti-
tude to?;ard the Tory. Ix was comrDonly called the "Tory Act", an appro-
j
priate designation, containing as it does tne substance of the Whig policy '
toward the Loyalists'; After elaborately defining treason and misprision
of treason, the law provided "tnat all the late officers of the King.,i.
and all persons,... who have traded immediately to Great Britain of Ire-
j
land within ten years last past" should take an oath or affirmation of
allegiance or depart the state. Justices of the peace were given power
I
to issue citations; and persons failing to appear or refusing to take the
oath were to be ordered to leave the state within 60 days. Failing in
this, the justices might "send the person so offending as speedily, as
may be, out of tne State either zo Europe or the West Indies at the cost
and charge of such offender".. Persons returning were to be adjudged
guilty of treason. |'
Partly on account of its limited application, the justices found it
difficult to execute tne law; and, in the November session of the Assembly,
a clearer amended law was passea, providing "That the County Court of
each respective County which shall sit after the last day of February,
shall divide the County into several Districts, in which of which shall I
reside one or more -Justices of the Peace, which said Justices..,., are here^
by enjoined and required to administer such Oath of Allegiance or Affirma-
tion.... to all free i^ale Persons above Sixteen Years of Age....", the
names of those takin;? ths oath to be entered in a book. Those refusing
the oath might be forcibly deported or permitted to remain at the dlseretiom
of the justices. Those permitted to remain were disfranchised and shorn
1 C.R. X.^982, 9S3. 2 C. R- XXIII. ,997. o . . ri
S O.F. Xxill.,998. 4 C.R. XI. ,769. Passeo l.ay 9,L,9f.
5 The Act is in C.R, XXIv.,9-12.
]
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01 xhsir legal privileges. The "Tory Act", as aiEsnaed, resiained in rorcc
until 1783. From time to tiire, the Assembly passed supplemeritary acts
to meet special exigencies, without changing any important provisions^
Local administration was assigned to the justices of the peace and '
the militia colonels. The sheriffs and constables had no initiative;
and were appointed oy the justices, frequently from their own number^
By the amended "Tory Act", the justices were given extraordinary
powers, not only in the administering of xne Test, but also in the ais-
j;
position of the confessed Tory. In 1778, any ttio justices in the coun-
|
ties of Guilford, Anson, Cumberland and Bladen were given power to order '
out the militia, to assist the civil officers: In 1779, the Assembly
resolved "thst it be reoomiiended to the justices of tne Peace of the
respective Counties to seize and secure, ana even to place at a distance
from their places of residence, all .disaffected persons who.... may be
justly suspected of a disposition to carry (loyal) sentiaients into execu- I'
tion, and that thsy may be impc^ered also to order tne Sheriff, with a
-posse Comitatus, to disarm all persons from whom any injury to the publick '
safety is to be apprehended"'! !'
In the naxure of the case, the justices were arbitrary in the exer-
cise of their loower. They do not seem to have been very carefully
;
appointed, not all being men of undoubted Whig principles. John
Llet'vellen was appointed a justic^ in November, 1776'^ in September, 1777,
he was convicted of high treason. But the sins of the justices were not
sins of omission. They undoubtedly made a determinec effort to execute
;
the letter of the law. Cn the other hand, many of them, suddenly given !
'I
much discretionary pcvier, became possessed of an overweening opinion of
' their c^u importancei' Trustworthy Vvhigs complained of their conduct,
charging them with deliberately misinterpreting the law, with extreme in- i
1
justice, and^with using their offices to satisfy political and persona]
animosities.^ In many cases these charges were well-founded; but,, on tn-
other hand, a perfect administration of the laws could scarcely be ex-
pected of men of mediocre ability suddenly entrusted with unusual and
critical duties in a time of passion and distorted views.
The justices were most active in 1777, 1778 and 1779. The demorali^
zation of subsequent years made them powerless without the constant support
of the militia^-^ Incir powers fell into abeyance," and, as executors of
the law,- they were practically superseded oy the militia officers.
'
— O-r-
1 Passed Dec. 23, 1777. C.H. XII., 251. In C. R. XXI V. , S7-S9.
2 C.R. XXIV., S4S, 394, 396. 3 C.K. XXIII.. 992.
4 C.R. XII., Sll. 5 G.R.. XIII., 734e, 734f.
6 C.R. XXI 11., 994. 7 C.R. XI., 776.
5 C.R. XI., 606, 656^ 7S0; XIII. , 446. 9 C.R. XIIi..261.
10 C.R. XI.. 626-630. 744, 746.
11 Durinc 1730 and 178.1, the ,1ustioee make fe?? aopearanoes in the
Reccrds. Typical references are C.R. XIV., 469; XXII. ^ 545.
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The smaller ariovensents of the militia were autnorized by the colonels"
themselves or by justices of the peace. Tne larger movenients, for the
puroose of suppressing serious risings, Vvere initiated by the Brigadier-
' '4
-
Generalsy the Governor, the Board of vtar,' or by special resolution of the
Assembly. When Gates and Greene were in the state, they also recommenden
;
7
steps for the military suppression of the Tories. Nevertheless, tne
militia colonels constantly founa it necessary to follow their own .iudo-
p
j
ment and sometimes to disobey orders'^" The detachments that were sent
against the Tories usually consisted of twenty-five to fifty light horse.,
a body small enough to be exceedingly mobile and large enough to command
respect? They were expected to act in cooperation with the civil authori-
ties, to assist in the collection of taxes, and to protect Whig property.
The.y were usually instructed simply xo "scour disaffected neighborhoods",
a process which implied the capturing of Tory leaders, a general disarmint^,
more or less terrorizing, the taking of inventories, and considerable ccn-
10 " -
'
liscation. Witn increasing Tory activity and V.hig demoralization, the
militia became arbitrary in their condaot and were intensely hatea by the
Tories and condemned by many Whigs.
In the Act of May, 1777, deportation was to apply only to the
of f ice-hclaing ana trading classes. Naturally, the enforcement of the
act was restricted to the chief trading centers of tne state, the justices
of Cross Creek, Wilmington, Newbern, Edenton and Halifax being most
active. The justices of Cross Greek, partly because of local personal '
and political rivilry, were exceeaingly zealous. An eminently trusts
worthy Whig of Gam-berland County, who, however, ivas a leader of one of the
i
local factions, complsined in Septemt>er that the justices were citing i,
people indiscriminately and paying no regard to tne law^" One poor
countryman going home with a load of salt had to go back twelve miles and
was then tnr9wn into jail for refusing to take tne Oath excepx in his own
neighborhood.'^ The jail at Cross Creek was crowded with Tories^' One
—rO=-^
1 G. R. XI. , 560-561.
2 C.R. XIT.,775, Sit, 832; XITT.,734e. 724f.
S G.R. XI., 546; XIV.,132-S, 692.'
4 C.R. XI.,53S; XIV.
,
169-70, 319;. XVI. , 230.
5 C.R. XIV., 376, Sei. 33c. 427, 432, 464.
6 C.E. XII., 775; XIli.,734b, 734e, 643, 644.
7 C.R. XIV., 611, 668, 692.
S C.R. XIV., 391, 462^- 463.
9 CP. XIV., 3S1; XV., 461, 555; XXH. , 557.
10 "ifiboever are found in Arms should be severely dealt with— I mean
in action-— and not aft^r they are pri sonere, as I think a spirited Con-
duct for soTTie tiir^necessary to cuell the Tories and keep then! in awe".
Board of War to Col. Ramsey, Sept. 18, 1730. C.E. XIV. , 381, 385, 432.
11 "Those that refused taking the State oath, were not bound in secur -
ity to leave the country in 60 days..., but were coirpelled to take an oath
to leave it. K'any of therr would have taken the State oath upon a little
deliberation, but vvere tied dovvn by ttieir oath to i-lo away, thus thev had
no tiii;e, for repentance." h'ov:an to CsevjcII, Sept. IS, 1777. C.R. Xi.,629.
12 C. R. XI. , 629.
13 G. R. XI. , 630.
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over-rzealous .i^istice attempted to send a Tory to Charleston in an open
wnale-»-boat. The Anson justices, also, misinterpreted the law, couiplainiiit
that their jail was too small to hold the Tories that they wanted to com-
mit^ Many of the better class of Tories refused to take^Oath and left
the state.
This law, in its practical application, quickly proved unsatisf acioryj.
It did not reacn the most dangerous Tories. Tne Whig legislators saw
three difficulties in the law: first, the confusion in tne sethod of Eakind
citations; second, the fact that "divers persons. . ... froa not incurring
|
particular Suspicion,.., have escaped being cited; "and, tnird, "the Diffi-
culty or IiE^ossibility of procuring Vessels xo transport all such Eecusanxs
beyond Sea"^
The amended "Tory Act" of DeceirfDer 23, 1777, was an ifflproveiuent in
j
that it was designed to reach all classes of Tories; but it vvas not vvidel;;
or successfully enforced. In tne strong Tory counties of the interior
its enforcement was probably not atteir.pted. There is no record cf any I
provision being iiade for certificates until 1778'^ The records which
we have of the enforcenDent of the B.ct are fron. those counties in which the
Whigs were in a safe majority. In ten aistricts of Granville County,
j
only 27 "refused or neglected" to take ine Oath out of 732'; Probably very
few Tories were deported under tnis act;'
In viev; of the well-kncvvu and admitted neutral attitude of the i.'ora-
vians, the Senate proposed in 1778 that members of that sect should be
required simply to renounce fidelity to the King as they were constantly
"sending out Missionaries to propagate the Gospel in foreign parts where
7
they cannot continue subjects of this State". But, the House of Gonimons i
dissenting, it %'as resolved thwt all "Quakers, iv^oraviane,. Dunkers ana
iV'ennonists" should take^the affirmation prescribed by law before tne next
session of the Assemblyl M^ove difficulty must have occurred, ho'.vever,
for at the next session a Dili was passea prescribing an affirmation for
those sects.
Tnis bill is chiefly important, however, because in it the Whigs ac-
knowledged the failure of the amended "Tory Act". Inasmuch, they de-
clared, "many ignorant, though good subjects of this State, have not taken
1 C.R. Al.,79S. ' 2 C. R. XI., 655.
3 Preamble to Act of Dec. 23, 1777-, C. R. XXIV., S7. Also C.R.XI.,
618, 758.
4 C. B. XII. , 603.
5 C.e. XXTI. J 168-179. One ,iustios testified that "no Inhabitant oV ,Island Greek Di strict refused to take the State Oath (that I know of) but
|
Zechaniah CleTTors & Serior CleTror^s and it appeared to me they refused onl:;
thro' a consci enciousnsss of swearing at alii"
e There is no evidence of further legal deportation, Moreover, af-
ter the rejroval of the propertied men, the st at e i^ot"! d have had to bear
the expense of deportation.
7 C.S. XII. ,793.
8 C. R. XII. , 809.
S G. R. XIII., 599; XXIV. , 219.
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the Oath of Allegiance; ovjing to the neglect ci the Justices of the Peace
in many Counties", if, therefore, they would take the Oath before iv'ay 1,
1779, they vvculd be "admittea to all the Rights, Imciunitles and Frivileges
of Citizens". The Whigs, without making specific mention in tne title,
embodied this procrastinating provision in a final section of the act, as
if by an afterthought or v;ith the intention of concealing their adminis-
trative weakness.
In the correspondence of 1780 and 1781, the Test is rarely and only
casually ir.entioned. It is clear that during tcese years it was^no longer ^
depenaea upon, excepx as fixing a qualification for the suffrage^ The
operations of the Eritisn army rendered deportation also obviously iii-
pcssible.
After Cornwallis' surrender at Yorktown and the evacuation of V;il-
mington by Ua^ , Craig, the Whigs ordered the families of absentee Tories
to leave the state. This measure fell most heavily on the district of
Vfilicington. It was the intention of Governor Burke that the order shoula
!
be executed '.vith caution and hunianity, vjith proper regard for the circuai- i
stances and feelines of individuals^ Nevertheless, the measure bore
severely upon worrien and children, and was deciaedly repugnant to those who
witnessed and aideo in its execution. It is impossible to tell hovv
thoroughly the order was carried out; but. In any event, V^ilmington pub-
j
lie opinion, never very strongly partisan, aiust have alleviated mucii of
the suffering of the banished families.
Disarming after 1776 was continued as an essential policy needing
no iustification ot special legislation. It was usually entrusted to
the lieht horse; but soffietimes it was assigned to the sheriffs under the
order of the .iusticest It was undertaken with little system or coopera-
tion.
The reouisitioning of supplies oy military officers, while confis-
catory, was also a regulative and coercive treasure. Tne requisitioning
of cavalry horses was considered a necessary precaution, akin to dis^
7 ^
arming.. Other levies possessed a penal purposed Contributions to the
cosinissariat, willingly given; were held to indicate "attachiKent tc the
AiBerican Cause"; and persons so contributing were given a protecting
9
certificate.
1 C.S. XXIV., 219. 2 C.E. aIv.,35S, 354,
j
3 C.E. Xvl.,t82. '614,
4 21 '.iiilnr.initon vjotrer. prssented a strongs pretest to the Goverr.or ano
Council, saying, "It is bersetth t'ns cb&racter'of tho indecendent State of
North Car-olina"^oO war- with wciren and cfcildrer.". C, r.. XVI., 46S. Also,
"''"s'c.R. XI.
,
541;" 'XII.
,
775: XIII., 643, G44; XIV. . 169-170, 38c.
6 C.R. XIIi.,734e,- 734f. 7 C. R. XIV., 365.
8 C.E. XIV., 445; XV. , 652.
9 C. K. aIV. . c2S.
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ImprisonmeDt of Tories continued in much the same way as during the
transitional period, Tories were generally confined at the instance of
justices or uiiiitia officers; their disposition afterward was controlled
by the Asseniblyf^ In i\^arch, 1777, Gen. Allen Joues was directed to concenil
trate at Halifax all of the prisoners in the stateV Thereafter, ii;ost of
the Tory prisoners were confined at'tnat town or in the jails of the other
Whig counties of the north-teastern section^
The nuicber of prisoners constantly increased; and, finally, tne
guarding and provisioning of them became an ercbar^-ssing problem. Tne
jails were small and unsanitary; and there was much sickness among the
prisoners and the guard'? Governor Caswell, in May, 1777, recoffimendsd
sending tne captives northward; and the Senate agreed with hin, giving as
one- reason that a prisoner had been discovered "persuading some of the
Continental SoJ,diers to desert".. But the house of Commons was of a dif-
ferent opinion; and it is probable that , at this time, few prisoners
" 9
were taken out of the state. The Goaimons, however, were in favor of "the
enlargement of sundry persons.... now prisoners confined in gaols or on
parole in different parts of Airerica"; out tne Senate could not "consent
that such prisoners be enlarged, looking on them to be dangerous enemies
to this State.... and the United States".
During the military operations of 1779 and the years following,
many prisoners of war were sent into North Carolina, these consignments
including not only British soldiers but also Tories from the two Garolin:xa.i
The British prisoners were susDectea of "msiaious attempts to disatfect
the subjects of this State or xo remove their Slaves""; Several paroles
1"
were broken, and many prisoners escaped.^ in July, 1781, Governor Burke
stated to his Council tnat crowded jails were a universal evil in the
state.
According to the several acts defining treason, Tories in armed
resistance to the nhig government were, tecnnicallv, traitors and might
suffer tne oestti penalty. - Convictions and executions under tnis act be-
gan immediately; but, during 1777 ana 1778, treason trials were few and
1 C.R. XI., 626, 625, 629, 630, 556; XIII. . 734e, 724f: XIV. , 611.
2 G.R. Xil.,80, 81, 91, 92, 9o, 121, 292. 805, S74; XIiI.,734e.
3 0. R. XI. , 410,
4 C.R. XIV. ,20, 25, 26. 112. 415, 437. £71, 697; XV., oS.
5 C.R. XI., 630. 656> 733. 6 C.R. XL, 444.
7 C.R. XII.. 80, 81. S C.R. XI I., 95.
9 Cf. G.R. XI.,4S3. 10 C.R. XII., 91. 92.
11 C.R. XIV., 25. 26. 112, 582, 671^ 677, 679; XV. ,433. A scu3.d of
prisoners sent to Newoern in Oct., 1780, included 6 South Carollra Tories,
4 British soldiers, 1 North Carolina 'Tory, 2 iriilitia deserters, snd 1
"lyinrf" Tory. CP. XIV. , 697.
12 C. fe. XIIT. , 7S4e.
'
13 C.R. XIv.,132, 187; XV., 69. 14 C R. XIX. ,861.
15 C. R. XXIV. , 9-12.
16 r.^arob. 1777. C R. XXII.. 507, 508.
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isolated.. During the resaining years ci the war, however, the presence
of the enemy made treason rampant,
rv'any Tories joined the British and were afterward capt'urea oy the
Whigs; and what to do with these Tories becairie a perplexing question. It
was at first the inxention unifornily to reserve them for trial by criirdnal
law. On account of the increasing number of such prisoners, however, it
was recognized that to hold thes all for trial was impracticable. After
his victory at Ramsour's t/ill, Gen^ Rutherford issued a proclasation of
pardon and dismissed his prisoners'.' The men in the field urgea the Gov-
ernor to proclaim a general pardon as an effective means to reduce active
loyalty.' Gen. Gates issued a circular in the Summer of 1780 offering
Tories "Forgiveness and Security provided they have not taken Part against
the f'rienas of America, and are willing' to testify their Affection.... by
ojoining heartily when called upon".
By this time, it was becoming cusicmary to release on slight securi-
ty ordinary Tories charged witn treasonT In Octooer of 1780, the -^higs
began to pardon Loyalists on condition of enlistment in the Continental
array or the state militia. This new measure may be attributed probably
to the [loyalist subsidance after the battle of King's Mountain and to the
desire of the Whigs to sv;ell their army in anticipation of an early
British invasion. ^'iartin Armstrong, a justice and major of the militia
of Surry County, was proconsul of a section that had recently put forth
an aggressive Tory rising and also had temporary charge of the prisoners
taken at King's lv'':0untain who were being conducted into Virginia, On the
advice of a council of ten officers, he issued a proclamation, offering to
intercede with the General Assembly for the pardon of those Tories who
would make a full surrender before November 1, give security for appearancej
in court, and enlist in the militia. The Surry Tories were to serve a
njinimum of tnree months in the army; the King's .Mountain prisoners, a min-
7 P
imum of six, ^'ost of the Tories accented the offerV" The Board of W'ar
9
severely censured Armstrong for his action; and Gol, Lee wrote in January
that the paraoned Tories had all rejoined the British.'^
Major Armstrong's action was hasty and undiscriminating-; but it was,
nevertheless, in line with an approved Whig policy, steadily pursuea toward
individuals and small groups during 1781 and, finally, given a sweeping
1 C.B. XI., 776, 316; XII., tto, 116. IIS, 121, 122; XXII.. 507. 508.
2 C.8. XIV. ,130, 150, 3 C.B. XIV. . 463.
4 C.B. XIV., 712, 720: XV. , 11. 5 Ija^. Ai. Hi st . , V. , pop .
6 C.H. XIV., 42S. 7 C.R. XIV. ,745; XV. , 12S, 125,
8 C.B. XIV., 728. 9 C. R. XIV. ,462-S.
10 Lee, '^siroirs, 33. "I heard General Greene say yesterday teat
his last reutrtt Kade out sixty in jail, and bis i rt ellijfencs frorc the ene-
my declares that two hundred cf their ?jere actually in aPTrs against us",
Lee to Wayne, -Jan. 7, 1781.
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application in 1782. The usual plan in 1780 and 1761 ^.as to require tiireffl
months' service with surety, carefully discriminating between "active" To-!
ries and those who were ".ludged to be good :Ven". The methods were not i
always gentle. One Tory complained that he had been "terrified" into
enlisting by the sight of "a Gallows"f Col. Wade, then operating in the
border counties of South Carolina, wrote in November, 17S0, that he nad
about 100 Tories under armsT Finally, December 25, 1781, Governor Alexan-'
der Martin, "in tender compaBsloQ to the feelings of huiEanity. . . . ana to i
stay the hana of execution", publisned a proclan.aticn, offering pardon to
Tories wno would surrender before Inarch 10, 1782, on condition that they
would enlist for a service of twelve months; The alacrity with which
the Tories accepted pardons and deserted iron; both sides is a striking '
commentary on the lack of political stasiina of a portion of Korth Caroli-
na's popuiaxion.
Early in 1782, peace seemed assured; and the Whig policy of recon.-
structioD began to crystallize. It is outlined in a letxer from Governor-
Burke to ivajcr Hogg, newly-appointed commander of the state troops, dated
N^arch IS, 1782. Governor Burke urgea vigorous action, but stated that
j
Tories who would enlist "even ncv;" for a Tv\'eive months' service would be
j
admitted to citizenship. "Except the very mischievous and atrocious, I
I
wish to see very few submitted to the executioner"''.
The Assembly, July, 14, 1781, had passed a bill for the more speedy
trial of persons charged sith treason? The idea of clemency, however,
constantly gained ground; and, at the date of Governor Burke's letter, it
was clearly the intention to punish only those notorious Tories who nad lec
bands in the partisan war. Even Saiisuel Bryan, wno haa commanded a Loy-
alist corps in the British army and was condemned to death at Salisbury
in I'/arch, 1782, was reprieved and exchanged, the Governor deeming this :
7 — — ~
'
course "more just, as well as more politic". Hour members of tanning's
|
gang were executed in the Summer of 1782^ The execution of Tories of
the semi-criminal type was approved by public sentimen^. iMany others,
enlisting popular sympatny, were reprieved or pardoned. It must, of
course, be remembered that most of the active Tories evaded capture and
fled the country Iv'any of these would certainly have been executed had
they remained. Governor V.artin sent a message to the Assembly, April 21,
1 CP. AlV.,4S3, 436, 461. 752, 765; XVI. , 277.
2 C.R. XV.,2S6. S C.R. XIV. ,752.
4 Fanning, Narrative, 39-40.
5 CP. XVI., 231, Two •weeks previously, four iten in Hillsborc een-
tenced "fee death had been reprieved on conditaon of enlistment for 1.2
months. C.R. XVI., 522.
6 C R XVIT", 869.
7 c!b! XViT* 266, * 269* 694; Mag. Am. Hi et. , XVIII. , 4tc.
e C.R. XVI., 345; F-anhins, Narrative. 22, 77.
9 C.R. XVI.. SS7, 777; XIa.,260.
to Infra.
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1783, requestinv2 that, as prosecutions for treason v,'ere "daily" being
jj
carried on, a law be passed to decide the status or loriiisr Tories^ The
'
Assemoly responded with an Act of Pardon and Oblivion, forgiving all
Tories except if'eter V'allett, David fanning and Samuel Andrews.
The North Carolina Whigs never very seriously considered tne "Tory
zone" proposition, advanced by i'annine; in January and February, 1782.
He proposed that the Loyalists be allowed to segregate in a district '
comprising Cumberland County and territory 20 miles north and south and
30 miles east and west, public roads to be used by both parties'! Fanning
says that the Assembly aiscussed nis plan three daysf but Gen. Butler, who
was in coriifiiand In the Hillsboro aistrict, pronounced the scheme "ridicu-
lous'"^ "Your propositions are many", he replied to !?anning, "and some ,
of their, uncustomary in like cases";
The dealing with Loyalists curing the last years of tne war was not
all, Dy any means, in deference to legislation and official orders.
Wuch of the most effective work was aone by the militia officers with
little regard for lav; or regularity. i
These men, who were on the firing line, were strong rougn leaders,
with crude ideas of government, out feeling that at all hazards they
j
must crush insurrection. They were military officers entrusted with the '
execution of the civil law; and it is not strange that they should confuse
\
their duties anci carry their powers to extreme lengths. Becurring Tory '
uprisings, escapes from jail, and violation of oaths were evidence that
little dependence could be placed on the 'Whig government or the Tory char-
acter,
j
As an almost necessary consequence of the demoralized, almost hys- ;
terical, conditions in the state, the '/;nig officers adopted a system of i
terrorism, of prompt and severe punishments. In the region of partisan
war,- the hanging of captured Tories became a matter of course. Sometimes
the form of a court-rr:artial was held;- but, in any case, the command of
7
the Whig colonel deciaea the matter. Caprice or leniency sometimes die- i
tated other punishrcents, such as whipping or tarring and feathering^
9
Burning of houses and wholesale plundering were freauenti; Col. Benjamin
Cleveland in the mountain region of the north-west"'"^and Col. Philip Alston
1 CP. XVI.. 777. " 2 C.F. ZXIV. , 49C.
3 Faming, Narrative, 47.
4 Ibid.,oc.
5 C.E. XVI., 217.
e Fannin^, Narrative. 49.
•7 C.R. XV., 511, 512. '513, 554; Draper, King's r'o'antain, 4S5-454. "Tre!
Whigs of that day seldom had tiree to take Tory prisoners, and no place to
|
fut then if captured". Schenck, Nortn Carolina, 69. e'or a traclition or. ihis point, see V,'heeler. Kesinisisenoes, 172-3.
'8 Draper, King-'s Mountain, 170, 44S; Stediran, P.istory, II..S4Sn, I
9 C.R: XTV.,469; XV. ,627. ' "
10 C. E. XIII. , o'^-'"'
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of Randolph County"'" were xna mosc ruuuiess and brutal iu tneir methods
and most hatsd by the Tories. • '
Two incidents in this unfavorable record need special rrention: the
hanging of nine prisoners after the battle of King's fv'ountain and the con-
duct of the Whigs at the defeat of Col. Piles. The nine Tory prisoners
were charged with v^it-ious crinies ana were condemned by a court-ir,artial.
But the motive of the Vmigs was retaliation. The charges were vague, and
the court-martial was a ajere forruf .At the defeat of Col. tiles, the WhisE
were guilty of a woolly useless slaughterf a slaughter that is excused by
some Whig writers as unpreventable, and frankly justified by otners as a
necessary terroristic measure. These incidents illustrate as well as
jj
anything the desperation, tne y indict iveness^ and the anarchy of the
tiffiee. |l
There were at all times many sober Whigs who disapprovea of these
arbitrary iceasures; ana severely criticieea the aiilitia officers. In 17'/9|,
Col. Cleveland and Capt. herndon were inaioted for murder oy the Superior
,
Court of Salisbury district. A resolution of aardon was carriea in the
House 01 Commons oy a close yea and nav vote of 29 to 24. The Board of I
5
War instructeu the riiilitia officers not to deal harshly with Tory prisoners.
In July, 1781, Gen. Stephen Drayton wrote to Governor Bur^e denouncing the
arbitrary actions of militia officers, declaring that he was "for wresting
|
that usurped power out of the hands cf the soldiers, & by no means allow
them individually to be Judges; it is enough, in doing their duty in the
|
Field, that they are Executioners"? influenced perhaps by this letter.
Governor Burke aekea the Council of State to consider four abuses that
seemed to him to prevail universally throughout the state: first > recipro-
cal violence, plunder and assassinations by Whigs and Tories; second, ar- I
bitrary proceedings by officers and^..individuals; third, negligence of duty
;
and of orders;: fourth, full prisons. In i-iovember, the Board of 'War
instructed Gen Butler to apprehend ana court-martial certain officers vjho
had plundered Tories^
Yet, the Whig government could haroly disclaim the extra-legal acts
of its agents. In the April session of 1783, the Assembly passed "An Act.
;
to indemnify such persons as have acted in aefence of the State, and for
the preservation of Peace during the late War, froic vexatious suits and
—0--
1 C.a. XVIJ..399; XXII., ooO, 557.
2 O.K. XV.,tOo, 109, ttl, 373; Draper. King's .Mountain, 340.
3 On this boint, the opinion of En-^lish writers is interesting.. Lamb
;
called it "more foul/ inhuman and abon-inable than anyth ing_which took place
during, the war". Journal. 347. Cornwallis said that the iories "were'
most inhun;anl,y but ch e-eed ^' . Tarleton, CannpaicSns, 265. A modern historian
pronounces it an "act of revolting barbarity". Hunt, Political History
of England, 222.
"4 C.H. XIII., 397, 988. 5 0. H. XIV. , 381.
6 G.R. X v., 51.1. 7 C.?:. XIX. ,861.
S C. B. XIV. , 409.
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prosecutions", frankly aeolaring tnat "uiiesa persons naa "eoauni ctsd sundry
acts, which though not strictly agreeable to law, yet were requisite, and ''
so much for the service of the public, that xhey ought to be justified by i
Act of Assembly". Nearly tv^o years later, a comaiittee reported that Col.
!
Alston should not be tried for the ffiurder of a Tory, with four of the
comraitteeffien dissenting^ I
After the cessation of hostilities, Loyalism rapidly diminished in
importance as a governniental problem. "Unreconstructed" Tories were
rounded up «vith proclaffiations of outlawry and rewards'^ tviany Tories were
too poor to emigrate, and these led for a time a sorry existence. In
ffiuob
the western counties especially, inere seems to have been Apersecut ion.
"The unfortunate Wretches, whom Fame and ill will call Tories" were held !
up to tne public execration, were considered fit subjects for all sorts
;
of reprisals, and were assailed by mobsT An act nassed November 23,
;
1784, defined the status of former Loyalists, resiaent in the state. I
Farquard Oaicpbell ana -Jaaies Terry, ooxn of whom had been active Tories,
were elected to the Assembly and promptly expelled'^ In the Assembly,
i
strong differences of opinion developed over confiscation. But, by the
end of 17S5, Loyalisii) in all of its phases was a dead issue'.'
It is cleaFj therefore, that, while tne adoption of a constitutional!
governfflent gave a somewhat different interpretation and justification to '
anti-Tory nseasurss, the Whigs continued to deal with tne Loyalists in mucn
,
the same manner as at the beginning of the struggle, Niild iDeasures were '
abandoned; severe measures became more severe. A general administration
of the Oath and deportation of recalcitrants were adopted; but both were
imperfectly enforced. During 17S0 and 17S1, the militia officers
assumed arbitrary powers, ana visited summary punishments on active Tories..
With tne resumption of Whig supremacy and settled conditions, a policy of !
clemency vvas quickly aaopted. Disregarding the extreme acts of individu-
j
als, a general review seems to warrant the conclusion that, while the
1 C. R. XXIV. , 488, 489.
2 C.E. Xyil.,399, 400.
3 'These h?.d been used, more or less sinoe 1777, G. B. XI., 316; XII.,
75, 77; XIII. ,964; XVIT., 106; XIX. ,623, i
4_"At the Guilford Eneb',y Court Peter ONeal & others arired v?ith clubs '
in the tf'aco of the Court then sittins?. and in the Court house too, beat
some ir.on called Tories so much that their Lives were despaired of, broke
up the Court and finally have stopt the civil Laws in that County....
Rowan County Court x am told was also broke ud. . . . If ONoal (shot by -Jacoj
Graves, Tory) should die I fear that a number" of the unhappy wretches
called Tories v^lll be icardered. . . . " Jesse senton to Col. i-lart, war. 2S,
1783, in Roosevelt, Winning of the Viest, I.,309n. j,
5 C. R. XIX., 472; Van Tyne, Loyalists, 330. !
6 G.R, XVII., 414, "There is scarcsly a inan in the Senate who does
|
no.t view Gamobell viith a rtixture of indignation & conteirpt. , , . Scarcely i
one of his old aoouaintances spoke to hirs. " ?,iaelaine to'rioooer. April 21. '
1734. C.R. XVTI.-,135. - .
-
7 C. R. XVII. , 631.
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Whigs were weak on the side of administration, their policy, on the whole,
was based on necessity and characterized by icoderation.

VI.
G0NFIS3ATI0N; ElvilGRATIO!^; GO^^PENSATIOi^.
Tne spirit or' confiscation was early evident in North Carolina.
the Sunimer of 1775, according to Josiah Martin, fthig "incendiaries"
threatened Tories "".vitn seizing their lands and properties and making
division thereof"^ In June, absentees holaing estates in the colony
were called homef The confiscation of arras and aiDaunition began in
July; this property was sold at auction and the proceeds went to the
q
church-wardens of St.. Michael's parish';" M this tiace, the V/hig leaders
were not advocating unrecompensed appropriation or destruction of property
Negroes shot by the patrol were to be paid for from the public treasury^
and militia captains were enjoined to give receipts for all arms seized
from suspected persons';
By the end of the first year of the war, increasing Tory resistance
and possibilities of insurrection urged the «higs to more radical measures
In December, a resolve of ibe Provincial Council tnat no Loyalist should
"be intitled to any benefit or relief against any Debtor" showed a growing
disregard of the Tory's legal rights? The Whigs seem to have immediately
contemplated the confiscation of Thomas 'v'cKnight's abandoned property,
valued at £30,000; and at once took vigorous steps ig prevent its removal
and waste/
The battle of ivjoore's Creek necessitated the formulation of a more
definite policy, which was anticipated by the officers of the Vihig army.
Gen. Moore ordered a detachment "to secure the persons and estates of the
insurgents"'^ The Provincial Gongress, however, proved liberal, permittin;
the deported Tories "to make such disposition as they shall think proper
G
of their estates ana properties"".' The banished Loyalists did not dispose
of their estates. Acccrdingly, com.missioners were appointed to take
inventories, to guard against "waste and embezzlement", to return effects
taken from habitations, and to pay particular attention to the wants of
women and children, the property to remain in statu quo till further order
pf Congressi^ Three commissioners also were to take possession of a
"plantation or plantations" belonging to McKnight, and to rent theml-^ Of
other absconding persons, leaving debts, enough property was to be sola to
satisfy all claims.
I C. R. X.,t7, 34, 125-129, 244, 2 C.B. X. , c4.
3 C. R. X. , 63. 4 C.B. X. , 87. 5 G. R. X. , 153.
6 G.R. X.,362. 7 C.R. X. , 417, 656;- XI,, 263.
S C.R. XI., 285, O.R. X. , 544. 10 G.R. X. , 554.
II G.R. X.,o6o. 1-2 G.R. X.,o72.
("6 5-;
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The Provincial Congress, May IS, 177S, resolved that any inhabitant
of the colony, convicted by vote ci Congress or .judicial decision of
taking arms against America within the colony, should "forfeit all his
goods and chattels, lands and tenements, to the people of the said Colony,
to be disposed of by the Congress, or other general representation
thereof"} The Council of Safety, -July 4, 1773, ordered the comroissionera
to call at once on every suspected person to render an inventory on oath
of his property? With respect to certain Tories of Surry County, it was
ordered that the CoiiiEittee of that county "icay take into their possession
such parts of their Estates as may be movable And iDake out an Inventory
of tneir Estates strictly personal and return the saiie to next Congress
observing in the meantime that their families are supplied with the
necessities oi Life"? After this, inventories were regularly required
of suspected persons..^
The Vihigs found uiuoh difficulty in collecting and keeping account
of the movable property of absent Tories. Negroes were running at large,'
horses vjere being scattered over the country? In order to prevent waste
and plundering, it was soon found necessary to sell the movable and per-
ishacle property, Eight Tory horses brougnt from Cross Creek were sold
at auction in August, Vllol In Noveniber, the Provincial Congress orderec
that "sundry horses and a Chariot the property of the late Governcr
p
Martin" be sold for ready aionev, the oroceeds to 0o into the Treasury^
9
and, in Deceoiber, added the personal belongings of the former governor.
.At the same time, commissioners were appointed to secure the property of
five partnerships^ and were authorized to rent for one year plantations
belonoing to Thomas McKnight and -James Parkerl"^
During the greater part of 1777, no radical change occurring in the
situation, the V/hi? Dolicy was to sell DCODertv only when considered abso-
lutely necessary.'" In feoruary, various articles remaining in the t'alace
at Newbern, valued by Martin at oetween £3000 and £4000, were sold at
public auction." Tories who emigrated unaer tne "Tory Act" were allowed
r-O—•
t C.3. X.,535. 2 C.R. X. ,642.
3 C.R. XI., 303. 4 C.R. X. ,639, 690, 940, 964.
5 C.R. XII. ,303. e CP. X.,874.
7 C.R. XI.. 34-. Tne proceeds of the sale, however, baa not reached
the Treasurv, Feb. 9, 1779. G. R. XIIT.,707.
P- C.R. X.,920. Also, 874. "To what an extreme of madness is this
PeoDlQ arrived!" wrote Martin in November, 1776. C.R. X. , 900.
9 C.R. X. , 961-2.
10 Ibid. -Jasries Ingras and Ileil Snodgrass; Thorrias TvcKni^bt and
Thoffias Kind; Thorr.as >.'cKnight and vVilliatr TvlcOortrick ; Thomas iicKhight and
."iaraes Parker? Keil -janiieson and -John Dunlap.
11 0. R. X. ,976.
12 C.R. XII., 57. 68, 144, 145. 303.
13 346 different lots were sold, ranging froR3 an einpty bottle sold
for ed and a boot-jao]< for 8s fco a coach which brought £2o0. His library
included "The Deserted Villaae", "Fool Qualit:/" and "Faith", titles that
must have caused eoiije n'erriraent amoni? Whig wags. G.E. XIV., S49; XXIi.
,
S30-3S9.
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to carry considerabls property out of tne stats| out it was a freely=-9s-
prsssed Wnig; cpiaion that "tiiese infatuated and over-loyal .People" were
p
not likely ever to return to repossess their estates"^
The Continental Congress, Hovember 27, 1777, recommended the states
"to confiscate and make sale oi all ine real and personal estate therein>
\
of such of their inhaoitants and other persons who have forfeited the saaie,!'
and the right to tne protection of their respective states, and to invest
the money arising from the sales in continental loan office certif icates"? '
North Carolina v/as ready to act promptly upon the reconnEendation. The
j
"Tory Act" had providea taat property belonging to persons leaving the
state and remaining undisposed of, should after three months be declared
|
forfeited^. Noveiiiber 23, Gem.. Griffith Rutherford, an extreiiie radical on 1
every subject connected with the Loyalists, had been given leave_to bring I
in a bill "for the confiscating the property of Thomas McKnight", which
i
had passed to its third reading a/hen the recommendation of the Continental
j
Congress reached the Assembly, December 16^' Tnereupon, Rutherford's bill
was withdrawn; and a new measure introduced by Thomas Burke was speedily
w7passed;
This act applied only to absentee Loyalists and Loyalists in arms-
After reciting that "it is expedient and just that every Person for whom i
Property is protected in any State should be and appear within tne same or
.join in Defense thereof whenever the same is threatened or invaded; and
|
it is also just that a reasonable Time be given for such as have it in tht-ir
Power to aiiedge favourable or mitigating Circumstances to induce this Stat®
to receive tnem as Citizens, and restore them to the Possessions which,
once belonged to them", the act declared that property of every kind, held
{
on July 4, 1776> by a person absent from the United States on that day, or I
who had withdrawn himself since that day, or who haa at any time attached
himself to the enemy, snouid be confiscated, unless sucn person, returning,
be admitted to citizenship and restored tc his property by the next
Assembly (October 1, 1778)?
The immediate effect of this legislation was to impel a number of^
j
.propertied absentees to return ana to request aomittanee to citizenship^
They were put upon parole until their petitions could be acted upon by th- i
Asssmbly^-'^' Tne course to be adopted in these cases must have been pretty
well determined beforehand; for those petitions, not immediately granted
by the Assembly, were referred to a joint committee which reported
favorably within four days.. ^^ost of tne petitioners had been in England.
0-^-
1 C.H. XT. ^596, 743. 2 G. R. XI. , 790.
5 Journals of ConaresmFord ed.), IX,, 971.
4 O.R. XXTV. 5 CP. XII., 149, 175.
6 C. R. XII., 196, 362-4, S9c. 7 C. R. XII., 412, 433.
•3 C.R. XXIV. , 123ff . 9 C. B. XIII. ,473.
10 C.S. XIII., 132, 255, 304. 11 C.R. XTII.,650, 651.
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Thomas Hooper's case, for instance, was found "scarce witniij one province
of the Confiscation Act, as his residence in England was of short duration,
and which he immediately changed for France, this together with the ample
Testimonials of tne American Comoiissioners at Paris, in his favour, adaed
to his former attachment to this Country, thro' affection as well as prin-
ciple" induced tne coTricittee to recomniend the resxoration of nis property^
In Octooer, 1779, the Assembly granted the petition of Thomas 'Warfff and
rejected those of Thomas Oldham'f' H. E, iVlcCulloch^ ana Robert Palmer',;
V'rs. Andrew [vliller, whose husband had transferred his mercantile business
to New icrk, asked for permission to^carry her property to the Bsriiradasj
but the Governor and Council refused,
While these petitions were being considered, .the confiscation legis-
lation itself was in constant agitation. In November, 177S, an Act to
carry into eifecc tne Confiscation Act had been passed, providing for tne
appointment of three comaissionsrs for each county^ and making a^sple
provision for the welfare of fan-ilies of absentees* There was niucn dis-
satisfaction with this law, a remonstrance being sent to the Assembly
from iwecklenburg County". The aaverse criticism was clearly provoked by
the generous provision made for the heirs of absentees. After consider-
able difficulty ana apparently acrimonious aiscussion, another act was
j
passed in November, 1779, which specified by name sixty-three individuals
and four mercantile firms whose property was declared forf eitedl''" Six-
teen counties were represented in the list. Household furniture belonging
to "the aged Parents, Wives, Children or Widows" was exempted-^^ This
last provision was added as an amendment at the last moDDent> and was on-
posed by three memoers of the Senate.^ Fifteen members of the House of
Commons protested against this act on the ground that it left the desertea
wives and children in "precarious Dependence on tne Charity of a future
Assembly" f"^ and thirty^-two merchants of Viilmington declared that it would
"greatly endanger the credit of this State as a comaiercial Country "i""'
There had, as a matter of fact, been little actual confiscation
t C.R. XIII. , 650-651. 2 C.F. XIII., 93'?.
3 C.R. XIII., 860, 861. 4 C.R, XIII., 6S6, o91.
5 Ibici. 6 0. S. XIU, , 24.
7 C.R. XIIi.,49. S C.B.. XXIV.,210ff.
9 C.R. XIII., 721, 763. In this aot, it was stated, "sucii appiioatiott
is made of confisoatea property as ? csirectly repuj^nant to the nature and
intention of Confiscation.*' C.R. XIV.
,
345, 346.
10 C.R. XIV., 34c. The cpposition vjas led by Griffith Rutherford.
C.R. XIII., 763. Note his action on article XVHI of the next bill.
C.R. XIII., e97, 993.
11 C.R. XIII., 863,, S70, 858, 897, 6S3, 991, 992. Appendix 5.
12 C. B. XXIV. , 263.
13 C.R. XIII..S97, 898.
14 C.R. XITI.,991, 992, ^'hey sarcastically disowned any share in
"the bright Disnlay of Wisdois, Virtue and Humanity exhibited.,., in this
masterly perf orrr.anoe. "
15 C.R. XV., 203, 20o.
,
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durino 1/78 and 1779. The V/hig populaoe in tne rcattsr of confiscation
ssems to nave oeen uiore radical than its representatives;" and tne coniis:-
cation laws gave excuse for many "unwarrantable depredations" which in
spine cases had "been carried so far as to deprive many poor people of
tbeir kitchen utensils, and even of some part of their wearing apparel".
"Valuable effects", including slaves, had Deen"conveyed to aistant parts"
and unlawiully sold!;'
The EritisQ invasion of 17S0 made further attempts at orderly confis-
cation useless. So, on account of "the unsettled state of public affairs'
and "tne fluctuating state of the currency, as well as.... other causes,"
the acts of confiscation were suspended, the coaiTiissioners i-o busy tnea-
selves in tne meantime preparing inventories^
During the period of war within the state requisitioning at supplies
was an authorized practice';' Tne coinmissioners were directed to take into
their possession grain and stock abandoned by Tories joining the British?
In February, 1732, 327 steers were collected f rcm^f ifteen Loyalists in
Cumberland County, one Tory being relieved of 113. In March, 1782,
Governor Burke instructed Ma.1 . Hogg to subsist the state troops on the
estates of Tories, "where it can be done Viithout oppression"?
When the British withdre^s the 'Ahigs returned to tne subject cf con-
c
fiscation. A. Maclaine, tne leader of the moderate faction*/ a former
merchant of Wilmington^*^ and a friend of the loyal Hoopers^"^ expressed his
viev/s in the Spring of 1782; and they are interesting in view of the meager
light tnax vfe have on conservative Whig opinion. ''Tne confiscaxea proper-
ty appears to me", ne wrote, "of tne utmost importance where it is consid-
ered as a fund for sinking the public debt or as a punishment to individu-
als. I am no friend to absolute confiscation in our circumstances...., I
would postpone all sales except of perisnable articles"; and two things he
could never bring himself to favor: confiscating the laoded estates of
those who live in British dominions, and confiscating" debts due to Britisn
1^>
merchants.
In the Assembly of 1762, however, probably not over cne-*-fourth of tne
1 "There nave been no confiscations but in Bladen county (except such
as are named in the act^ and tbat does not affect any but Wr. Bnrgwjh's
property in the county." Maclaine to 3- Hooper, April 29, 1783. CP.
XVI.
,
957. Also XI I., 439; 552.
2 O.Fv. XIV. , 345-346. Also XvII.,t49.
3 C . R A X T V , 3 5 »
2 c! r! XXIvI'3o2l The ouspendin?? Act was oast;ed, Feb. 9, 1731,
C.B. XVII., 687, 769.
5 C.c?. XIV. ,335, 445. 6 C.R. XIV., 469; XV. , 632.
7 C.B. XVI .,208, 213 8 C.R. XVI., 229.
9 For nis moderation, see C.R. XVI., 949; XVTI..134, 144, 399, 400,
419, 421, 631; XIX., 332, 671.
10 O.K. XVII. , 830.
11 Tboii'as and George, ror this connection, see C.R. XVI., 957, 963;
XVII. , 134, 144, 149, ISa, 631.
12 '•iaclainc to Eurk-e, War. 27, 1782. C.R. Xvl. , 247.
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meicbers were opposed xo confiscation. A biii directing the sale of coir-
i
fiscated property was passed May loT The names inoludsd in the act of
1779 were repeated with two additions. All property was to be sold oefor^i
-January \, 178.3. The terms were to oe credit for five years wixn a
guarantee of payinent in specie, or two-tnirds mignt be paid aown in certii-
icatesf
Tne treaty of peace having reached North Carolina, fv;aclaifie intro-
duced into the Assemoly, l.^ay 12, 1783, a bill to repeal acts conflicxing'
with the fourth and sixth articlesf The consideration of ivSaclaine's bill
was postponed until October An act of pardon ana oolivion was passed:
entirely unsatisfactory to the conservatives; and, some coroplaints of
irregular sales having been received, a bill was passed to make tne
comicissioners accountable to the courts?
In January, 1783, the Continental Co0oress made its recommendation
as to the restoration of Loyalist property, and Lhe question of confisca-
tion absorbed the attention of the succeeding Asseisbly. A rather definite
alignment nad now taken place, with t/jaclaine at tne heaa of the conserva-
tives and Tiffiothy Bloodtfortn, a "Superintendant ComiDissioner of Confisr-
cated Estates" in thc^ district cf Wilmington, and Griffith Rutherford
leadinQ. the radicals.* The bill to repeal laws inconsistent with the
treaty of peace was lost by a close vote in the House of Comffions of 3? to
37^*^ Another bill providing for the restoration of property remaining
unsold was rejected by a majority of 44. A third bill "was so exception-
ably framed ( it was indeed a^^joo to inrich a few) that on the last day of
the session it was laid over"*' r^o legislation was accoiaplished.. The
deliberation of tne Assembly seems to have been a medley of personal
jealousies and inimosities on tne hand and friendships and business
connections on tne otner, viith so much inaividual wire-pulling tnat no
one could be satisfiec. "The popular cry", which '/^as radical, did not fin
adequate expression.
In tne Autumn session of the assembly, a bill to repeal laws contra-
1 f!
vening the treaty cf peace was again introduced and again rejected. A
bill directing the sale of confiscated property was passed, November 24,
1 C.R. XVIII. ,53. 2 C.E. ZIX. , 115.
3 C.E. XXTy.,424ff. 4 G. B. XIX. , 332.
5 G.R. XIX., 210. 6 C.R. XXI v.. 489.
7 G.R. XVI., 963. 3 C.R. XXIV., 497.
9 C. B. XVII. , 3.
10 Maclaine wrote at this tiirie: "I aii) most solicitous for the unof-
fendincJ British sub.iect s. . , . Let the British rfovernirent pay the others."
P D XVI T, 13^,
ll~c! H." ^XVII. , 144 , 145; XIX., 492. As a rule, those who bad been i:
the field against the_'rories were most radical. See the yea and n&y votes
of tnis session, C. h. XVII. , pasai?r..
12 C.R. ZIX. ,-674. 13 G.R. XIX. j 671, 673.
14 Maclai-ne to Hooper, June 14, 17B4. C.R. XVII., 144.
15 C.R. XVII., 79, 13S, 140, 149.
16 G. R. aIX. , 746, SOO.
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1734. Toe act excused itssii on the ground that considerable property J
remained unsold; and named seven comrfiissioners to take charge of the sales
After tnis, excitement over Tory measures subsided'^ with a small group
continuing to protest the action of the majority, A bill for securing
purchasers of Tory property from suits for recovery was passed December 29,!
1785';' This was amended in January, 1787, permitting suits for recovery
unless based upon claims aerived iroiTi Tories? jl
Tnese numerous laws, witn their apologetic ^reamoles, inaicate the
halting and inefficient work of the comiuissioners. Very little forfeitea
property was sold prior to 17S3';:' There were convinciQg complaints of
improper proceedings and appropriation for private use. Widows of Tories,
however, were given an ind^^gent hearing, and were granted a life-lease
of their husbands' estates. In other cases 'involving a possible error
or doubtful .iurisdiction, ths -AsseiEbly adopted a fair and reasonable atti-
tude. As to the actual productiveness of - confiscation, I nave no compiftte
figures. On November 1, 1790, the report of the CorDmittee on Finance
showed a sum of £36, 12S, 19s, 9d in certificaLes aue tne puolic iroa: the
ComiEissioners of Confiscated Estates. '.'ost of this sum had been raised
in the districts of Wilmington,. Billsboro and Edenton^'^'
The emigration of Loyalists from i^lorth Carolina had three well-
marked stages.
The first movement began with the acknowledged Wnig dominance estab-
lisnea by tne Dattle of Moore's Creek. Until February, 1776, the Tories
considered the Revolutionary government a treasonable creation soon to be
overturned and visited with retribution. Governor Martin considered his
sojourn on the Cruz ier merely temporary, a somewhat ungraceful prelude to
a triumphant Royal ascendancy. Tnis perioa of hope and confident waiting
was rudely terminated by the defeat at iVloore's Creek. The Tory had now
to ao one of three tnings:. to remain in the state, a consistent Loyalist,
enduring persecution and loss or property; to remain, and, by submitting
to the Test, attempt, hypocritically or sincerely, to adapt himself to
the new regime; or to emigrate from the state. under the circumstances,
any choice involved a sacrifice. Some remained and suffered imprisonment
and plundering; some sacrificed tneir political principles; others made
1 C.R. XIX., S24. ' 2 C.F. XaTV. , r361f f.
S C.R. XVII., est. 4 C.B. XVII., 419, 42t.
5 C.R. XXIV., 7S0. 6 C.R. XXIV. , 794.
7 C.R. XIX., 671; XX.. 53. I have not found the transcripts cf the
Corcmi ssioner s ' reports, and niy data at this coint is therefore inaaeauate,
S C.R. XVI., 357. 9 ft. R. XVI., 451. 79S.
to C. 3. XVII. ,371, S75.
It C.R. XVI., SB9; XVIT.,:370.
12 C.a. XXI., 1060, 1069..
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the no less disagreeable choice of expatriation. Immediately after the
battle of ?Vioore's Creek, a numoer of Tories fled to the English shlDS in
1the Gape rear. They were carried to New York, wnere some of them ioined
2Loyalist corps. Others, with the consent of the ii^;hi0s, lefx the state
singly or in small groups';'
The second Loyalist exodus was occasioned by tne aisabilixies iin^
posed by the "Tory Acts" of 1777. As to the actual total of these exiles,
I have no complete estimates. Contemporary observers considered that
"great numbers" were leaving the countryf Governor Martin, who was then
at New York and in a position to know, stated that 150 reached that port
between August 1, 1777, and January 23, 1778? During 1777 and 1775 many
pass-ports were given individuals and small nartiss to depart* and a few
7
were granted in 1779.
The third emigration of Tories occurred at the ena of the war. isu-
Q
merically, this was by far the most important movement?
The Tories who left the state in 1776, 1777 and 1778 were pf the
o
better class. Tney were m^n of property and social standing;:' K-iany
were former of i ice-nolders; others had business connections in Enelandl"^
12
iv-ost of them were Scotcn: and a majority were not natives of An;erica.
They had been residents iarpelv of the trading centers of the eastern
counties.*^ The Whigs testify that they were "men who have supported very
fair characters, have ever been peaceful citizens, ana borne their snare
of all public duties assigned them", their only crime being that they
"refused the oath of Gcverniiient*4^ Those who departed in 1776 did so in
considerable haste, and, in general, left their families and property ber
hind them. Later, some of themjreturned, ^and recovered,- not only their
families, but also considerable property.'^ Those who emigrated in 1777
and 1778 had ample time for preparation; and, when tney departed, were
accompanied by their families, household goods, "Indented Female Servants"
and negroes. They must have led for a time an unsettled and unhappy
I G.H. X. ,653. 2 G.R. X. , S24, S99, 900.
3 C. B. X.
,
700, 701,^ S23.
4 North Carolina Gazette, July 2c, 1777. G.R. XL, 743? ibid., Oct.
31, 1777. G.R. XI., 790.
o Martin to Gersain, Jan. 23, 1773. C. E. XIII. , 36S.
6 C.E. XI.. 584, 553:, 756, 596, 633, 640, 646, 667, 776; XIII., 1, 24,
373, 64.
7 G.R. XIII., 816, see.
3 I regret tnat m;/ material dees not warrant a fuller st aterrient
.
Of., however, Caruthers, Incidents, 380; Panning. Narrative, 66; Ryerson,
Loyalists, II., 61.
9 G.R. XT., 743, 766.. 10 G.R. XI. , 765-76S, 790.
II C R. XT, 756.
12 c'. r'. xiTT.,se3. Of 22 refugees arriving at New York in 1777,
only one was a native of North Carolina and 19 were Sootob, G.R. XI,,
765-765.
13 Ante, Chao. V. 14 G.R. XI. . 553. 554. 640.
15 G. R. XI. , 690, 692^ 693; XIII. ,867, 337. Besides several who
were aomitted to oitizensblp,
16 G.R. XI., 596, 743, 765; XII I,, 1, 64, 373.
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life. -Most of tnesi went to i-.evv lork, ivnere tneir residence was iQecessari4
ly temporary. Some enlisted; others began industriously to plot for
another Loyalist demonstration in North^CarolinaJ others attempted to
resume their foraer mercantile pursuits^ iv^any, drawn by kinships and
friendships, returned to Scotlandi"'
The personnel of the thira emigration was somewhat different. It
included, of course, men of former gooa standing; but it was oreeminently
a movement of tne poorer class. i^any of these had taken part in cne
partisan war;: not a few were of the more lawless element. They were peo-
ple vvho haa been technically guilty of treason; and sere fleeing from the
wrath of tne Wnigs. ' One writer is of the opinion that most of this claso
of Loyalist emigrants found refuge in Nova Scotia and Mew Erunswickf
Another states that more of the Souxhern Tories went to the West Indies
than 10 any otner place';' I am convinced that a majority of this class
of Loyalists sno left North Carolina went to Florida, the West Indies, or
to the country west of the Alleghenies. The available iiiaterial gives an
impression tnat a rather large proportion settled in Florida; but doubt-
less many of these took ship at 3-t, Augustine for other destinations^ I
can find no evidence that many North Carolinians settled in Canada. Fan-
ning went to New Brunswick; bui, of his former officers, he mentioned only
three who accompanied him, while eight found homes in Florida and the Wesi
Indies, and fifteen remained in North Carolina';' He himself claims the
7
credit of leading 2dO to the Florida Canaan. iV;any of the Tories of the
western counties, used to the initiative of the frontier, pushed over the
mountains and founQ homes in Tennessee^
It must be remembered, however, tnat only a small proportion of
Loyalists emigrated. The large number of vacillating Tories, who were
first on one side ana the on tne other, remained, of course, in tne coun-
try. Different motives impelled otners to do the same- The natural
inertia that resists strange and toilsome journeys, ties of blood ana
business, atxachment to the country, -z- these things resisted any general
emigration. Afterward, the loneliness of the strange lands inpellei many
to return, some at the risk of capital punishment?
In iv^arch, 1777, Martin began to recommend Nortn Carolina Loyarists
t E.^., John Hair^ilton. C.R. XTTI. , 36S.
2 E.^., Andrew '.!iller. C.R. XIII., 24. Of. XV. , 415.
3 C.R. X. ,S23; XIIi.,8t6. 4 Caruthers, Incidents, 380.
5 Fyerson, Loyalists, II.>6t.
6 Panninrf. Nai^rabive, 19, 20-. 76, '77. Fanning wrote in 1796 that
the North Carolina Loj/alists were "now in tte west Incics and other parts
of the world for refuse". Narrative, 22,
7 S'anning, Narrative, 56.
8 Scnenck, North Carolina, 242, oiisotins! Gen. Josech Graham.
9 C. E. XVI. , 967.

to tne British governmenL lor oompensation^ Hormer Chief-Justice ^'artin
Howard arrived in New York "destitute of all means of subsistence", and
wrote that he had once before, in 1765, sacrificed his belongings on the
i
alter of British iirperialism and had "never received any conipensstior}"';'
!
In June, 1780, Governor iv?artin put in a claiii' for himself of three or !
four thousand pounds; but Germain replied that governors were to be indeir:-;
nified for private losses froir: ths confiscated estates of the rebels!
The Loyalist refugees in London. appointed a committee to press their
_
h j.
claims on the governrceDt, H. E. N-jcCullocn representing North Carolina.
The latter state furnishea 135 claimants out of a total of 2,580. But I
British oificialdcE did not fly to their aid on wings of mercy. In 1785,
j
the Comniissionsrs had granted one Nortn Carolina refugee SO pounds yearly
I
"for temporary subsistence", John Rains, who had taken "an active part
in cororoand in six ana thirty skiricishes", was not provided for in 1789;.
Lord Gornwallis wrote that the claims of Col. John Haffiilton "for the vast
sums which are due to him are treated with contempt"". Cornfeallie was
I
interested in the Southern Loyalists and was the victim of their constant '
importunities. In January, 17S4, he wrote: "I ais etill plagued tc death |
and impoverished by starving Loyalists;, but I auj now determined to shut
the purse, except in the most moving instances of misery"f and six months
later: "I am as usual pestered to death every morniDg by wretched starving
jj
loyalists";!'" '
The British government ultimately lent its aia; but financial aid ,
could never fully compensate them. They had lost the esteem of their '
neighbors and countrymen, and had received a barren welcome in other landsi
They had broken the many ties of a familiar country. Beyond all, tney had
been beaten in their cause, ana knew that they were to be misunderstood
and maligned. It has taken, in fact, the light of a full century to
show that boyalism had its quota of heroes, and that V.'hig and Tory need
alike the asantle of charity.
t C.R. XI., 711. 2 CP. XI., 760, 781.
8 G.R. Xlv..&^9, 4 C.?:. XV., 143.
5 Eyerson, L-oyalists, II,,166ri. 6 Van Tyne, Loyalists, SOS.
7 Fanning?, Karrat-ive, 67.' S Ibid. , 35.
9 Ccrnwal'liB, Correspondence (Ross, ed.), I. , 198.
10 Ibid. , I. , 168.
11 Ibid. , I. , 176.
12 ?'aterial for a full anslysic of North Carolina coropensat; ion has
not been available.

VII.
CONCLUSION.
Loyalist in North Carolina did not contain in itself the vitality
and independence which raakes a cause respected. Potentially strong in
numbers and in logic, it was, nevertheless, weak and ineiiective in prac-
tice. It remained sectional and isolated, founded more on local tradi-
tions, petty jealousies and clannishness than on the broad ground of law,
justice and expediency. The Loyalists were early thrown on the defensive
and forced into a negative, obstructive course, which rendered their cause
unattractive and seeced to put ix wholly in the wrong,- Before the war,
tbey had no literature and no influential champions; at its outbreak,
they were unprepared; afterward, they were always leaderless and unorgan-
ised. Tneir larger movements were excited by the expectation or the
presence of the British. Throughout the struggle, the absence of a high
moral and intellectual tone is everywhere evident.
The Whig party, on the other hand, was fortun.ate in its leaders,
who were ahead of the mass in correctness of judgment and in conservative-
ness of opinion. They vvere attempting to govern in times of stress and
demoralization; nence, no policy, however intelligent, could be loilowed
with thoroughness and consistency, Tneir attitude toward their inxernai
opponents was characterized by reversion ratner than progress: they began
with argument and appeal; tney ended wixn raids, executions and plundering
Yet, tnis attitude was largely unavoidable'; and, making due allowsnce for
the circumstances, was characterized, on the whole, by mocieration.
(75)

APPENDICES.
I
A. |i
TESTS.
|:
Reeantaticn signed by -John Goalson in the Provincial Congress,
j
August 22, 1775:
|
"I, John Coulson do, fror. the fullest Convictior. soles-nly and
slncevely aeclare, that I have been pursuing Uieasxires destructive
of the Liberties of Arrericc. in General, arid highly iri.iurioue to the
peace of this Colony; and truly conscious of the heinousness of iry
Guilt, do now publickly confess the sane; and do solemnly and
sincerely proTTjise, that I v'ill for the future support and defend, tc
\
the utmost of n-y povjer, the Constitutional Eights and Liberties of i
America; ;^nd in order to niaice atonear.ent for my past Guilt that I
Kill isajce use of every effort in cny poiser to reclaim those persons ji
who I have seduced froir. their duty, arid also to induce all other
persons over whoc I have influence, to aid, support, and aefend, th
.just Bights of AiTierica. In Witness v.'hereof , etc. "
j|
Test prepared by the Provincial Congress, August 2S> 1775:
"s"e the subscribers professing our allegiance to tne Kins and
acknowledging^ the Constitutional Executive power of Government, do
Soleicnly profess. Testify & Declare, that r.e do absolutely believe,
that neither tne parliaitent of Great Britain nor any sr, ember or
Constituent Branch thereof hath a right to ircpose Taxes upon these
Colonies to rec'ulate the Internal police thereof and that all attewptij
by fraud or force to establish & exercise such clais' & power are
j
violations of the peace 5- security of the people, and ought to be '
resisted to the utmost, and the people of this province singly and
collectively are bound by the Acts and Pesolutions of the Continentsil i
and Provincial Congresses^ because in both they are freely represente'
by persons chosen by therjiselves, and we do soiejEiily and sincerely
pro!E-iEe> and engage under the Sanction of virtue, Boire and the Sacred
Love of Liberty and of our Country, to maintain and support all and
every the Acts, Resolutions & Regulations of the said Continental a-^d
•provincial Congresses to the utmost of our power and abilities. In
Testimony we have hereunto set oar hands, etc,
"
(76)
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William Franklin took the fcllowine oath oeiore the Rowan Coniiiiittee
of Safety, February 6. 1776:
"!!, 'A'illiaiP Franklin do freely and solcir.nly swear on the Holy
Evangelists of AlrrisJftty Goa, that 1 y;ill not take up arir.E against tt.r,\
Friends of Arrerican Liber-t.v, nor will I direotli' or- indirectly aid
or assist, comfort or encourage any Person or persons opposing in
any manner the measures pursuing by tbe Americans in Defence of their
Liberty. "
Test adopted, July 25, 1776':
"We the Subscribers do Soleirnly prcfese testify and declare,
that we do absolutely believe that r:oither the Parliair^ent of Great
Britain, nor any Wei.ber or constituent branch thereof hath a right
to iLipose Taxes upon these Colcniee to regulate the Internal police
thereof, and that all atteirpts by fraud or force to establish and
exercise such claia<s and powers are violations of the peace and
Security of the people, ano ought to be resisted to the utmost, and
that the people of this province singly and collectively are bound ;
by the Acts and Resolutions of tne Continental and provincial Con-
gresses because in both they are freely represented by persons chos-rn
by theiTiselves, and we do solesrinly and sincerely promise and engage
under the Sanction of Virtue honor and the sacred Dove of Liberty
and our Country, to maintain and support all and every the Acts,
Resolutions and Regulations of the said Continental and provincial
Gongresses to the utiiiost of our powers and Abilities. In
Testimony, etc.
"
By an ordinance passed by the Constitutional Convention, Noveniber 22,
1776, tne Governor was airectea to oiter free pardon and protection to
Loyalicts under arras who would xake the fcilcvjing oath within 90 days:
"I A. B. do sincerely promise and swear> that I will be faith-
ful and bear true Allegience to tne State of Morth Carolina, and to
the Powers and Authorities which are or n-jay be established for the
Governir.ent thereof, and that I will to the utirost of my Power, iriain-
tain and defend the sarre against all Atteirpts wnat soever; and I do
s?iear, that I will do no act wittingly, whereby the Independence of
the saia State n.ay be aestroyed or in.jured. SO FELP ^'E GOD."
An oatn providea icr in "Tory Act" of 1777, to be taken by former
Royal oificiais and those who had traded with Great Britain:
"I 'ft-ill bear faithful and true Allegience to the State of
'i^orth Carolina, and will to the utmost of Power, support and nain-
tain, and defend the independent Government thereof, against George
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the Third, KingJ of Great Britain, and his SuccesEors, and ths I
AtteniptE of ?=ny otner Person, Prince, Power, State, or Potentate,
who by secret Arts, Treasons, Conspiracies, or by open EPorce, shall
attempt to subvert the saire, and will in every Respect conduct
iriyself as a peaceful^ orderly Sub.ject; and that T will disclose end
wake known to the Governor, some Member of the Council of State, k
or some Justice of the Peace, all Treasons, Conspiracies, and
|
Attempts, committed or intended against the State, which shall conie
bo ipjj knowledge. "
jj
Statutory Oath of Allegiance and Abjuration adopted 1777:
|
"I, A. H.
,
do soler-nly and sincerely proiri se and swear, that
I will be faithful and bear true Allegience to th-; State of North * !
Carolina, and to the powers and Autboritiec v^'hich are or isay be
established for the Governjrent thereof, not inconsistent r."ith the
Constitution. And T do solemnly and Binccr-ely declare, that I do
believe in roy Conscience that neither the King of Great Britain,
nor the Parliajrent thereof, .lointly vnitb the said King or separately,!
or any foreign Prince, Person, State, or Potentate, have, or ou.rfnt
to have any Rifiht or Title, to the Dominion or Sovereignty of this
State, or to any part of the Government thereof. And I do renounce,
refuse, and ab,iure any AllecJience or Obedience to them, or any of
tneiT;, or to any Person or persons put into Authority by or under
their, or any of there. And. I -will do iry utmost Endeavours to dis-
close and make known to the legislative or executive Powers of the
said State, all Treasons and traitercus Conspiracies and Attempts
whatsoever, whicn I shall know to be icade or intended against the
said State. And I do faithfully proii.ise, that I :^ill endeavour to
support, maintain and defend, the Independence of the said State,
against hiir the said King, and all other persons whatsoever. And
all these things I do plainly and sincerely aeknowledge and s^^ea^,
accordinp' bo these express words by me spoken, and according to the
plain and coicmon Sense and Understanding^ of the same Words, ?7ithout
any Equivocation,' mental Evasion, or secret Reservation whatsoever.
And I do make this Aoknowl edgement
,
Ab.juration, and Promise, hearti-
ly, willingly, and truly, SO HELP WE GODi'
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PERSONS Y;hmd IN THE CONEISCATIOIn ACTS OF 1779 AND 1782.
CURRITUCK COUNTY.
WilliaE Tryon
Josiah 14artin
Sir Nath'l Ducki r.f i eld.
P.. E. ),?cCulloch
Henry MoGullocb
SaifiUel Gorneli
Barr.una "fanning
Thomas McKnight-
R'panois Williair,son
PASQUOTANK COUI-ITY.
James Parker
'nllliarr vcGorTci ck
John Dunlap
Neal SnodgrasE
John Lancaster
CRAVEN OCUTiTY.
James Green
John Alexander
CHOWAN COUNTY
Thomas Oldhair.
IRELAND
ThoEas Christie
NEW HANOVER COUNTY
Frederick Gregg
HALIFAX COUKTY
Andre?; Miller
Alexander Telfair
Hugh Telfair
John ThoiTipEon
John Hamilton
Archibald Hamilton
GRANVILLE COUUTY
George Alston
ViBGINIA LiSRCHANTS
Michael v'iallaoe
John Wallace
GUILt^ORD COUNTY
Tfilliair, Field
John Field, jr.
Robert Turner-
TRYON COUNTY
John Moore
SURRY COUNTY
James Roberts
DOBBS COUNTY
George Miller
ANSON COUNTY
James Cotton
Walter Cunninghairi
Samuel Williarr.s
ROWAN COUNTY
SaiTuel Bryan
WilliaiT: Spurgin
Mattliias Sappinfield
EDGECOs-^E COUNTY
WilliaiB McClellan
BUTE COUNTY
Dinwiddie, Crav?ford & Co,
BEAUF'ORT COUNTY
Robert Palffer
NEWEEEK
E. B. Dobbs
Ralph McKair
John McNair
Joseph Field
James McNeil
Archibald McCoy
Alexander ^cCay
Neil >4cArthur
John Leggett
John MoCloud
Colin Shaw
Williair^ Campbell

NEWBERN (continued)
James Ganble & Co.
ThoroaB Butherfora
'I'^'illiair' Rose
Alexander ^.'cCoy
Vlssrs. 7/aller & Bridgen
Alexander WcAuflen
GRANVILLE COUNTY (continued)
A.lexander Cairpbell
Robert Bell
Duncan CaiEpbell
WILMINGTON
Ghauncey Townsend
Dr. Tucker
Buchanan, Eastie d Co.
ADDED IK THE ACT OW 1732.
Jasree McSeil, Halifax
Alexander >.iunn. Wake.
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ANTI-TOBY LEGISLATION.
ACTS REI-ATTKG TO PSRSCNS OF- LOYAuISTS.
An Act to def jne 'Treason and Misprisiorj of TTeBson. etc. 1777,
An Act to aEiend the above Act, 1777.
An Act for tbe speedy trial of all persons accused of treason. 1780.
An Act for the relief of such persons as have taken paroles. 1781,
An Act for the more speedy trial of persons obar.^ed with
treason, 1781.
An Act of pardon and oblivion. 1783,
An Act to dcscribo and ascertain persons TJbo owed allegiance. 1734,
An Act to airend the above Act. 1735,
ACTS PELATING TO THE PBOPEETY OF LOYALISTS.
Confiscation Act.
An Act to carry into effect the Confiscation Act.
An Act to carry jnto effect the Confiscation Act,
An Act for secviring quiet and inoffensive inijabitants fron!
being in.iured smd confiscated property froTn being
wasted.
An Act for suspendincs the Act for c&vvyirig into effect
tbe Confiscation Act.
An additional Act to the above Act.
An Act directing sale of coiifiscated property.
A.n Act to nr;ake tbe corr m i £ si on er s accountable to the courts,
An Act directing sale of confiscated property.
An Act to secure and quiet in tnei r possessions, etc.
An Act to airend tbe above Act.
1777.
177S.
1779.
17S0.
1760.
1781.
1732.
17S3.
1784.
1785,
1786.
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